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Preface
The eight editions of the FCA4AI Workshop showed that many researchers working in
Artificial Intelligence are deeply interested by a well-founded method for classification and
data mining such as Formal Concept Analysis (see https://conceptanalysis.wordpress.
com/fca/).
FCA4AI started with ECAI 2012 (Montpellier) and the last edition was co-located with
ECAI 2020 (Santiago de Compostela, virtual conference). The FCA4AI workshop has now
a quite long history and all the proceedings are available as CEUR proceedings (see http:
//ceur-ws.org/, volumes 939, 1058, 1257, 1430, 1703, 2149, 2529, and 2729). This year, the
workshop has again attracted researchers from many different countries working on actual
and important topics related to FCA, showing the diversity and the richness of the relations
between FCA and AI.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematically well-founded theory aimed at data
analysis and classification. FCA allows one to build a concept lattice and a system of dependencies (implications and association rules) which can be used for many AI needs, e.g.
knowledge discovery, machine learning, knowledge representation, reasoning, ontology engineering, as well as information retrieval and text processing. Recent years have been witnessing increased scientific activity around FCA, in particular a strand of work emerged that is
aimed at extending the possibilities of FCA w.r.t. knowledge processing. These extensions
are aimed at allowing FCA to deal with more complex data, both from the data analysis and
knowledge discovery points of view. Actually these investigations provide new possibilities for
AI practitioners within the framework of FCA. Accordingly, we are interested in the following
issues:
• How can FCA support AI activities such as knowledge processing, i.e. knowledge discovery, knowledge representation and reasoning, machine learning (clustering, pattern
and data mining), natural language processing, information retrieval. . .
• How can FCA be extended in order to help AI researchers to solve new and complex
problems in their domains, in particular how to combine FCA with neural classifiers
for improving interpretability of the output and producing valuable explanations. . .
The workshop is dedicated to discussion of such issues. First of all we would like to thank
all the authors for their contributions and all the PC members for their reviews and precious
collaboration. This year, 24 papers were submitted and 14 were accepted for presentation
at the workshop, out of which 6 short papers. The papers submitted to the workshop were
carefully peer-reviewed by three members of the program committee. Finally, the order of
the papers in the proceedings (see page 5) follows the program order (see http://fca4ai.
hse.ru/2021/).
The Workshop Chairs
Sergei O. Kuznetsov
National Research University Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia
Amedeo Napoli
Université de Lorraine, CNRS, Inria, LORIA, 54000 Nancy, France
Sebastian Rudolph
Technische Universität Dresden, Germany
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Modelling Conceptual Schemata
with Formal Concept Analysis
Uta Priss
Ostfalia University, Wolfenbüttel, Germany

Abstract. This paper discusses how to construct conceptual schemata (which are
meant to provide conceptual information in a manner close to natural language,
easy to memorise and mentally parse) from concept lattices which tend to present
a more computational view of conceptual information. Different methods for constructing schemata from concept lattices (such as OR-definitions for reducing the
number of attributes and implications of a concept lattice) are considered.

1 Introduction
As the name states, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) provides a means for analysing
concepts. While there are many applications for FCA, it is often easier to employ FCA
for computational problems than to actually analyse concepts in a manner similar to
how natural language is processed by humans. For the purpose of structuring and developing teaching materials it would be desirable if FCA could serve as a means for
representing concepts in a manner that is close to how students learn domain knowledge. A representation would be desirable that is similar to relations amongst natural
language words, for example hyponyms such as “poodle” and “dog”. Lattices that are
automatically generated from natural language databases, however, such as WordNet
or Roget’s Thesaurus tend to be more computational because their relations are not
sufficiently precisely defined (Priss & Old 2010).
In this paper, we are introducing an approach for shifting between word-based natural language representations and more formal representations with FCA. For that purpose we are distinguishing (conceptual) schemata which utilise natural language words
from (conceptual) classes which contain a set of formal contexts. Investigating the connections between schemata and classes is a semiotic task because it considers a relationship between words as representations of signs and concepts as meanings of signs.
It is of interest to determine how well the information of a class is retained in a schema,
how efficiently it is represented and how well a schema covers a class. The semiotic
perspective and the relationship to educational research have been discussed elsewhere
(Priss 2021a and 2021b) and are not further elaborated in this paper.
The notion of “schema” is influenced by Lakoff’s (1987) “image schema”. But the
focus of schemata in this paper is on verbal description, not on images. The words
or phrases that are defined by a schema and relate one schema to other schemata are
called head representamens in this paper in analogy to the headwords of dictionary
entries which are also called catchwords, keywords, subject headings, index terms or
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descriptors in other disciplines. From a semiotic view, head representamens are representamens of signs (Priss 2017). From a computational view, head representamens are
just strings that are elements of a set. Head representamens are to be distinguished from
other representamens which have an auxiliary function.
Head representamens can serve as building blocks for constructing compound representamens using the operations AND, OR and NOT. For example, head representamens for poodles might be “poodle” and “miniature poodle” whereas a compound
representamen might be “poodle AND cute”. Such operations are syntactically defined
in schemata and semantically defined in classes with interpretations mapping schemata
into classes1 . The operations AND and OR for head representamens are similar but
not identical to natural language “and” and ”or” because, in natural language, “and”
is sometimes used for an intersection (such as “dog and cute”), sometimes for a union
(such as “dogs and cats”) and “or” can be exclusive or inclusive. An interpretation
should map an AND-operation amongst head representamens into a meet of concepts
in a class, an OR-operation into a join of concepts or a construction involving a union
of extensions and a NOT-operation into an extensional set difference.
The basics of FCA can be found in the textbook by Ganter & Wille (1999) and
are not repeated in this paper. But it should be mentioned that a concept (a0 , a00 ) is
called an attribute concept of a and a concept (o00 , o0 ) an object concept. The ordering
amongst object concepts is called object order. Concepts that are not object concepts
are called supplemental concepts in this paper. The extension of a supplemental concept
equals the union of the extensions of its proper subconcepts. In this paper supplemental
concepts are drawn as empty nodes in the Hasse diagrams. Each supplemental concept
corresponds to a clause because for such a concept c with extension ext(c) and intension
V int(c) and theWcondition ∀oi ∈ ext(c) : ∃ci < c : oi ∈ ext(ci ) it follows that
(ai ∈ int(c)) ⇒ (ai | ∃ci : ci < c, ai ∈ int(ci ), ai 6∈ int(c)) is a clause. It is particularly interesting to consider whether some concepts always have to be supplemental
with respect to background knowledge even if more objects are added to a context. An
example for this feature is provided in the next section.
Some aspects presented in Section 2 which discusses a certain type of reduction of
concept lattices have already been covered elsewhere, for example, by Ganter & Obiedkov (2016). Ganter (2019) discusses how to render an implication basis of a formal
context more human readable by changing and grouping some of the implications and
Lopez-Rodriguez et al. (2021) provide a means for determining core implications from
a basis. In this paper, the focus is on reducing implications combined with representing
some of the information by other means (as subconcept hierarchies or prototypical examples) if that renders the information more human readable. OR-reductions are also
relevant for reducing a concept lattice to its AOC-poset (Osswald & Petersen, 2002)
which consists only of the attribute and object concepts and possibly for feature models
of Product Line Representations (Carbonnel et al. 2016).
The definitions of conceptual schemata, classes and interpretations in Section 3 are
similar to a standard modelling with formal semantics, for example, Prediger’s (1998)
K-interpretations which map ordered sets of concept and relation names into power
1

Contrary to standard formal semantics where interpretations map strings into sets, in this paper
interpretations map head representamens into concepts.
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context families. The aim of Prediger’s work and others who extended it was to establish
a connection between FCA and Conceptual Graphs and focused on logical properties.
The focus of this paper is on the relationship between representamens and concepts in
a more closed world setting. Most established FCA exploration and reduction methods
tend to focus on reducing the lower parts of a lattice whereas in this paper mainly
supplemental concepts in the upper part of a concept lattice are reduced. Thus, this
paper draws on existing research but from a somewhat different perspective.

2 OR-Reduction
This section uses an example of a formal context and lattice from Ganter & Wille (1999)
consisting of seven prototypical types of triangles and their defining properties (Fig. 1,
left). In this example, the supplemental concepts (represented as empty nodes) must
always be supplemental because every triangle must have exactly one of the attributes
“acute”, “obtuse” or “right” and either be equilateral or not or isosceles or not. Thus
according to background knowledge about triangles, the object concepts describe actual
examples of triangles whereas the extensions of the supplemental concepts must always
be unions of the extensions of their subconcepts even if more triangles are added to the
context. The lattice displays subconcept relationships for the types of triangles. If a
student wants to learn about triangles, their types and their definitions, it would not be
efficient to memorise all of the concepts of the lattice on the left side of Fig. 1. because
it displays more a computational view than a natural language view.
Obj 1

obtuse, isosceles

Obj 2

right, isosceles

Obj 3

acute

Obj 4

equilateral

Obj 5

obtuse

Obj 6

acute, isoseceles

Obj 7

right

acute
obtuse
right
isosceles
oblique isosceles not equilateral
acute

equilateral

isosceles acute

obtuse

right

right
obtuse

equilateral

equilateral
oblique := acute OR obtuse
not_equilateral := NOT equilateral
(equilateral −> isosceles AND acute) Implications: equilateral −> isosceles acute
acute ⊥ obtuse
acute obtuse −> ⊥
⊥ right
−> ⊥ form
Fig. 1.acute
A lattice
of triangles (cf. Ganter & Wille (1999))acute
and right
its reduced
obtuse ⊥ right
obtuse right −> ⊥

The right side of Fig. 2 shows a reduced version of the lattice on the left. The attributes “oblique” and “not equilateral” have been removed because oblique represents
“acute OR obtuse” and “not equilateral” is the negation of “equilateral”. Normally in
FCA reducing means to remove all attributes and objects from a context which are
at attribute or object reducible concepts. Another form of reduction is to calculate an
AOC-poset which only keeps object and attribute concepts and their ordering (Osswald
& Petersen 2002). AOC-posets are compact and can be algorithmically produced (Berry
et al. 2014). A lattice can be reconstructed from its AOC-poset if a clause is added for
each concept that is neither an attribute nor an object concept. A disadvantage of AOCposets is that conjunctions of attributes and therefore implications need not correspond
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to a single node and cannot easily be read from Hasse diagrams. This disadvantage
is avoided by the reduction methods in this paper. Other means for reducing the size
of concept lattices discussed in the literature tend to rely on statistical or probabilistic
methods which cannot easily be reversed (cf. Priss & Old (2011) for an overview).
In this paper, only reducing attributes is of interest. Reducing attributes in the standard manner (called AND-reduction in this paper) changes the labelling of a concept
lattice but not its structure. Removing attributes that are OR combinations (called ORreduction in this paper) or NOT combinations (NOT-reduction) may change the concept
lattice itself and reduce its size as demonstrated in Fig. 1. All of the following definitions focus on attributes and assume that the contexts are finite and clarified (or purified)
which means that for any two attributes a 6= b =⇒ a0 6= b0 .
Definition 1. An attribute a of a formal context (O, A, J) is called OR-reducible if a
set A? := {a1 , ..., an } ⊆ A exists with a0 = a01 ∪ ... ∪ a0n and ai ∈ A? ⇐⇒ a0i ⊂ a0
and ¬∃b ∈ A : a0i ⊂ b0 ⊂ a0 .
Definition 2. For a formal context (O, A, J): For an OR-reducible attribute a, its ORdefinition is provided by a := a1 OR ... OR an for ai ∈ A? . An attribute a with
∃{a1 , ..., an } ⊆ A : a0 = a01 ∩ ... ∩ a0n is called (AND-)reducible with an ANDdefinition provided by a := a1 AND ... AND an . An attribute a with ∃b ∈ A : a0 = O\b0
is called NOT-reducible with its NOT-definition provided by a := NOT b.
Lemma 1. If a is OR-reducible, then its set A? := {a1 , ..., an } for its representation as
a1 OR ... OR an is uniquely determined. If a is NOT-reducible then its NOT-definition
is uniquely determined.
S
Proof:SFor b ∈ A with b0 ⊂ a0 : if b0 \ {a0i : ai ∈ A? , ai 6= b} 6= ∅, then b ∈ A? .
Else b0 ⊆ {a0i : ai ∈ A? , ai 6= b} = a0 and either ∃ai ∈ A? : b0 ⊂ a0i (thus b 6∈ A? )
or ¬∃ai ∈ A? : b0 ⊂ a0i (thus b ∈ A? ). Thus b ∈ A? or b 6∈ A? is uniquely determined.
NOT-definitions are unique because the context is clarified.
An attribute b that was removed during clarification can be considered a strong synonym or SYN-definition in the form of a := b. As mentioned above, AND-reduction
corresponds to standard FCA ∧-reduction. AND-definitions are not unique because often several possibilities exist to represent a ∧-reducible concept as a meet of other concepts. OR-reduction focuses on attributes whereas standard FCA ∨-reduction focuses
on objects. Thus, these two notions are different. An OR-reducible attribute must belong to a ∨-reducible concept, but not every ∨-reducible concept has an OR-reducible
attribute. In fact OR- and NOT-reducible attributes need not exist at all in a lattice. In a
similar manner, XOR-definitions could be declared as OR-definitions where the a0i are
pairwise disjoint.
Lemma 2. i) The AND-definition of an attribute concept (a0 , a00 ) is a.
ii) An object concept (o00 , o0 ) cannot be OR-reducible.
iii) A ∨-reducible concept that is an attribute concept (a0 , a00 ) and not an object concept
can always be made OR-reducible by adding further attributes to the formal context.
Proof: i) Trivial. ii) Because o cannot be in the extension of proper subconcepts of
(o00 , o0 ). iii) Attributes a1 , ..., an can be added so that each lower neighbour of (a0 , a00 )
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is an attribute concept (a0i , a00i ). Because the concept is not an object concept, Def. 1 is
then fulfilled with A? = {a1 , ..., an }.
Thus Lemma 1 only states that an OR-definition is unique with respect to a fixed
formal context. Turning each lower neighbour into an attribute concept is always possible but may not be the best strategy. For example in Fig. 1, oblique is definable as “acute
OR obtuse” even though only one of its lower neighbours is an attribute concept.
Standard FCA implications only use logical AND. Implications that are formed with
combinations of AND and OR are called (cumulated) clauses and are more complicated than standard implications. For example, there is no equivalent to the DuquenneGuigues basis for clauses (Ganter & Obiedkov 2016). Because the requirements for an
OR-definition are more specific than just a logical OR, the implications discussed in
the next lemma are not standard FCA clauses. The lemma shows that if attributes are
removed from a context as OR-definitions, some of the implications of the original context can be directly reconstructed from the OR-definitions (as background knowledge)
and the implications of the reduced context.
Lemma 3. For implications involving OR-definitions with a := a1 OR ... OR an :
i) ∀ai : ai → a
ii) a → x ⇐⇒ (a1 OR ... OR an ) → x ⇐⇒ (a1 → x) and ... and (an → x)
iii) x → a ⇐⇒ x → (a1 OR ... OR an ) ⇐⇒ (x → a1 ) or ... or (x → an )
iv) a1 ... an → x =⇒ a → x
v) ∀ai : (x → ai y =⇒ x → ay)
Proof: i) Because a0i ⊂ a0 . ii) a01 ∪ ... ∪ a0n ⊆ x0 ⇐⇒ a01 ⊆ x0 and ... and a0n ⊆ x0 .
iii) With A? = {a1 , ..., an } it follows that x0 ⊆ a01 ∪ ... ∪ a0n ⇐⇒ ∃ai ∈ A? : x0 ⊆ a0i
because otherwise x ∈ A? . iv) follows from ii) and the Armstrong rule of composition.
v) because of transitivity of “→”.
Removing an OR-reducible attribute changes a lattice unless the attribute is also
AND-reducible. It would be desirable to develop an efficient algorithm for reconstructing the implications of an original non-reduced context from the implications of a reduced context together with the OR-definitions. Lemma 3 contains some rules for such
an algorithm, but the list is not complete and it is not clear whether it can be completed.
A challenge for such an algorithm is that if several OR-definitions exist, they can mutually affect each other and thus cannot be processed in a linear sequence. It would be
even more desirable if such an algorithm were to convert basis implications into basis
implications. While all implications of an OR-reduced context are implications of its
non-reduced context, applying Lemma 3 to an implication that belongs to a basis does
not guarantee that it results in a basis implication of the non-reduced context. If efficiency is not an issue, then the implications of the non-reduced context can always be
calculated by adding OR-definitions to a formal context as columns (for attributes) that
are unions of other columns. For the purposes of developing schemata as discussed in
the next section, it is sufficient to store those implications that cannot be easily reconstructed with Lemma 3 in a separate list in addition to the basis implications.
Presumably reconstructing the implications after NOT-reduction is even more complicated. OR-reduction does not change the object order of a lattice. But adding or deleting NOT-reducible attributes does change the object order as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore
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removal of NOT-reducible attributes may not in general be advisable. For the same reason, combining AND, OR and NOT in definitions is not even discussed in this paper. A
further reason for removing OR-reducible attributes is because their existence is somewhat arbitrary. In the example in Fig. 1, oblique is OR-definable as “acute OR obtuse”.
There are no similar attributes for “acute OR right” and “obtuse OR right”, but there
could be. It is arbitrary which OR-definitions happen to exist as an attribute and which
do not. Successive OR-reduction might reduce a concept lattice to its object ordering.
Presumably, implications involving object concepts are particularly important whereas
all other implications somewhat depend on how upper level concepts are labelled.

3 Conceptual Schemata and Classes
Learning is a complicated task that consists of memorising information but also acquiring skills and modes of thinking. With respect to conceptual knowledge different modes
of thinking correspond to structuring content in a variety of manners: some information
as concepts, some as implications, clauses or examples and some by techniques for deducing further information from the memorised information. The idea for conceptual
schemata is that they present information in a format that is closer to how information
would be structured for learning purposes. The role of conceptual classes is then to
ensure that the information that is behind a schema is consistent and as complete as
possible. The definitions in this section only provide a general framework and will need
to be specified with further details for actual applications.
Fig. 2 shows the conceptual schema (on the left) for the concept lattice (on the right)
of the example of Fig. 1. In this case the reduced lattice is already quite close to a
schema, except that the top and bottom node are not necessary because they can be deduced. Further details about the schema are explained below. Evidence for the adequacy
of the diagram on the left of Fig. 2 is provided by the fact that the German Wikipedia
page about triangles contains basically the same image2 for the “hierarchy of triangles”.
Thus, the Wikipedia authors appear to consider it a suitable summary of knowledge
about basic triangles. Students can memorise that diagram together with the definition
of “oblique” and the fact that acute, right and obtuse are mutually exclusive. Students
can then deduce further implications (such as “obtuse → oblique not equilateral” and
“equilateral → isosceles acute”) from the memorised information.
The following definitions specify the relationship between conceptual schemata and
classes more precisely. The definitions are similar to standard definitions of formal semantics except that interpretations result in concepts instead of sets.
Definition 3. A (conceptual) class (O, AL , J, N ) consists of a set O of formal objects,
a set AL of predicates (or “attributes”, formed according to some language L), a relation J ⊆ O × AL with oJa ⇐⇒ (a(o) is true) and a set N of formal contexts with
(Oi , Ai , Ji ) ∈ N for Oi ⊆ O, Ai ⊆ AL , Ji ⊆ J and Ji ⊆ Oi × Ai . The set of all concepts that can be derived from any of the contexts is denoted by C(O, AL , J, N ), the set
of all true statements that can be derived from any of the contexts by T (O, AL , J, N ).
2

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Hierarchie.Dreiecke.png
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isosceles

acute

obtuse

right
isosceles acute

obtuse

right

equilateral
equilateral
oblique := acute OR obtuse
not_equilateral := NOT equilateral
(equilateral −> isosceles AND acute)
acute ⊥ obtuse
acute ⊥ right
obtuse ⊥ right

Implications: equilateral −> isosceles acute
acute obtuse −> ⊥
acute right −> ⊥
obtuse right −> ⊥

Fig. 2. A conceptual schema (left) and a NOT-OR-reduced concept lattice (right)

A conceptual class is a set of formal contexts which are defined with respect to a
common set of objects and attributes. While it would be possible to consider (O, AL , J)
a formal context itself, it may be too big to compute anything useful for it. Therefore
concepts and implications are only computed for the contexts in N . It is possible for
implications from one n1 ∈ N to contradict implications from another n2 ∈ N , but
that can be avoided by renaming attributes and is a matter of how the data of an application is modelled. In this paper, the language L contains expressions formed from
unary predicates and the symbols AND, OR, NOT, → and :=, although the symbol
“AND” is usually omitted as the default operation. In general, L can be more complex.
The implications of a context are considered true for all objects of the context. In this
paper, the examples of classes only consist of a single context where the predicates are
unary attributes. But in general, Def. 3 encompasses a wide variety of possibilities. For
example, a class can be a computer program of a declarative programming language or
a relational database where the elements of O are tuples and a single predicate for each
table determines whether or not a tuple exists in the table.
Definition 4. A (conceptual) schema (RH , RL , B) consists of a set R of head representamens, a set RL of (representamen) expressions that are formed using head representamens and elements of a language L with RH ⊆ RL and a set B of binary
(representamen) relations B ⊆ RL × RL .
Further, non-mathematical conditions of conceptual schemata could be formulated,
for example, that a schema should be coherent, focused on a single topic and have a
certain minimal and maximal size. In this paper, the vocabulary of L is AND, OR and
NOT and B := {→, ,→, =, :=, ⊥} with “:=” ⊆ RH × RL , r1 = r2 ⇐⇒ (r1 →
r2 , r2 → r1 ), (r1 := r2 =⇒ r1 = r2 ) and (r1 ,→ r2 =⇒ r1 → r2 ). The relations
are definition (:=), strong synonymy (=), hyponymy (→ or edge in a Hasse diagram),
distant hyponymy (,→ or arrow in a Hasse diagram) and mutual exclusivity (⊥). Two
expressions are in a distant hyponymy relation if the exact hyponymy chain from one
to the other is not specified. Further syntactic conditions need to be provided for actual
applications. The Hasse diagram on the left of Fig. 2 is an abbreviation for some of the
expressions and the hyponymy relation. Each node corresponds to an expression, either
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by itself (“acute”) or as an AND-definition (“isosceles AND acute”), but only involving
hyponyms, not distant hyponyms. The hyponymy relation is the transitive closure of the
edges in the diagram. The hyponymy instance “equilateral → isosceles AND acute” is
in brackets because it is redundant and can be read from the Hasse diagram.
Expressions and relations in a schema are meaningless strings that are manipulated
according to the rules of a language. In order to evaluate whether expressions and relations are meaningful or true, they need to be mapped into classes using interpretations.
The following definition specifies that head representamens and expressions are mapped
onto concepts and relations onto true statements.
Definition 5. A schema (RH , RL , B) is interpretable over a class (O, AL , J, N ) if a
set I of partial functions (called interpretations) can be defined so that ∀r ∈ RL ∃i ∈
I : i(r) ∈ C(O, AL , J, N ) and ∀B ∈ B ∀b ∈ B ∃i ∈ I : i(b) ∈ T (O, AL , J, N ).
The definition does not provide any details with respect to how the interpretations
are constructed. Further conditions must be supplied for specific applications. For example, if r1 is a hyponym of r2 , it should be required that i(r1 ) <n i(r2 ) in some
context n. Ideally, there should be exactly one interpretation for each formal context so
that a head representamen can be assigned different concepts for different contexts but
only at most one concept within a single context. Because different relation instances in
a schema can utilise different interpretations, a certain amount of flexibility, ambiguity
or fuzziness is possible. For example, a tomato can be a fruit in one context and a vegetable in another context. A schema should not just be interpretable, but also provide
sufficient information about its underlying class as specified in the next definition. All
examples of schemata in this paper fulfil Def. 6.
Definition 6. A schema (RH , RL , B) covers a class (O, AL , J, N ) under a set I of
interpretations if each object concept is an interpretation of at least one representamen
expression, if the object order and the relationship between an object concept and its
attribute concepts is an interpretation of some instances of “→” and T (O, AL , J, N )
can be logically derived from interpretations of representamen relations.

4 Two Further Examples of Schemata and Classes
This section provides two further examples for developing conceptual schemata. The
example in Fig. 3 is based on Ganter & Obiedkov (2016) where it is utilised for a discussion of clauses. According to the example, a driving license is passed exactly if both
the theoretical and the driving part are passed and failed if one of them is failed. Ganter
& Obiedkov argue that the 8 implications of the lattice do not represent the information
in a natural manner. Instead they are suggesting to use 6 clauses and 2 implications.
A difference between the clauses of Ganter & Obiedkov and the OR-definitions in this
paper is that OR-defined attributes can be removed from the set of attributes before calculating the remaining implications. Thus the set of implications becomes smaller. The
example in Fig. 3 shows that after defining the attribute “license fail” as “driving fail OR
theory fail” and then removing it from the formal context, only four relation instances
corresponding to implications are left. The first two correspond to both directions of
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an AND-definition ( “license pass” as “driving pass AND theory pass”). The other two
state that passing and failing each part of a driving test is mutually exclusive. Thus the
schema on the left of Fig. 3 presents all relevant information and covers the class on the
right in a succinct manner.
license_fail

theory_ driving_ driving_ theory_
fail
fail
pass
pass

theory_
fail

driving_ driving_ theory_
fail
pass
pass

license_pass
license_fail := driving_fail OR theory_fail
(license_pass := theory_pass AND driving_pass)
driving_pass ⊥ driving_fail
theory_pass ⊥ theory_fail

license_pass
.

Fig. 3. A conceptual schema (left) for the driving license example (right)

The final example of this paper is based on Ganter & Wille (1999) and consists of
properties of binary relations as defined in the following table3 .
property
reflexive
irreflexive
symmetric
asymmetric
antisymmetric
transitive
semiconnex
connex

definition
∀a ∈ A : aRa
∀a ∈ A : ¬aRa
∀a, b ∈ A : aRb → bRa
∀a, b ∈ A : aRb → ¬(bRa)
∀a, b ∈ A : aRb and bRa → a = b
∀a, b, c ∈ A : aRb and bRc → aRc
∀a 6= b ∈ A : aRb or bRa
∀a, b ∈ A : aRb or bRa

The concept lattice in Fig. 4 follows Ganter & Wille (1999). But it contains additional AND-defined attributes, such as “preorder := reflexive AND transitive”. It also
contains some attributes about extreme cases. The example assumes that the relations
R are defined as R ⊆ S × S for a non-empty set S. It may seem counter-intuitive that
a relation can be both an order relation and an equivalence relation or symmetric and
antisymmetric at the same time because that is only possible for extreme cases with attributes such as R = S × S, R = {(i, j) | i = j}, |S| = 1 or R = {}. These attributes
are included in the lattice.
Supplemental concepts are identified in Fig. 4 using background knowledge about
binary relations. OR-definitions are only applicable to supplemental concepts. In the
3

It should be remarked that the notions “semiconnex” and “connex” are used ambiguously in the
literature. Sometimes “connex” is used instead of “semiconnex” and “strong connex” instead
of “connex”.
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reflexive

connex

irreflexive

semi− anti−
connex symmetric transitive symmetric
preorder tolerance
relation
partial
equivalence
relation
total
equivalence
preorder poset relation
R={(i,j)| i=j}

asymmetric
strict partial
order
strict total
order

total order R = S x S

R = {}

|S| =1

Fig. 4. A conceptual class of types of binary relations

previous examples, the concept lattices had supplemental concepts higher up in the
lattice which could be removed using OR-definitions. This example only has very few
supplemental concepts which are at the bottom of the lattice. These could be removed
by introducing more attributes according to Lemma 2, but that does not reduce the
complexity of the lattice significantly and increases the set of implications. Instead, the
suggestion for developing a conceptual schema in this example is to extract meaningful
parts of the lattice. Fig. 4 indicates a subdivision according to whether a relation is
reflexive, irreflexive or neither. But such a division groups equivalence relations closely
with order relations which are separated from strict orders. Thus it seems more natural
to consider symmetric and NOT-symmetric as the main dividing factor for types of
binary relations. Therefore, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 divide the conceptual schema of binary
relations into 3 parts: those that are not symmetric and tend to be orders, those that
are symmetric and closely related to equivalence relations and the extreme cases at the
bottom of the lattice which are antisymmetric and symmetric at the same time.

reflexive

semiconnex

transitive

antisymmetric

irreflexive

connex
asymmetric

preorder
total
preorder

strict partial
order

partial
order

total order

strict total
order

(transitive AND irreflexive −> asymmetric)
reflexive ⊥ irreflexive

Fig. 5. Conceptual schema for types of binary relations: part 1
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reflexive
semi−
connex
connex preorder

transitive

symmetric

tolerance
relation

total preorder

partial
equivalence
relation

equivalence
relation

antisymmetric symmetric
transitive
reflexive

{(1,1),(2,2)},{1,2}

(i,j)∈R=> i=j

asymmetric
irreflexive

{(1,1)},{1,2}
|S|=1 semiconnex

R = {}
{},{1,2}

connex

{(1,1),(1,2),(2,2)},{1,2}
R=SxS

{(1,1)},{1}

{},{1}

{(1,1),(1,2),(2,1),(2,2)},{1,2}
reflexive AND symmetric AND semiconnex −> transitive

symmetric AND antisymmetric −> transitive

Fig. 6. Conceptual schema for types of binary relations: parts 2 and 3

The three parts of the schema in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are derived from the lattice of
the class by deleting and restricting some attributes. Restricting means in this case that
an attribute is replaced by its meet with another attribute. For example, in Fig. 5, the
attribute “symmetric” is deleted and the attributes “reflexive”, “semiconnex” and “connex” are replaced by their meet with “transitive” which results in distant hyponyms
in the schemata. AND-definitions involving distant hyponyms cannot be read from the
Hasse diagrams of the schemata. The left schema in Fig. 6 is derived by deleting the
attributes “antisymmetric”, “asymmetric”, “irreflexive” and “semiconnex”. The right
schema is derived by restricting all attributes to their meet with “antisymmetric”, “symmetric” and “transitive”. For the non-restricted attributes, the hyponymy relation of the
schema corresponds to the subconcept relation of the class and results in the same implications. The restricted attributes are considered distant hyponyms because their implications are not completely contained in the parts of the schema. All phrases in Fig. 5
are head representamens. In Fig. 6, the phrases and formulas that are written above
the nodes are head representamens. The strings below the nodes represent prototypical
examples and are not head representamens. The conceptual class contains four implications which are not just AND-definitions. Each of these four implications is included in
the part of the schema where it is visible. In this case, even the schemata are still quite
complex. But that is due to the subject manner. Learning all the relevant information
about the head representamens in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 will require a significant amount of
time.

5 Conclusion
In summary, conceptual classes and schemata mutually influence each other. In some
cases, it might be more suitable to extract a class from a schema using some form of
conceptual exploration. In other cases, a schema can be constructed after reducing a
class. The following strategies can be employed:
• Possibly splitting the context into smaller coherent subcontexts
• Conceptual exploration (for completing the set of objects and attributes)
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•
•
•
•
•

Purifying the lattice, adding SYN-definitions
AND-reduction
OR-reduction
Further OR-reduction after adding attributes according to Lemma 2
NOT-reduction

The motivation behind this strategy is that with respect to relationships between
conceptual schemata and classes, the core content of a class is retained in its object
concepts, their ordering and the AND-definitions of object concepts. The concepts that
are above the object order may be less important, in particular if they are supplemental concepts, because they tend to represent attributes that may be expressible as ORdefinitions.
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Abstract. Being able to have a quick look at a dataset is essential in
many applications. One way is to summarize the dataset by means of a
small set of patterns. In this paper we suggest defining such set of patterns as the closed elements of delta-classes of equivalence. This approach
allow us to propose an overview of a dataset and then, if necessary, any
delta-class of equivalence can be expanded to provide more detailed information about a certain part of the dataset.
To demonstrate our proposal we deeply studied the Titanic dataset about
survival of passengers and showed the connections between the passenger
attributes and a possible dataset summary in terms of patterns.
Keywords: FCA · Δ-closure · Δ-concepts · use case · Δ-implications.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we are interested in pattern or itemset mining in tabular data.
There is a considerable amount of work on many aspects of this subject, especially regarding algorithms and search for interesting patterns [1]. One recurrent
problem in itemset mining is the exponential number of resulting itemsets. Focusing on closed itemsets allows a significant reduction of this number by replacing
a whole class of itemsets with the largest one, i.e., the closed itemset, which has
the same support [7]. Nowadays, there are very efficient algorithms for computing frequent closed itemsets [6], even for low frequency thresholds. However, the
efficient generation of closed itemsets only partially solves the problem of the
exponential explosion of itemsets, since the main difficulties appear afterwards,
when the generated itemsets are processed.
An alternative to the exhaustive enumeration of itemsets is based on “sampling” [4] and on a gradual search for itemsets according to an interestingness
measure or a set of constraints [8]. Such algorithms usually result in a rather
?
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small set of itemsets while they may provide only an approximate solution. Although both approaches use quite different techniques, they rely on the same
assumption, namely that the “internal or intrinsic structure” of the dataset under study can be understood by means of subset of selected itemsets.
Then, in each approach a particular set of itemsets is returned, which provides
a “multifaceted view” of the intrinsic structure underlying the data.
Our approach is based on Δ-classes of equivalence, the generalization of standard classes of equivalence based on closure operator. A user-set parameter ∆
measures how much a closed set can differ from its upper neighbors in the partial
order of closed sets.
A ∆-class of equivalence allows one to characterize the distribution underlying the data, i.e., when ∆ is large, there are only a few ∆-classes of equivalence
whose elements are very stable, while when ∆ is small, the number of ∆-classes
increases and the related information becomes less stable. Moreover, the ∆classes of equivalence are very stable for large ∆ and do not significantly depend
on the data sampling used for the analysis.
In this paper we study ∆-classes for Titanic dataset. In particular, we show
what kind of conclusions w.r.t. the passengers of Titanic can be made. Further we
study what kind of information can be stored in “implications” of the Δ-classes
of equivalence. In particular, such implications can show what information is
usually associated with a set of attributes.
The paper has the following structure. First we introduce basic definitions
related to generalized closure operator. Then in Section 3 we evaluate this closure
operator on Titanic dataset.

2

Δ-classes of equivalence

The proposed approach is introduced in terms of Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) [5] and the following notation. A formal context is a triple (G, M, I),
where G and M are sets of objects and attributes correspondingly and I ⊆ G×M
is a relation between them. Derivation operator is denoted with arrows in order
to clearly show the range and domain of the corresponding mappings:
A↑ = {m ∈ M | (∀g ∈ A)(g, m) ∈ I}, A ⊆ G
↓

B = {g ∈ G | (∀m ∈ B)(g, m) ∈ I}, B ⊆ M

(1)
(2)

We should note that operators (·)↑↓ and (·)↓↑ form closure operators on 2G
and 2M , respectively. Hereafter, we focus on the operator (·)↓↑ and its generalizations. Let us reformulate the definition in terms of “instance counting”. Let
B be any set of attributes.
Definition 1. An attribute set B is closed iff (∀m ∈ M \B)|(B ∪{m})↓ | =
6 |B ↓ |.
It can be seen that (·)↓↑ maps any set of attributes to a closed set of attributes.
Let us reformulate Definition 1 in the following equivalent way. B is closed iff
(∀m ∈ M \ B)[|B ↓ | − |(B ∪ {m})↓ | ≥ 1].
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This form allows changing the threshold 1 at the end of the formula to any other
positive value. The larger this value, the less attribute sets would pass a test
similar to the one from Definition 1. This leads to the definition of Δ-closedness
of an attribute set [2].
Definition 2. A set of attributes B is called Δ-closed if for any m ∈ M :
|B ↓ | − |(B ∪ {m})↓ | ≥ ∆ ≥ 1.

(3)

In [2] it was shown that Δ-closedness is a closure operator. In particular
it means that from a computational point of view, given a non Δ-closed set
of attributes B, i.e., ∃m ∈ M (|B ↓ | − |(B ∪ {m})↓ < ∆), it can be closed by
iteratively changing B to B ∪ {m}, for any m violating (3) until such attribute
is not found. The corresponding closure operator is denoted by (·)∆ . Since it is a
closure operator, it divides all sets of attributes 2M into classes of equivalences
having the same closure.
Definition 3. Given an attribute set B, its equivalence class Equiv∆ (B) is the
set of all attribute sets with the closure equal to the closure of B, i.e.,
Equiv∆ (B) = {X ⊆ M | (X)∆ = (B)∆ }.

(4)

Moreover, since according to Definitions 1 and 2 if a set of attributes is
Δ-closed than it is necessary closed. Thus, these Δ-classes of equivalence are
joins of several closure-based classes of equivalence. It allows introducing a new
derivation operator related to Δ-closure.
A↑∆ = (A↑ )∆ , A ⊆ G

B

↓∆

= (B)

∆↓

,B ⊆ M

(5)
(6)

The new Δ-derivation operator allows defining Δ-concepts ordered within a
lattice in the similar way to the classical formal concepts. Moreover, since any
Δ-closed set of attributes is a closed set of attributes, than the set of Δ-concepts
are subset of formal concepts and the order of Δ-concepts is a suborder of the
corresponding formal lattice.
Finally, we should discuss Δ-implications since they provide a useful tool for
finding associations between attribute sets.
Definition 4. A rule A → B is called Δ-implication if B = A∆ \ A, i.e., A and
∆

A ∪ B are from the same Δ-class of equivalence.

Since Δ-closure can change the support of the attribute set a Δ-implication
is not necessary an implication. However, the set of Δ-implications is subset of
all association rules, thus they are more easy analysable. In particular, given an
implication A → B, the set B is the set of attributes that are associated with A
in most samples from the underlying distribution.
In the next section we experimentally show how such lattices of Δ-concepts
and the corresponding implications can be used for data analysis. Moreover,
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since Δ-concepts can be found in polynomial time3 [3], such analysis is suitable
for processing really big data.

3

Evaluation

3.1

Dataset

In this paper we use Titanic dataset downloaded (train dataset) from Kaggle4 .
This is one of the most known datasets with easily interpretable patterns that
do not require deep diving into the domain knowledge. The dataset describes
891 passengers of the last Titanic ship travel. Every passenger is described with
name, age, sex, the number of parents and/or children and the number of spouse
and/or siblings travelled together with the passenger. The ticket price and the
ticket class is also known as well as the survival state of the passenger after the
Titanic shipwreck.
All numerical data is divided into 5 percentiles and then inter-ordinal scaling
is used on top of these percentiles. For example, for the quantity Age it is known
from the data that 15 of the passengers were below 19 years old, the next 51
between 19 and 25, then between 25 and 32 and then between 32 and 41 and
finally the last 15 of the passengers were above 41 years old. Then new binary
attributes are formed based on these limits (19, 25, 32,41), these eight attributes
are “Age ≥ 19,” “Age ≤ 19”. “Age ≥ 25,” “Age ≤ 25”. “Age ≥ 32,” “Age ≤ 32”.
“Age ≥ 41,” “Age ≤ 41”.
Additionally, from the ”Name” field the social status is extracted, including
”Mr”, ”Mrs”, ”Master”, etc. It makes in total 49 attributes.
3.2

Concept lattice navigation

Even for such relatively simple data the total number of concepts is 9002. It is
not hard to build such a lattice. However, analysis of the lattice is quite hard.
It is hardly possible to draw the whole lattice and the only way is to navigate
it from the top or from the bottom concepts. However, ∆-classes of equivalence
give another means for such analysis and navigation.
Let us first increase the ∆ threshold for the lattice. If ∆ = 90, then the
lattice size is only 11 and it can be drawn. It is shown in Figure 1. For every
concept the corresponding extent size and ∆-measure are shown. Every attribute
is shown outside of the concept with an arrow attached to the concept of the first
attribute entry. It can be seen that the lattice involves only 9 attributes out of
49. All other attributes are attached to the BOTTOM concept and are not shown. It
3

4

Being more precise the enumeration procedure can be set in such a way, that it finishes in input-polynomial time. It is achieved by iteratively increasing the threshold
θ if the number of the already found patterns is too large. The result is the set of all
patterns with ∆ ≥ θ. However, if θ is automatically set to be too high, the procedure
still finishes in input-polynomial time but the result set is empty.
https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic
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Fig. 1. The lattice of concepts with ∆ ≥ 90 for Titanic dataset.

means that starting for any attribute a from this set, one has ∆({a}↓ ) < 90, i.e.,
smaller than the threshold. For example, the attribute fare ≥ 8 is introduced to
the lattice at the very top concept. It means that |∅↓ | − |{fare ≥ 8}↓ | < 90, i.e.,
for most of objects fare ≥ 8. Moreover, since the top concept in this lattice has
the maximal value of ∆, its extent is the most typical extent for all passengers.
Since we cannot make it more precise without excluding less objects than 175.
Then we can see that there are 5 concepts below the top concept. They are the
only concepts that are significantly different from their children. Accordingly, this
concept lattice for ∆ = 90 shows the structure of different groups of passengers
(formal concepts with Δ-closure for ∆ = 90. A concept is only shown if there is
no more precise description that contains similar number of objects.
This setting allows finding and prioritizing the association rules related to a
certain set of attributes.

3.3

Δ-Association rules

Let us study female subpopulation of the passengers. In particular, we can try to
Δ-close the following description sex = female. What Δ should be used? One
of the reasonable choice is the maximal Δ such that Δ-closure of sex = female
is different from M . For example in Figure 1 no concept with sex = female
is found. It means that for ∆ ≥ 90, {sex = female}↓↑∆ = M . If the whole
lattice is available it corresponds to the concept with the maximal Δ-measure
such that the intent of the concept is a superset of {sex = female}. In the form
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of Δ-implication it can be written as5 :
{sex = female} → {fare ≥ 10}.
∆

It suggests that women rarely buy cheapest tickets. Moreover, since we do
not find class ≤ 2 attribute, it means that they can afford the 3rd class, but
nevertheless not the cheapest tickets. What about men?
{sex = male} → {title = Mr, fare ≥ 8}.
∆

Now we see that the preference for more expensive tickets is missing. However,
we see that most of the men are titled ”Mr”. It is not the classical closure
assuming that all men are Mr. Indeed, the correspondence between the title and
sex is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Correspondence between passenger sex and title
Miss Mrs Mr Master Other
female 182 128 0
0
4
male
0
0 525 40
12

Let us dive deeper into the title. What do we know about Master-title?
{title = Master} → {sex = male, age ≤ 19, fare ≥ 10, class ≥ 2}.
∆

We can see, that Master corresponds to young men from 2nd and 3rd class but
not with the cheapest tickets. It is a quite strange combination and a deeper
investigation is needed. However, it is not an artefact of the procedure. If we
check the original dataset all findings are supported, i.e., they are mostly from
the 2nd and 3rd class, but not so cheap. The proposed procedure was useful here
only for highlighting such finding. In contrast, for Miss-title no new information
is found.
Let us now formulate a question about women that had cheap tickets:
{sex = female, fare ≤ 10} → {title = Miss, class = 3, fare ≤ 8}.
∆

In fact if decision is to travel cheap, then it is the cheapest option. Similar,
answer will be given for men traveled cheap. However, the group of men that
traveled cheep is about 7 times larger than the group of women. Thus, if we
would have just requested ”who traveled cheap”, than the result would be the
group of men.
Finally, let us ask how age affects the travel behavior.
{age ≤ 25} → {class ≥ 2, 8 ≤ fare ≤ 40}.
∆

5

For simplicity, the attribute sets are shown with reduction, i.e., if by knowing that
fare ≥ 10 we can conclude that fare ≥ 8, the last attribute is not shown.
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Thus, young people usually travel in the 2nd or 3d class. Similarly, for people
aged more than 41 years.
{age ≥ 41} → {class ≤ 2, fare ≥ 22},
∆

i.e., such people usually prefer the 1st or 2nd class and the fare is more than 22.
Let us finally show that we can be interested also in combinations of attributes. For example, what about women of age more than 41 years?
{age ≥ 41, sex = female} → {class = 1, fare ≥ 40, title = Mrs}
∆

So in contrast to generally aged people, women usually travel in the 1st class
and they are titled Mrs.

4

Conclusion

Based on Titanic dataset Δ-classes of equivalence are shown to be useful for exploratory data analysis. In particular, it can be used to systematize the dataset
and to prioritize association rules related to certain requests, e.g., every attribute can be associated with the most frequent attributes taken into account
co-occurrences of the attributes. Since, Δ-classes of equivalence can be found
in polynomial time [3], such approach is suitable for very large datasets. Moreover, such approach focuses on the distribution, where the dataset is taken from,
rather than the dataset itself.
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Abstract. Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) was designed as an extension of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to multi-relational datasets,
such as the ones drawn from Linked Open Data (LOD) by the type-wise
grouping of the resource into data tables. RCA has been successfully
applied to practical problems of AI such as knowledge elicitation, knowledge discovery from data and knowledge structuring. A crucial question,
yet to be answered in a rigorous manner, is to what extent RCA is a true
extension of FCA, i.e. reveals concepts that are beyond the reach of core
FCA even using a suitable encoding of the original data. We show here
that the extension is effective: RCA retrieves all concepts found by FCA
as well as many further ones.
Keywords: Multi-relational Data · Formal Concept Analysis · RDF
· Propositionalization.

1

Introduction

FCA provides the mathematical framework for several Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) tasks whenever the data is purely, or at least predominantly,
of categorical nature. Indeed, FCA-based association discovery and conceptual
clustering have been applied to knowledge base structuring, ontology learning,
anomaly detection, observation classification, etc. Most real datasets, though,
stray from being purely categorical. FCA thus provides a set of scaling operators
to deal with numerical and otherwise ordered scales. In AI, the majority of
interesting data, such as those compatible with the LOD format, have relational
structure. They can be represented either as graphs (for instance, named graphs
in RDF) or as sets of relational tables. Approaches have been designed for the
former, emphasizing the intra-data object links, e.g. logical FCA [7] and pattern
structures [8], for graph datasets. For the latter, the focus is on inter-object links,
e.g. in datasets structured as a unique RDF graph. In this second trend, more
akin to power-context families [15] and Graph-FCA [6], we focus on the particular
approach of relational concept analysis (RCA). It has already been successfully
applied to a wide range of practical problems such as hydroecology [4], industrial
decision making [12] or biology [1,13]. Rather than in a global graph, RCA shapes
the data as a set of ×-tables, complying to the Entity-Relationship framework [2].
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Part of the tables have the classical objects × properties format (entity types,
FCA contexts) while the remainder represent objects × objects relations.
A natural question is whether RCA does extend the reach of FCA, knowing
that for single datasets, whatever the level of complexity of the object descriptions (sequences, trees, graphs), the results of an FCA-based processing on those
descriptions can be brought down to FCA on a context made of suitably-chosen
derived attributes. The question is all the more important as prior studies seem
to imply it does not [3] (though, for a reduced version of RCA). We make the
case here for RCA as a true extension of FCA, in the sense that due to its
multi-relational input and fixed point computation, it detects concepts that are
out of reach for FCA while, in turn, retrieving all concepts that FCA is able to
reveal. To that end, we chose some plausible re-encodings of a simple relational
context family (RCF), the hypothesis being that with more complex datasets,
the phenomenon only amplifies.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides background on
RCA while Section 3 presents our FCA-vs-RCA comparison. Next, Section 4
discusses the comparison outcome and Section 5 concludes.

2

Background

Formal concept analysis [14] is a mathematical method for eliciting the conceptual structure of “object × attribute” datasets. Data are gathered within a
(formal) context, a triple K = (O, A, I) where O is a set of objects, A is a set of
attributes and I ⊆ O × A is the context incidence relation, where (o, a) ∈ I, also
written oIa, means that the object o bears the attribute a. A context induces
two derivation operators: one mapping objects to attributes, and the reciprocal.
The object derivation 0 maps a subset X of objects to the set of attributes shared
by all members of X, 0 : ℘(O) −→ ℘(A) with 0 : X 7→ {a ∈ A | oIa ∀o ∈ X}.
The dual attribute derivation, also denoted by 0 , works the other way around,
0
: ℘(A) −→ ℘(O) with 0 : Y 7→ {o ∈ O | oIa ∀a ∈ Y }. Inside a context K, a
(formal) concept is a pair (X, Y ) ⊆ O × A such that X 0 = Y and Y 0 = X. The
sets X and Y are called extent and intent of the concept (X, Y ), respectively.
FCA extracts conceptual abstractions on objects by factoring out shared attributes. Relational concept analysis [10] extends it by factoring in relational
information, as available in multi-relational datasets [5]. RCA admits multiple
sorts of objects in its input format, each organized as a separate context, plus
a set of binary relations between contexts. The input data structure, called relational context family (RCF), is thus a pair (K, R) where K = {Ki }i=1,...,n
is a set of distinct contexts Ki = (Oi , Ai , Ii ) and R = {rk }k=1,...,m a set
of binary relations rk ⊆ Oi × Oj where the contexts Ki and Kj are the domain and range contexts of rk , respectively. Relational tables are also processed
in their own way, as explained below. A cross in the table of relation r for
(domain_objecti , range_objectj ), can be understood as the first order logic
term r(domain_objecti , range_objectj ) being true.
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RCA distills the shared relational information (i.e., inter-object links) using
propositionalization [9]: It integrates new attributes into an extended version
of the initial context, say Kd = (Od , Ad , Id ), to further refine the conceptual
structure of the underlying object set. To increase shareability, rather than the
individual objects from the target (range) context, say Kt , the new attributes
refer to abstractions on them. In its most basic version, RCA exploits the natural
conceptual structure provided by the concepts of each context. Indeed, two links
of relation r : d −→ t departing from o1 and o2 from Od and referring to
two distinct objects ō1 and ō2 from Ot , respectively, are distinct information.
However, replacing ō1 and ō2 with a common abstraction, say {ō1 , ō2 }0 , makes the
new information shareable. Relational scaling follows a well-known schema from
description logics: Given a relation r, for each concept ct from the range context
of r, it produces, for Ad , an attribute q r : cr where q is an operator chosen
before-hand from a set Q. RCA admits, among others, standard description
logics restrictions (Q = {∃, ∀, ∀∃, . . .}), which behold their respective semantics
(see [10] for details and example 1 for illustration).
Example 1. Assume a RCF made of contexts on people and cars, and an ownership relation, or pos(sesses), which are given in Tables 1, 3 and 2, respectively.
The cars lattice is shown in Figure 1. Now, an ∃-scaling of the relation pos using
that lattice will add, for each car concept c, a new attribute ∃pos : c to the
person context, e.g. ∃pos : cars_4 and ∃pos : cars_3 that can be rewritten as
∃pos : (cp) and ∃pos : (el, pw), respectively, using intents as IDs.

Sport
I.T.
Female
Male
Adult
Senior

KP

Fa × ×
La
× ××
Sh
× ×
Tr
×× ××
Table 1: Person Context

pos tw t3 zo f 5
Fa ×
La
×
×
Sh ×
×
Tr
Table 2: Relation pos
KC el pw cp ch
tw
× ×
t3 × ×
zo ×
×
f5
× ×
Table 3: Car Context

Fig. 1: Car Lattice

A scaling step results in the related contexts being extended, which, in turn,
may lead to the emergence of new concepts. Thus, as the set of available abstractions increases, a scaling step with the differential set of concepts would
produce further relational attributes and the whole process would go on cycling.
The resulting iterative context refinement necessarily ends at a fixed point [10],
i.e. a set of lattices whose concepts refer to each other via relational attributes.
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3

What can RCA do for AI (that FCA can’t) ?

Below, we examine two encoding strategies that bring a multi-relational dataset
to a mono-relational one, i.e. aggregate several contexts into a single data table,
so that they can be fed to classical FCA.
3.1

Encoding multiple contexts into a single one

Assume a simple RCF made of two contexts and a relation (see Figure 2). We
use this simple case for our reasoning, knowing that in more complex cases, i.e.
three or more contexts and several relations, it can be extended appropriately.
Moreover, while there could be a wide range of concrete encoding disciplines [11],
the principle behind them admits only two basic cases, i.e. entity-centric and
relation-centric. In our FCA/RCA perspective this boils down to which sort of
RCF element, i.e. context or relation, is put center-stage.
A1
A1
O1 I1

O2
O1

r

A1 ρ(A2 )

A2

A2
O./

O2 I2

Fig. 2: Fictitious RCF

Fig. 3: Semi-join

O1
Fig. 4: Aggregation

The first encoding principle we examine below emphasizes the object-toobject relation as a primary construct and pivotal element of the encoding.
Its member pairs become first-class objects which carry the attributes of both
contexts incident to the relation. Technically speaking, the method is akin to
the (semi-)join operation of relational algebra. The overall encoding schema is
illustrated in Figure 3 whereas Section 3.2 proposes a formal definition thereof.
It also provides a detailed comparison of the results from applying RCA to the
RCF from Figure 2 with those of FCA on the semi-join of the two initial contexts.
A bit closer to the RCA propositionalization spirit, a second encoding principle emphasizes the context as a main construct and driver of the encoding: The
domain context of the relation is extended with some additional attributes that
translate the relation while following a technique akin to relational scaling. The
main difference here is that the context is the one-shot context extension. The
procedure whose details are discussed in Section 3.3, is schematically illustrated
in Figure 4. Moreover, the asymmetric encoding of the relation and the oneshot extension amount to processing the range context as if it were aggregated
into the domain one. Therefore, we termed the overall encoding principle the
aggregation and the resulting context the aggregated one.
Finally, please notice that in the detailed investigation of each case (see below), our reasoning follows three steps: 1) We pick an arbitrary formal concept
from the FCA output, 2) we show the RCA output comprises a concept with the
same objects, and 3) we establish the link between the intents of both concepts.
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3.2

Semi-join in single relation RCF

We consider here the concurrent case where the FCA is applied on a context
encoding the semi-join of this RCF, as presented in Figure 3. This encoding
consists in creating the objects of O./ as the object pairs (o1 , o2 ) where o1 ∈
O1 ∪ {⊥}, o2 ∈ O2 ∪ {⊥}, according to the RCF modeling of O1 , O2 Figure 2.
The ⊥ object is a fictitious empty object with no attributes used to complete
the semi-join. There are three cases to define the elements of O./ :
– If o1 ∈ O1 , o2 ∈ O2 , then (o1 , o2 ) ∈ O./ if and only if (o1 , o2 ) ∈ r
– If o1 = ⊥, o2 ∈ O2 , then (o1 , o2 ) ∈ O./ if and only if r−1 (o2 ) = ∅, i.e. if there
is no x ∈ O1 such that (x, o2 ) ∈ r
– If o1 ∈ O1 , o2 = ⊥, then (o1 , o2 ) ∈ O./ if and only if r(o1 ) = ∅, i.e. if there
is no x ∈ O2 such that (o1 , x) ∈ r
Example 2. As an illustration of the above modeling, assume an RCF made of
contexts for people (Table 1) and for cars (Table 3) plus an ownership relation
(possession, Table 2). In the first context, Farley, Lane, Shana, and Trudy are
described by being senior or adult, male or female, working in IT, and practicing
a lot of sports. Cars –Twingo, Tesla 3, Zoe, and Fiat 500– can be electrical,
powerful, compact or (not exclusive) cheap. The corresponding semi-join context
is presented in Table 4.

el pw cp ch

Sport
I.T.
Female
Male
Adult
Senior

K./

(Fa,tw) × ×
× ×
(La,t3)
× ××
× ×
(La,f 5) × × ×
× ×
(Sh,tw) × ×
× ×
(Sh,f 5) × ×
× ×
(Tr,⊥)
×× ××
(⊥,zo)
×
×
Table 4: Semi-join context of Example 2 RCF
To avoid ambiguity, we consider the derivations in the K1 and K2 contexts
always denoted x0 , while the derivation in the join context is denoted x∇ (and
the double derivation x∇∇ ).
We are first interested in describing a formal concept of the joined context.
Let X ⊆ O./ be a set of objects. So, for all (o1 , o2 ) ∈ X we have o1 ∈ O1 ∪ {⊥}
and o2 ∈ O2 ∪ {⊥}. Thus, by definition, C = (X ∇∇ , X ∇ ) is a formal concept.
Let us now take the projections on the first and second elements of the pairs of
X ∇∇ , i.e. π1 = {o1 | ∃o2 , (o1 , o2 ) ∈ X ∇∇ } and π2 = {o2 | ∃o1 , (o1 , o2 ) ∈ X ∇∇ }.
We start by defining X ∇∇ in terms of these projections.
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Lemma 1 We have X ∇∇ = (π1 × π2 ) ∩ O./
Proof. Let (u, v) ∈ X ∇∇ . By definition X ∇∇ ⊆ O./ , so (u, v) ∈ O./ . Moreover,
by construction u ∈ π1 and v ∈ π2 so (u, v) ∈ π1 × π2 . Thus, X ∇∇ ⊆ (π1 × π2 ) ∩
O./ .
Let (u, v) ∈ (π1 × π2 ) ∩ O./ . Since (u, v) ∈ (π1 × π2 ), it exists ũ and ṽ s.t.
(u, ũ) ∈ X ∇∇ and (ṽ, v) ∈ X ∇∇ . But, by construction {(u, ũ), (ṽ, v)}∇ ⊆ u0 ∪ v 0 .
And, since (u, v) ∈ O./ we can write (u, v)∇ = u0 ∪ v 0 . Thus, by derivation
property we have X ∇∇∇ ⊆ {(u, ũ), (ṽ, v)}∇ , by transitivity X ∇∇∇ ⊆ (u, v)∇ .
Thus, by deriving this expression we obtain (u, v)∇∇ ⊆ X ∇∇∇∇ . Finally, as
(u, v) ∈ (u, v)∇∇ and X ∇∇∇∇ = X ∇∇ we have (u, v) ∈ X ∇∇ .
t
u
We first study the particular cases containing the object ⊥ by starting with
the case where this element appears in both projections.
Proposition 1 If ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ ∈ π2 then X ∇ = ∅ and X ∇∇ = O./
Proof. Suppose ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ ∈ π2 then by definition of ⊥ we have X ∇ ∩ A1 = ∅
and X ∇ ∩ A2 = ∅ and therefore X ∇ = ∅. By definition of the derivation we have
∅∇ = O./ therefore X ∇∇ = O./ .The second assertion holds by symmetry.
t
u
In the case described by the lemma 1, it is immediate to show that we can
construct (X ∇∇ , X ∇ ). We show that the same is true when only one of the
components π1 or π2 contains ⊥ by first describing X ∇ then X ∇∇ in the lemmas
2 and 3.
Lemma 2 If ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 , X ∇ = π20 . If ⊥ ∈ π2 and ⊥ 6∈ π1 , X ∇ = π10 .
Proof. Let us suppose ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 . We have a ∈ X ∇ iff X ∇∇ ⊆ a∇ . Yet,
since ⊥ ∈ π1 we have construction X ∇ ∩ A1 = ∅. thus, we have a ∈ A2 .therefore,
we have a ∈ X ∇ iff for all (o1 , o2 ) ∈ X ∇∇ o2 carries the attribute a, i.e. a ∈ π20 .
Since we have a ∈ X ∇ iff a ∈ π20 , we have X ∇ = π20 . We show the second
assertion symmetrically.
t
u
Lemma 3 If ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 , X ∇∇ = (O1 ∪ {⊥} × π2 ) ∩ O./ . If ⊥ ∈ π2 and
⊥ 6∈ π1 , X ∇∇ = (π1 × O2 ∪ {⊥}) ∩ O./ .
Proof. Let us suppose ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 . Let v ∈ π2 . Any pair (u, v) ∈ O./
verifies π20 ⊆ (u, v)∇ . Since, by the lemma 2, we have X ∇ = π20 , we can write
X ∇ ⊆ (u, v)∇ and thus, by derivation (u, v)∇∇ ⊆ X ∇∇ . Finally, for any u ∈
O1 ∪ {⊥}, we have (u, v) ∈ X ∇∇ donc X ∇∇ = (O1 ∪ {⊥} × π2 ) ∩ O./ . We show
the second assertion symmetrically.
t
u
The lemmas 2 and 3 allow us to determine that in cases where only one of
the projections contains ⊥ we can write a formal concept of K./ only with the
other projection. Let us now study a formal concept based on this projection
determined by RCA.
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Lemma 4 If ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 , there exists a concept C2 = (π2 , π20 ) on K2 .
If ⊥ ∈ π2 and ⊥ 6∈ π1 , there exists a concept C1 = (π1 , π10 ) on K1 .
Proof. Let us suppose ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 . Since π2 ⊆ O2 , (π200 , π20 ) is a concept
son K2 . It is therefore sufficient to show that π200 = π2 , or more simply π200 ⊆ π2 .
Let o ∈ π200 . By construction at least one couple (ō, o) ∈ O./ and o0 ⊆ (ō, o)∇ .
Now, we have o ∈ π200 so by derivation, π20 ⊆ o0 . Moreover, by the lemma 2, we
have X ∇ = π20 . Thus, X ∇ ⊆ (ō, o)∇ so by derivation, (ō, o) ∈ X ∇∇ . Finally, by
definition of the projections o ∈ π2 . The second assertion holds by symmetry. t
u
The following proposition gathers the previous lemmas. It emphasizes that,
in the case where only one of the two projections contains ⊥, any concept of
K./ can be expressed with the other projection. Moreover, there exists a concept generated by RCA, of the same intent and whose extent corresponds to a
projection of the extent of the concept generated by FCA.
Proposition 2 Let C = (X ∇∇ , X ∇ ). If ⊥ ∈ π1 and ⊥ 6∈ π2 , C = ((O1 ∪ {⊥} ×
π2 ) ∩ O./ , π20 ) and there exists a corresponding concept C2 = (π2 , π20 ) on K2 .
If ⊥ ∈ π2 and ⊥ 6∈ π1 , C = ((π1 × O2 ∪ {⊥}) ∩ O./ , π10 ) and there exists a
corresponding concept C1 = (π1 , π10 ) on K1 .
Proof. Follows from the lemmas 2, 3 and 4.

t
u

There remains a specific case, described by the lemma 5, to complete the
exhaustive description of a formal concept on the join table.
Lemma 5 For any X ⊆ O1 × O2 we have X ∇ = π10 ∪ π20 and X ∇∇ = {(o1 , o2 ) |
π10 ⊆ o01 ∧ π20 ⊆ o02 }
Proof. Let us show X ∇ = π10 ∪ π20 by double inclusion.
(i) X ∇ ⊆ π10 ∪ π20 .
The RCF modeling assures us that A1 ∩ A2 = ∅. Thus, an attribute a ∈ X ∇
is either in A1 or in A2 . If a ∈ X ∇ ∩ A1 , it must be shared by all the elements
of π1 ; and so a is in π10 . Similarly, if a is in X ∇ ∩ A2 , a ∈ π20 . We deduce that
X ∇ ⊆ π10 ∪ π20 .
(ii) π10 ∪ π20 ⊆ X ∇ .
On the other hand, if an attribute a is in π10 , then any pair of X ∇∇ has a first
component that carries the attribute a. Since this property is true for any pair
of X ∇∇ and X ⊆ X ∇∇ , then any pair of X carries the attribute a. Therefore,
we have a ∈ X ∇ . In the same way, we show that if a ∈ π20 , then a ∈ X ∇ . thus,
we have π10 ⊆ X ∇ and π20 ⊆ X ∇ . We can therefore affirm that π10 ∪ π20 ⊆ X ∇ .
Finally, by (i) and (ii) we have X ∇ = π10 ∪ π20 . As X ∇∇ describes exactly the
set of couples (o1 , o2 ) having the attributes of π10 ∪ π20 , by construction of the
join table we have π10 ⊆ o01 and π20 ⊆ o02 .
t
u
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The cases described by the lemmas 1 and 2 allow for the immediate selection
of concepts from the RCA process corresponding in terms of extent to a concept
in the join table. The proposition 3 relies on the lemma 5 to state the main result
of this subsection, dealing with non-degenerate cases (without ⊥ element).
Proposition 3 Let X ⊆ O1 ×O2 . There exists by RCA on K1 a concept (X1 , Y1 )
such that X1 = π1 and π10 ⊆ Y1 and there exists on K2 a concept (X2 , Y2 ) such
that X2 = π2 and π20 ⊆ Y2 .

Proof. As π10 ⊆ A1 and π20 ⊆ A2 , C1 = (π100 , π10 ) and C2 = (π200 , π20 ) are formal
concepts on their respective contexts computed at step 0 of RCA.
Let us consider the contexts K1 and K2 after graduation by the operator
∃ on the relations r and r−1 . We then have the attributes ∃r : C2 in K1 and
∃r−1 : C1 in K2 . We define the sets of attributes Y1 = π10 ∪ {∃r : C2 } and
Y2 = π20 ∪ {∃r−1 : C1 } as well as the concepts C3 = (Y10 , Y100 ) and C4 = (Y20 , Y200 )
(it is possible that C1 = C3 or C2 = C4 ). We have Y10 = π100 ∩ {∃r : C2 }0 , let us
show that Y10 = π1 by double inclusion.
Let o ∈ π1 , we have o ∈ π100 . Moreover, by construction, any pair of (o, ō) ∈
∇∇
X
verifies (o, ō) ∈ r with ō ∈ π2 and, by hypothesis, ō 6= ⊥. Thus, since
π2 ⊆ π200 , o carries the attribute ∃r : C2 . Thus, we have π1 ⊆ Y10 .
Let o ∈ Y10 . We have π10 ∪ {∃r : C2 } ⊆ o0 . Since {∃r : C2 } ⊆ o0 , there exists
ō ∈ π200 such that (o, ō) ∈ r and thus (o, ō) ∈ O./ . Moreover, since ō ∈ π200 , we have
π20 ⊆ ō0 . Since π20 ⊆ ō0 , π10 ⊆ o0 and that by the lemma 5 we have X ∇ = π10 ∪ π20 ,
we can affirm X ∇ ⊆ (o, ō)∇ . Finally (o, ō)∇∇ ⊆ X ∇∇ and by definition of π1 ,
on a o ∈ π1 (In a completely analogous way, we show π2 = Y20 ).
Finally, we have shown the existence of C3 = (Y10 , Y100 ) such that Y10 = π1 and
π1 ⊆ Y100 as well as of C4 = (Y20 , Y200 ) such that Y20 = π2 and π2 ⊆ Y200 .
t
u
In conclusion, the propositions 1, 2 and 3 show that for any concept C =
(X ∇∇ , X ∇ ) we find on K1 a concept (X1 , Y1 ) such that X1 = π1 and π10 ⊆ Y1
and there exists on K2 a concept (X2 , Y2 ) such that X2 = π2 and π20 ⊆ Y2 . It
is to note that if ⊥ ∈ π1 (respectively π2 ) we have π1 = {x | ∃y, (x, y) ∈ O./ }
(respectively π2 = {x | ∃x, (x, y) ∈ O./ }). Example 3 illustrates these properties.
Example 3. Let us consider the relational family as well as the semi-join context
defined in the Example 2.
On the joined context, we find the concept C = ({(La, t3), (La, f 5)}, {Adult,
Female, IT, pw}). Here, π1 = {La} and π2 = {t3, f 5}. We check that there exists
on KP a concept (π1 , π10 ), namely the concept C1 = ({La}, {Adult, F emale,
IT }), and on KC a concept (π2 , π20 ), the concept C2 = ({t3, f 5}, {pw}). After an
iteration, RCA extends these concepts’ intents to {Adult, F emale, IT, ∃pos : C2 }
and {pw, ∃pos−1 : C1 }, respectively.
3.3

Aggregation operation in mono-relational case

Assume again the RCF in Figure 2 and let us consider FCA is applied on the
context schematically visualized in Figure 4. Intuitively, this amounts to extending the domain context of the relation by appending some new attributes. These
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are derived from the range context attributes by a technique akin to relational
scaling, i.e. one basically simulating a one-shot RCA-like context refinement.
Formally speaking, we design the context Kl = (Ol , Al , Il ) where Ol =
O1 , Al = A1 ∪ρ(A2 ), and ρ(A2 ) are the attributes resulting from the application
of the scaling operator ρ to the attribute concept of a ∈ A2 . We will denote such
an attribute ρr : a to avoid confusion with RCA’s own relational attributes. Notice that A1 ∩ ρ(A2 ) = ∅ holds. Next, we introduce Constraint(ρ, r, op , (X, Y )),
a predicate verifying whether op and (X, Y ), from the domain and the range of r,
respectively, jointly comply to the semantic of ρ. Thus, Constraint(∀, r, op , (X, Y ))
is true iff r(op ) ⊆ X. The predicate is a compact expression of the incidence Il :
– if ap ∈ A1 then (op , ap ) ∈ Il iff (op , ap ) ∈ I1 ,
– if ap ∈ ρ(A2 ) then (op , ap ) ∈ Il iff Constraint(ρ, r, op , (a0p , a00p )) is true.

Example 4 illustrates the ∀∃ case (reasoning with other operators is similar).
For the O2 perspective, it is enough to swap K1 and K2 and replace r by r−1 .
Example 4. Consider again the RCF in Example 2. We aggregate the family via
∀∃: For an o ∈ OP and a ∈ AC s.t. ∀∃pos : a ∈ ρ(AC ) it holds (o, ∀∃pos : a) ∈ I
iff 1) ∃oC ∈ OC s.t. (o, oC ) ∈ pos and 2) ∀oC ∈ OC , (o, oC ) ∈ pos entails ov ∈ a0
(there is at least one image of o by pos and all such images carry a. Table 5
depicts the resulting aggregated context Kl .
Kl

∃pos : ch
∃pos : cp
∃pos : pw
∃pos : el
Sport
I.T.
Female
Male
Adult
Senior

∀∃pos : ch
∀∃pos : cp
∀∃pos : pw
∀∃pos : el
Sport
I.T.
Female
Male
Adult
Senior

Kl

Fa × ×
× ×
La
× ××
× × ×
Sh
× ×
× × ×
Tr
×× ××
Table 6: Kl for Example 6

Fa × ×
× ×
La
× ××
×
Sh
× ×
×
Tr
×× ××
Table 5: Kl for Example 4

To define a formal concept on the aggregated table, we first identify the
component of the intent on the part ρ(A2 ). Again, we denote the derivations in
K1 and K2 by 0 , and in the aggregated context by ∇ .
Definition 1. The relational deviation of X ⊆ Ol , denoted δ(X), is the set of
its attributes from ρ(A2 ), i.e. δ(X) = X ∇ ∩ ρ(A2 ).
Proposition 4 Given a X ⊆ Ol , δ(X) = ∩o∈X {ρr : a | Constraint(ρ, r, o, (a0 , a00 ))}.
Proof. Let o ∈ X. By construction, for any ρr : a ∈ ρ(A2 ), holds ρr : a ∈ o∇
iff Constraint(ρ, r, o,T
(a0 , a00 )). Thus o∇ ∩ ρ(A2 ) = {ρrT: a | Constraint(ρ, r, o,
0 00
0
(a , a ))}. As X = o∈X o0 , we have X 0 ∩ ρ(A2 ) = o∈X o∇ ∩ ρ(A2 ), hence
δ(X) = ∩o∈X {ρr : a | Constraint(ρ, r, o, (a0 , a00 ))}.
t
u
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A formal concept on the aggregated context is then characterized by:
Proposition 5 Let X ⊆ Ol , then the concept C = (X ∇∇ , X ∇ ) of the aggregated context satisfies X ∇ = X 0 ∪ δ(X) and X ∇∇ = X 00 ∩ {o | δ(X) ⊆ o∇ }.

Proof. By definition, we have Al = A1 ∪ ρ(A2 ) and A1 ∩ ρ(A2 ) = ∅. Thus we
can write X ∇ = (X ∇ ∩ A1 ) ∪ (X ∇ ∩ ρ(A2 )), that is X ∇ = X 0 ∪ δ(X).
By deriving X ∇ , we determine that X ∇∇ = {o | o ∈ O1 ∧ X 0 ⊆ o∇ ∧ δ(X) ⊆
∇
o }. Now, as X 0 ⊆ A1 , we have X 0 ⊆ o∇ iff X 0 ⊆ o∇ ∩ A1 , that is X 0 ⊆ o0 .
Finally, X ∇∇ = X 00 ∩ {o | δ(X) ⊆ o∇ }.
t
u

Now, let us assume we have the result of RCA using the same relational
scaling with ρ along r on the simple RCF in Figure 2. Let X be the extent of
a concept from Kl . The set δ(X) is well-defined, hence we can denote its i-th
member by ρr : aδ,i (where aδ,i ∈ A2 ). As every concept Cδ(X),i = (a0δ,i , a00δ,i ) is
well defined on K2 , in RCA, K1 will be refined with all the attributes ρr : Cδ(X),i
at the first relational scaling step. Let Yδ = X 0 ∪i∈1..|δ(X)| ρr : Cδ(X),i , we claim
that C = (X ∇∇ , X ∇ ) and Cδ = (Yδ0 , Yδ00 ) have the same extent:
Proposition 6 Yδ0 = X ∇∇ .
Proof. Yδ0 ⊆ X ∇∇ : Let o ∈ Yδ0 . First, o carries all the attributes of X 0 , thus
X 0 ⊆ o∇ . Moreover, for each attribute ρr : aδ,i ∈ δ(X) a concept Ci = (a0δ,i , a00δ,i )
exists such that o carries the attribute ρr : Ci (for which Constraint(ρ, r, o, Ci )
is true). Since aδ,i is in the intent of Ci , we can verify that ρr : aδ,i ∈ o∇ . Since for
all i, we have ρr : aδ,i ∈ o∇ , then we have δ(X) ⊆ o∇ . Finally, since δ(X) ⊆ o∇
and X 0 ⊆ o∇ , we have X ∇ ⊆ o∇ . By derivation, we have o∇∇ ⊆ X ∇∇ . Finally,
Yδ0 ⊆ X ∇∇ .
t
u
Yδ0 ⊇ X ∇∇ : The 1st relational scaling step will necessarily produce ρr :
(a0δ,i , a00δ,i ) for each ρr : aδ,i ∈ δ(X). Let o ∈ X ∇∇ , then o carries all the attributes
of X 0 . Moreover, after the scaling step, o gets incident to each attribute ρr : aδ,i ∈
δ(X) (Constraint(ρ, r, o, (a0δ,i , a00δ,i )) is necessarily satisfied). Thus, we have Yδ ⊆
o0 and therefore o00 ⊆ Yδ0 . Finally, since o ∈ o00 we conclude that X ∇∇ ⊆ Yδ0 . t
u

Proposition 6 states that for any concept from the aggregated context, an
RCA concept with the same extent exists. Definition 2 introduces the notion of
relational weakening (illustrated by Example 5) to enable the mapping between
both intents. The latter is given by proposition 7.
Definition 2. Let a concept C be produced by RCA and let Yr be the set of
relational attributes of the
S intent of C. We call relational weakening of C, noted
Ω(C), the set Ω(C) = ρr:(U,V )∈Yr {ρr : v | v ∈ V }

Example 5. Assume the contexts of Example 2: Context KC gives rise to the
concepts C1 = ({t3}, {el, pw}), C2 = ({f 5}, {pw, cp}), C3 = ({t3, zo}, {el})
and C4 = ({zo, f 5}, {cp}). After a scaling with ∃, KP yields the concept C =
({La}, {Adult, F emale, I.T., ∃pos : C1 , ∃pos : C2 , ∃pos : C3 , ∃pos : C4 , ∃pos :
>}). Then Ω(C) = {∃pos : el, ∃pos : pu, ∃pos : cp}.
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Proposition 7 δ(X) ⊆ Ω(Cδ )
Proof. Let’s denote by Yr the set of relational attributes in the intent of Cδ . Let
ρr : a ∈ δ(X), then by scaling and construction of Cδ , it holds ρr : (a0 , a00 ) ∈ Yr
and as a ∈ a00 , one concludes δ(X) ⊆ Ω(Cδ ).
t
u
While we’ve just shown that the extents of C and Cδ are equal, their intents
might differ: As proposition 7 states, the intent of the aggregate table concept
is a subset of the weakening of the RCA concept with the same extent (see
Example 6 below). In this sense, we see the RCA concept as more informative.
Example 6. Assume the relational family defined by Example 2 with the ∃ operator. The aggregated context is presented in table 6. Now, after one iteration,
RCA discovers the concept ({F a}, {Senior, M ale, ∃pos : (cp, ch)}) whereas FCA
finds ({F a}, {Senior, M ale, ∃pos : (cp), ∃pos : (nd))}). While ∃pos : (cp, ch) implies ∃pos : (cp) and ∃pos : (ch), the reverse does not hold.

4

Discussion

We’ve shown that for any FCA concept from an encoded context, RCA would
reveal a counterpart concept, or a pair of such, conveying the same semantics
(equal extent). Moreover, the syntactic expression of the RCA concept(s) is
clearer than the FCA one, whatever the encoding. With semi-join, since separate
RCA concepts map to the 1st and 2nd projections of a FCA concept, the clarity
gain is immediate. Indeed, no confusion is ever possible as to which attribute of
the semi-join intent is incident to which object. Moreover, redundancy in FCA
concepts, e.g. shared 1st or 2nd projection, is avoided in RCA.
With aggregation, RCA trivially produces a concept of the same extent, yet
it is more precise: The FCA counterpart is readily obtained by relational weakening. Here, higher-order encoding schemata are conceivable that mimic RCA
iterations by nesting the scaling operators. Yet the maximal depth of these nestings in the resulting (pseudo-)relational attributes must be fixed beforehand.
This is a serous limitation since we know of no simple way to determine the
number of iterations required till the fixed point for a given RCA task, i.e. a
RCF and a vector of scaling operators. This means that, at least in the realistic
cases, RCA will be revealing concepts that FCA –over the aggregated context
with all possible nestings of a depth up till the limit– will miss. A relevant
question here is whether knowing the fixed point contexts in RCA, there is an
equivalent aggregation context that comprises only nested operator attributes
referring exclusively to attribute concepts. This would mean that a static encoding, i.e. without the need for explicitly composing RCA concepts popping at
iterations 2+, exists. The cost of constructing such an encoding is, though, a
separate concern.
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5

Conclusion

We tackled here the question of whether RCA brings some effective scope extension to the realm of FCA, given that FCA is at its core. We’ve examined two
complementary principles of encoding a relation into a single augmented context
and compared FCA output on each of the contexts to the output of RCA on the
original RCF. It was shown that in both cases, RCA is able to find counterpart
concepts (same extent) to those found by FCA, while the RCA intents at its 1st
iteration are at least as expressive as the FCA ones.
A more systematic study should allow us to demonstrate similar results in
the more complex cases of multiple relations in the RCF as well as multiple
relations between the same pair of contexts.
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Abstract. We consider the itemset mining problem in general settings,
e.g., mining association rules and itemset selection. We introduce the
notion of likely-occurring itemsets and propose a greedy approach to
itemset search space discovery that allows for reducing the number of
arbitrary or closed itemsets. This method provides itemsets that are
useful for different objectives and can be used as an additional constraint
to curb the itemset explosion. In experiments, we show that the method
is useful both for compression-based itemset mining and for computing
good-quality association rules.

1 Introduction
A generic objective of itemset mining is to discover a small set of non-redundant
and interesting itemsets that describe together a large portion of data and that
can be easily interpreted [1].
Itemset mining can be summarized into two steps: (i) discovering itemset
search space and (ii) selecting interesting itemsets among the discovered ones.
This paper is devoted to the first step, i.e., the itemset search space discovery. Since the itemset search space contains exponentially many elements, it is
important to discover as few useless itemsets as possible.
There are several approaches to discover the itemset search space: (i) an exhaustive enumeration of all itemsets followed by a selection of those satisfying
imposed constraints [19], (ii) a gradual enumeration of some itemsets guided
by an objective (or by constraints) [17], (iii) mining top-k itemsets w.r.t. constraints [15], (iv) sampling a subset of itemsets w.r.t. a probability distribution
that conforms to an interestingness measure [6,7]. To reduce redundancy when
enumerating itemsets, the search space can be shrunk to closed itemsets, i.e., the
maximal itemsets among those that are associated with a given set of objects
(support).
The exhaustive enumeration is the most universal way to discover itemset
search space. There exists a lot of very eﬀicient algorithms for its enumeration,
e.g., CbO [12], In-Close [3], LCM [18], Alpine [11], and others [13].
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Despite its wide usage and applicability for a large spectrum of interestingness measures, the exhaustive enumerators usually mine itemsets w.r.t. frequency, which results in the following issues: using too high frequency threshold
results in a considerable amount of not interesting itemsets, while too low frequency threshold results in itemset explosion and intractability of itemset mining
methods in practice.
However, considering the itemset mining problem in more general settings,
e.g., mining association rules and implications, the exhaustive enumeration of
frequent itemsets is usually the only (universal) remedy for the pattern explosion
problem.
In this paper, we revisit the notion of likely-occurring itemsets introduced
in [14] and propose a greedy approach to itemset search space discovery that allows for reducing the number of closed itemsets. This method provides itemsets
that are useful for different objectives and can be used as an additional constraint
to curb the itemset explosion. In experiments we show that the method is useful both for compression-based itemset mining and for computing good-quality
association rules.

2 Preliminaries
We deal with binary datasets within the FCA framework [10].
A formal context is a triple K = (G, M, I), where G is a set of objects, M is
a set of attributes and I ⊆ G × M is the incidence relation, i.e., (g, m) ∈ I if
object g has attribute m.
′
Two derivation operators (·) are defined for A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M as follows:
A′ = {m ∈ M | ∀g ∈ A : gIm} , B ′ = {g ∈ G | ∀m ∈ B : gIm} .
For A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , a pair (A, B) such that A′ = B and B ′ = A, is called
a formal concept, then A and B are closed sets and called extent and intent (or
closed itemsets), respectively.
The (empirical or observed) probability of an itemset X ⊆ M is given by
P (X) = f r(X) = |X ′ |/|G|.

3 Likely-occurring itemsets
To reduce the itemset search space, we propose an additional constraint that
consists in considering only the itemsets whose observed probability is greater
than the estimated one. The estimated probability is computed under the independence model. We give the details on the chosen independence model below.
Definition 1. A closed itemset X ⊆ M is called likely-occurring closed (LOC)
if there exists m ∈ X and Y ⊆ X \ {m}, (Y ∪ {m})′′ = X such that P (X) >
Q · P (Y ) · P ({m}), and Q ≥ 1.
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Fig. 1: A binary dataset and the execution tree of Algorithm 1 for this dataset
The empty itemset ∅ is considered to be likely-occurring by default. The
parameter Q controls how large the difference between the observed probability
P (X) and the estimated probability P (Y ) · P ({m}), Y ⊆ X \ {m} of the itemset
X may be. The least restrictive constraint, i.e., Q = 1, requires the observed
probability to be greater than the estimated one. The larger values of Q are
more restrictive, i.e., they require the observed probability to be much larger
than the estimated one.
According to the definition above, at most |X| splittings should be enumerated to check whether an itemset X is LOC or not. To make it more tractable
in practice, we propose a relaxation of the LOC itemset and a greedy approach
for its computing, where one needs to check only one splitting per itemset. Let
us proceed to this definition.
Definition 2. Let {m1 , m2 , · · · , mk } be a set of attributes arranged in order of
decreasing frequency, i.e., f r(mi ) ≥ f r(mj ) for any i ≤ j. A closed itemset
X is likely-occurring closed (LOC) if there exists a LOC itemset Y ⊂ X and
m ∈ X \ Y such that f r(m) ≥ minm∗ ∈Y f r(m∗ ), X = (Y ∪ {m})′′ and P (X) >
Q · P (Y ) · P ({m}).
Example. Let us consider a running example from Fig. 1a, where the attributes
are arranged by decreasing frequency. Itemset ab is an LOC itemset because a is
an LOC itemset and P (ab) > P (a) · P ({b}), the same for abd, namely, abd is an
LOC itemset because ab is an LOC itemset and P (abd) > P (ab) · P ({d}), etc.
We propose an algorithm to compute LOC itemsets using Definition 2, its
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. This algorithm computes gradually LOC
itemsets by considering one by one attributes of decreasing frequency. Apart from
the threshold Q on the difference in probabilities, the algorithm also supports
threshold F on frequency. By default, we use minimal restrictions, namely Q = 1
(we require the observed probability to be greater than the estimated one) and
F = 0 (we do not impose any frequency constraints).
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Algorithm 1 ComputeLOC
Procedure Merge (node,candidate)
Input: node, current node
candidate, candidate node
1: In ← node.itemset
2: Ic ← candidate.itemset
3: if |In \ Ic | > 0 then
4:
extent ← (Ic ∪ In )′ {computing shared objects}
5:
if extent = Ic′ then
6:
In ←(In ∪ Ic {if In is included
) into all objects as In , just extend Ic }
|I ′ | |I ′ |

c
n
7:
else if |extent|
> Q · |G|
and |extent| ≥ F then
|G|
|G|
8:
for all child ∈ node.children do
9:
merge(child, candidate)
10:
end for
11:
if candidate ∈
/ T then
12:
node.children.add(candidate)
13:
end if
14:
end if
15: end if

Input: (G, M, I) formal context
F , frequency threshold
Q, threshold on LOC
Output: T , a tree composed of LO/LOC-itemsets
1: T ← createEmptyT ree()
2: root ← T .getRoot()
3: M ∗ ← sortByDescendingF requency(M )
4: for all m ∈ M ∗ do
5:
candidate ← m′′ {for LOC itemsets}
6:
for all child ∈ root.children do
7:
merge(child, candidate)
8:
if candidate ∈
/ T then
9:
root.children.add(candidate)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end for
13: return T

Example. Let us consider the execution tree of the algorithm for a dataset
from Fig. 1a. The algorithm starts constructing a tree adding the attributes of
decreasing frequency. The order in which itemsets are enumerated is specified in
the corresponding nodes.

4 Likely-occurring itemsets and related notions
Probability-based models are common in itemset and association rule mining.
In this section we consider two widespread approaches to assess itemsets and
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association rules, and discuss how they are related to likely-occurring closed
itemsets.
Independence model and lift. The models based on the comparison of estimated
and observed probabilities of itemsets are quite common in the scientific literature. The simplest model is the attribute independence model. Under this
model, all items (attributes) are assumed to be independent. Attribute probability is approximated straightforwardly using the attribute frequency. Then,
the probability of an itemset X is computed as follows:
Pind (X) =

∏

x∈X

P (x) =

∏

f r(x).

x∈X

Despite its simplicity, this model is widely used in machine learning, e.g., Naïve
Bayes classifiers are based on it. A natural extension of the attribute independence model is the partition independence model, where some partitions of X
are assumed to be independent. Lift [8] is one of the most common measures to
assess association rules under the partition independence model.
Definition 3. Let X → Y be an association rule, then lift is given by
lif t(X → Y ) =

P (XY )
f r(XY )
=
.
P (X)P (Y )
f r(X)f r(Y )

Apart from lift, there is a lot of other measures (indices) based on the
comparison of the antecedent and consequent supports, e.g., redundancy constraints [4,22], minimum improvement [5], etc. They are commonly used to select
association rules.
The notion of lift can be also adapted in different ways for itemset assessment.
For example, one may assess the probability of an itemset under the assumption
that any partition of the itemset into two disjoint sets is independent. If the observed probability is greater than all the estimated probabilities obtained under
this model, then the itemset is called productive [21].
The introduced above LOC itemsets, in a certain sense, represent a particular
case of productive itemsets. Instead of considering all possible partitions of X
into two sets of items, we consider only its proper subset Y and attribute m ∈
X \Y . Reformulating the definition of LOC in terms of lift (for association rules),
LOC itemset X is an itemset that consists of LOC itemset Y and attribute m
such that Y ∪ {m} is the generator of X, and lif t(X → m) > Q, Q ≥ 1. Since
Y is also LOC, this reasoning can be done recursively.
If it is needed, one may reduce further the size of the discovered LOC itemsets
by putting more tighter constraints, i.e., setting higher values for Q (in line 7 of
the Merge procedure given in Algorithm 1):
|(Ic ∪ In )′ |
|I ′ | |I ′ |
>Q· c · n .
|G|
|G| |G|
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The constraint above is equivalent to the constraint on lift of the association
rule In → Ic , i.e.,
lif t(In → Ic ) =

P (In ∪ Ic )
> Q.
P (In ) · P (Ic )

Moreover, because of the greedy strategy, the constraints hold recursively,
i.e., there exist two disjoint subsets In∗ , Ic∗ ⊆ In such that lif t(In∗ → Ic∗ ) > Q.
In experiments we consider how the proposed greedy strategy works for mining
association rules on real-world datasets. Since the computing strategy is greedy,
there are no guarantees that all LOC itemsets (see Definitions 1) will be enumerated.

Itemset mining through compression Likely-occurring itemsets may be also useful
for selection of itemsets. We consider the relation between the itemsets selected
by a compression-based itemset miner Krimp [20] and LOC itemsets.
In Krimp, and similar methods, the length of the code word corresponding
to an itemset X is given by length(X) = − log P (X). Hence the compression
is achieved by replacing several code words
∑representing the itemsets B with a
single code word, such that length(B) < X∈cover(B) length(X). The latter is
∏
equivalent to log P (B) > log( X∈cover(B) P (X)). Thus, we obtain the inequality
∏
P (B) > X∈cover(B) P (X), which is very similar to one from the definition of
the LOC itemsets.

Intuitively, in both cases, an itemset is considered optimal if its observed
probability is greater than the estimated one. However, there are important differences between the models underlying the definition of “itemset optimality”
(for the LOC itemsets and the model used in Krimp):

1. the both methods use different probability estimates of itemsets, namely,
P (X) = f r(X) (for the LOC estimates) and P (X) = ∑ usage(X)
(for the
Y ∈P usage(Y )
Krimp-like models), where usage(X) is frequency of X in the coverage, and
P is the set of patterns;
2. the “optimality” of an itemset X in the compression-based model used in
Krimp is evaluated not only w.r.t. the dataset but also w.r.t. the other
itemsets selected so far.
Thus, LOC itemsets may provide better results than the commonly used frequent closed itemsets, which are used by Krimp. We compare different strategies
for discovering itemset search space on real-world datasets in the next section.
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5 Experiments
We use the discretized datasets from the LUCS-KDD repository [9] and study
LOC itemsets4 for two tasks, namely association rule and itemset mining.
Association rule mining. Frequent (closed) itemsets are commonly used to mine
association rules. We study how useful LOC itemsets compared to frequent closed
itemsets. In experiments we use 2 different sets of itemsets to compute rules: frequent closed (FR.CL.) and likely-occurring closed (LOC) itemsets. The itemsets
are evaluated on 10 datasets, their parameters are given in Table 1. The number
of objects and attributes is denoted by |G| and |M |, respectively. The density of
datasets (the ratio of 1’s) is given in the column “density”. The total number of
closed itemsets is reported in the column “#CL”. The total number of arbitrary
itemset has not been computed.

Table 1: Parameters of datasets and the studied sets of itemsets
name
breast
ecoli
glass
heart-dis.
iris
led7
pima
ticTacToe
wine
zoo
average

data description
closed itemsets
time (for itemsets)
|G| |M | density #CL #LOC #FR.CL. fr.thr. LOC
FR
699
327
214
303
150
3200
768
958
178
101
690

14
24
40
45
16
14
36
27
65
35
32

0.64
360
74
0.29
424
120
0.22 3211 887
0.29 25511 1928
0.25
106
45
0.50 1936 150
0.22 1608 317
0.33 42684 1880
0.20 13169 4914
0.46 4552 610
0.34 9356 1093

74
120
955
1973
47
150
317
1908
5647
621
1181

0.33
0.06
0.06
0.17
0.05
0.19
0.10
0.03
0.03
0.33
0.14

0.01
0.02
0.10
0.28
0.00
0.01
0.06
0.11
1.20
0.10
0.19

0.12
0.60
10.85
1.43
0.03
0.05
4.57
14.90
520.43
1.14
55.41

#rules
LOC FR.CL
4292
4768
55262
862252
274
1484
21294
53816
1771852
1609108
438440

3980
2950
18454
22222
320
1120
7528
13016
189378
24736
28370

For each dataset we generate the whole set of LOC itemsets (Q = 1, F = 0),
the sizes of these sets are indicated in the column “#LOC”.
We chose the frequency threshold for closed itemsets in such a way that
the number of closed itemsets is equal to the number of the LOC itemsets.
The frequency threshold is indicated in the column “fr.thr.” for closed itemsets.
The frequency threshold varies a lot from dataset to dataset. For example, the
smallest threshold is 0.06 for “ecoli” and “glass” datasets and the largest one is
0.33 for “breast” and “zoo” dataset. As we can see from the table, the sizes of
“#LOC” and “#FR.CL.” are quite close one to another.
To compute association rules we use a miner from MLxtent library implemented in Python5 . The number of rules generated based on LOC and frequent
closed (FR.CL.) is reported in the column “#rules”.
4

5

The source code for computing LOC itemsets is available at https:
//github.com/makhalova/pattern_mining_tools/blob/master/modules/binary/
likely_occurring_itemsets.py
http://rasbt.github.io/mlxtend/
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The number of rules generated based on the LOC itemsets is higher than the
number of rules generated based on frequent closed itemsets. For example, for
the “ecoli” dataset, the number of rules computed on 120 LOC and 120 frequent
closed itemsets is 4768 and 2950, respectively. It can be explained by the fact
that the size of the LOC itemsets is usually larger than the size of frequent
closed itemsets. Thus, a larger amount of rules can be built on LOC itemsets by
splitting each itemset into an antecedent and consequent.
To evaluate their quality, we consider the most common quality measures for
the association rules, namely support, confidence, lift, leverage, and conviction.
We recall them below.
Let X → Y be an association rule with the antecedent X and the consequent
Y , then the rule support is given by
support(X → Y ) = support(X ∪ Y ) =

(X ∪ Y )′
∈ [0, 1].
|G|

Confidence [2] of a rule X → Y is the conditional probability of X ∪ Y given
X. It is defined as follows:
conf idence(X → Y ) =

support(X → Y )
∈ [0, 1].
support(X)

The maximal value is achieved when Y always occurs with X.
Lift [8] was discussed in the previous section. We recall it below. For a rule
X → Y lift is given by
lif t(X → Y ) =

support(X → Y )
∈ [0, ∞).
support(X) · support(Y )

Leverage [16], like lift, is based on the comparison of the observed probability
(frequency) of the rule and the probability estimated under the assumption that
the antecedent and consequent are independent. Leverage is given as follows:
leverage(X → Y ) = support(X → Y ) − support(X) · support(Y ) ∈ [−1, 1].
For independent X and Y leverage is equal to 0.
Let us proceed to the results of the experiments.
For the generated rules we consider mean values of the aforementioned quality measures as well as the 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles. Considering the
percentiles allows us to focus on the quality of the best itemsets, which are usually of interest to analysts. The averaged over 10 dataset values are reported in
Fig. 2.
Since we do not set any frequency threshold for LOC, the support of LOCbased rules, as expected, is lower than the support of the rules based on frequent
closed itemsets (FR.CL.). The top n% of LOC-based rules have higher values
than the top n% of FR.CL.-based ones. For example, the top 10% values (the
90th percentile) of confidence are at least 0.935 for the LOC-based rules, and
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Fig. 2: The averaged quality for 2 types of rules: computed based on frequent
closed (FR.CL.) and LOC itemsets. The quality is measured by support, confidence, lift, and leverage. For each type of rules and each quality measure, the
average values of mean, the 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles over 10 datasets
from Table 1 are reported

only 0.885 for FR.CL.-based rules, respectively. Thus, considering the top rules,
the LOC-based rules have higher confidence.
Regarding lift, LOC-based rules provide the best results. The difference in
values is especially noticeable for the top 5% of rules (the 95th percentile). Top
5% LOC-rules have the highest values of lift, on average, 91.38. However, the
lift values of the top 5% of rules vary a lot from dataset to dataset (the standard
deviation is shown in plots by horizontal lines). Nevertheless, the quality, measured by lift, is consistently higher for LOC-based rules than for FR.CL.-based
rules.
The leverage is higher for FR.Cl.-based rules. Despite the fact that lift and
leverage differ only in the mathematical operations they use to compare the
observed and estimated supports of rules and their parts, the analysis of rules
based on these measures may lead to very different results. The high values of
leverage (and low values of lift) for FR.CL.-based rules are caused by a different
order of magnitude of the supports. Very low supports (that is the case of LOCbased rules) result in high values of lift and low values of leverage.
Thus, the analysis of the generated rules allows us to conclude that rules generated based on LOC itemsets have better quality than the rules generated using
roughly the same amount of frequent arbitrary and closed itemsets, respectively.
Compression quality. In Section 4 we discussed the relation between LOC itemsets and the itemsets ensuring good compression in Krimp.
In this section we study the applicability of LOC itemsets for this task and
compare them with closed itemsets (used in the original version of Krimp. We
emphasize that, in the compared approaches, the itemset search space is discovered independently of the itemset mining process.
To evaluate the ability of the itemsets to compress data, we consider how
many itemsets we need to obtain a certain compression ratio. Fig. 3 shows how
the compression ratio changes w.r.t. the number of considered itemsets. The
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Fig. 3: Compression quality of closed (FR.CL.) and LOC itemsets. The lower
values are better

initial state corresponds to the point (0,1), meaning that 0 itemsets have been
used to compress data, and the compression ratio is maximal and equal to 1.
The curves that are closer to the point (0,0) correspond to the best strategies
of itemset search space discovery (i.e., the itemset set allows for compressing
data better with a lower number of itemsets). The experiments show that for
“car evaluation”, “wine” and “nursery” datasets the LOC itemsets do not provide any benefits over the closed itemsets. For the majority of datasets, the
number of LOC is too small to ensure as good compression as with the whole
set of closed itemsets, e.g., “adult”, “breast”, “led7”, and others. Among some
of these datasets, we may still observe better behavior of LOC itemsets, e.g.,
for “hepatitis”, “mushroom”, “letter recognition”, and “page blocks”. There are
also datasets where with the LOC itemsets we achieve as good compression as
with the closed ones, but use a much lower number of itemsets, e.g., “auto”,
“hepatitis”, “soybean”, “zoo”.
In general, LOC itemsets may be quite useful for itemset selection based on
compression.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper we studied likely-occurring closed itemsets in the context of association rule mining and itemset selection. In our experiments we show that the
number of frequent enumerated LOC itemsets is much lower than the number
of frequent closed itemsets. However, with LOC itemsets, we obtain association
rules of better quality. The proposed approach may be useful for compression as
well, however, it does not outperform the methods where itemsets are discovered
towards the direction minimizing the total description length.
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Abstract. Nowadays, retrieval-based dialogue engines witness a significant interest in both industry and academic research. It is an important task to create
an automated question-answering engine that may assist a user in the purchasing procedure. In this work, we describe a concept-based chatbot that utilizes a
knowledge model to navigate a user to a subset of relevant objects. The knowledge model is built with pattern structures and organized to manipulate with both
standard numerical and textual attributes describing the observed products. We
provide an experimental evaluation of the introduced chatbot on the Flintkart ecommerce dataset and compare its performance with the faceted search approach.
Keywords: Query refinement · Information retrieval · FCA · Pattern structure.

1 Introduction
This paper describes ongoing research on creating an information retrieval (IR) chatbot
that can assist customers in a search of suitable objects in the e-commerce database. IR
chatbots have been an area of intense investigation [21, 24] in many spheres, from web
search to electronic libraries. However, conventional search engines are still severely
restricted. For example, when a user needs to refine his or her initial general request,
a typical systems show either all attributes or the most frequently refined ones which
results in the information overload problem and demands many choices to be made until
the satisfactory result is found. Besides, such systems are not able to simultaneously
operate with different types of data, such as numerical and textual ones.
We base our chatbot on utilizing the knowledge model constructed with the theory
of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [22] and pattern structures (PS) [7] as its extension,
therefore, further in the paper, we will refer to the chatbot as the concept-based one.
The usage of the knowledge model allows a system to represent all the objects as hierarchically organized groups (concepts) and the description common for them. Thus, the
chatbot can navigate a user through this model and following the specification or the
generalization path, introduce only the relevant characteristics of a product.
This paper introduces the main aspects of the designed model, specifically, a method
to combine the numerical and textual descriptions which are widely used to describe
objects in the e-commerce datasets (Section 3). As for textual descriptions, we also
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introduce a new way to define the generalization operation for two textual attributes
that provide a better similarity assessment in comparison to the standard strict match
of the keywords. We describe the bot architecture in Section 4. Finally, experimental
evaluation of the introduced model on the e-commerce dataset is given in Section 5.

2 Related Work
The goal of IR is to find relevant objects that satisfy a user’s request and, probably, refine
it during a search procedure. Nowadays, the most popular IR systems are based on deep
learning (DL) techniques [23, 9, 20]. These models encode the information describing
an object with the neural network forming the object embeddings and, then, find the
closest vectors to a query embedding. In most cases, this approach is applied to the text
data. Lately, there have been some works proposing the neural networks for tabular data
as well [6]. Despite the popularity of these methods, they still suffer from insufficient
data representation, as we need to represent both a short query that reflects only partial
information about the desired object and the whole objects described by many attributes
within a vector of the same length.
FCA can serve as a natural mathematical tool for the knowledge-based semantic IR
systems with the ability to effectively sustain data as a set of robust and hierarchically
connected groups of objects and shared attributes. Traditionally, the studies that apply
FCA to IR consider retrieving information from the large collections of unstructured
documents, which is reasonable due to the analogy between the binary object-attribute
and document-term tables [14]. While the standard IR FCA-based methods have been
applied to the binary data which introduce some restrictions for real-life applications
[15], PS allowed this type of models to be extended to more complex data such as
numbers, graphs, or texts [13, 18, 5].
We claim that introducing a concept model to the e-commerce chatbot is beneficial due to its ability to represent both the numerical and textual attributes of objects.
Moreover, the hierarchical organization of similar object groups can help the chatbot to
effectively refine insufficient users’ requests. However, first, we should define the rules
for computing common descriptions for text attributes. Besides, due to the high computational requirements for building the concept lattice, we need to understand at which
step of data exploration the concept model should be constructed.

3 Concept Model
A concept model is a principal part of the introduced IR chatbot as it is able to provide a
convenient data representation that reflects the relations among the concepts, data, and
entities. We build the model using PS, let us briefly recall its main definitions.
Formally, PS is defined as a triple (G, (D, u), δ), where G is a set of objects, (D, u )
is a complete meet-semilattice of descriptions and δ → D is mapping of an object to
its description. The Galois connection between the powerset of objects and the ordered
set of descriptions is defined as follows A2 = ug∈A δ (g), d2 = {g ∈ G|d v δ (g)} for
A ⊆ G, for d ∈ D. A pair (A, d) for which A2 = d and d2 = A is called a pattern
concept.
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A pattern concept is a pair, where the first element is a set of objects (called pattern
extent) and the second element is the common description (called pattern intent) of
the objects from the set. As in standard FCA, the sub-concept relation is given by the
containment of extents. By defining the specific u for different types of attributes, we
can apply PS to processing complex heterogeneous data. For the introduced chatbot we
have two main types of attributes: the numerical and textual ones.
Numerical Attributes We start building the knowledge model by distinguishing a
subset of homogeneous objects Ah ⊆ G, i.e., the set of objects described by the
high rate of similar attributes and construct PS. A semilattice operation u is defined
attribute-wise. The values of numerical attributes are given by intervals. Let v1 , v2 ⊆ R
be the values of a numerical attribute for two different products. Then, [v1 , v1 ] and
[v2 , v2 ] are their interval representations. The meet of these intervals is defined as
[v1 , v1 ] u [v2 , v2 ] = [min(v1 , v2 ), max(v1 , v2 )]. For nominal attributes, the operation
u is defined as x u y = x if x = y and x u y = ∗ otherwise, where ∗ means “any
value”. The navigation model is constructed in the form of pattern concept lattice that
the chatbot can traverse during communication with a user. The example of this model
for the numerical attributes can be found in github3 .
input : τ {a1t1 }, τ {a2t1 } — textual descriptions (a set of key words) of t1 attribute for
two objects a1 and a2 .
output: τ ({a1t1 }, {a2t1 }) — a common description of t1 attribute for two objects a1
and a2 .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

foreach key term kta1 of the key terms set τ ({a1t1 }) do
foreach key term kta2 of the key terms set τ ({a2t1 }) do
if kta1 == kta2 then
τ ({a1t1 }, {a2t1 }).add(kta1 );
else
if similarity(emb(kta1 ), emb(kta2 )) > threshold then
τ ({a1t1 }, {a2t1 }).add(kta1 );
end
end
end
end
return τ ({a1t1 }, {a2t1 });

Algorithm 1: Computing the intersection of two textual attributes

Textual Attributes To process text data we, first, need to define its description, in
our case we use simple keywords. Their usage is motivated by the specificity of the
data we analyze. Textual attributes in e-commerce datasets are usually defined by a
phrase or a sentence. Therefore, it is not necessary to utilize more complex descriptors,
3

https://github.com/lizagonch/Chatbot.git
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such as parse trees [19] or parse thickets [4] for such small texts. To calculate common
description for two textual attributes (represented as the set of keywords), we define the
u operation as either a strict match between the keywords or by finding the synonyms
in these keywords sets. The synonymity is assessed via pre-trained word embeddings
(word2Vec [16] in our case). The algorithm 1 presents the procedure to calculate the
intersection for two textual attribute descriptions.

4 Chatbot Overview
The idea of the introduced model is as follows, a user starts a search with an imprecise
request, the search engine interactively refines a user’s request by moving him or her
down or up the lattice (concept model). The concept lattice is built using Close-By-One
algorithm [1]. The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 1. At each turn of the
dialogue, the user’s utterance written in natural language goes through the NLP pipeline
where sentence pre-processing is performed. This module is also responsible for identifying numerical attributes a user wants to refine and textual restrictions imposed on
the product. Thus, at the output, we get the user’s query description dq . Let us consider
each component in more detail.

Fig. 1. System architecture

4.1

NLP Pipeline

We use Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [12] to perform sentence splitting, tokenization, and
lemmatization. Then, the system reveals the restrictions on the numerical attributes.
This part is performed with a predefined set of rules that determine attributes names and
the values required by the user. Having retrieved these restrictions, we run the keyBERT
model to return the set of keywords representing the user’s request.
4.2

Intent Classifier

The proposed IR bot operates using the compiled hierarchical lattice-based knowledge
model. It means that the system can navigate a user up (in case of generalization intent),
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or down (refinement intent) the lattice. If a user wants to change the direction of a
search, the bot should navigate him or her to another candidate concept at the same
level of the concept lattice, where the level is the shortest way from the root concept
to the current one. If a user clarifies some features proposed by the chatbot, then the
chatbot moves in the right direction. Otherwise, asking to return on the previous step
corresponds to generalization intent. We use manually constructed regular expressions
to recognize the navigational intent.
4.3

Search Procedure

After identification of the intent, the system navigates a user through the knowledge
model. Based on the user’s intent, the bot provides various procedures to query processing. (i) If the user wants to refine his current position, the bot finds all most specific
concepts that satisfy an input query description and updates the State Table with new
candidate concepts. (ii) In the case of update intent the bot returns the user to the parent
concept of the current (Ai , di ) concept. (iii) Change of interest makes the bot return to
the stack of promising concepts (State Table) and moves to the next candidate concept.
All candidate concepts in the State Table are ranked based on the stability measure
[2, 8, 11], and each feature in the concept intent is assessed with respect to its diversity.
The most stable concepts are introduced to the user first, whereas the most variable
characteristics are proposed to the user for further refinement.

5 Experiments
We present the preliminary experiments to compare the concept-based chatbot performance with the faceted search4 technique which is a standard approach for e-commerce
IR. The experiments are performed on the publicly available Flipkart dataset5 that contains information about more than 40000 objects from the e-commerce website. To
compare the chatbot with the faceted search, which is not able to process textual data,
we have retrieved 100 objects belonging to the category ‘Computers – Laptops’ described only by the numerical attributes. To measure the effectiveness of the proposed
u operation for textual attributes we use the same concept-based bot, but define the generalization operation as the strict match of the keywords corresponding to the textual
attributes. For this experiment, we have retrieved 300 objects belonging to the ‘Clothing – Jeans’ category. The motivation for choosing these small datasets is that both
the faceted search and the IR-chatbot should be launched after a user found the specific
category of products that he or she is interested in that usually include up to 500 objects.
To assess the model performance we calculate the average number of iterations (IN)
a user needs to achieve a satisfactory result. The lower this number is the faster a user
finds relevant objects. Average Precision (AP) measures how many times during the
dialogue a user had a refinement navigational intent. We also evaluate the number of
cases where a user was not satisfied with the response of the bot and asked it to move
in another direction (Unsatisfactory Rate (UR)).
4
5

https://apex.oracle.com/en/
https://data.world/promptcloud/product-details-on-flipkart-com
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So far, we have not conducted the conversation of the bot with real customers, thus,
in a preliminary experiment, we generated 60 random scenarios of possible users’ requests. The scenario takes the form of a few relevant features and a range of their values
that the user should sequentially introduce to the system. Table 1 presents the results of
the experimental evaluation.
Table 1. Comparison of the knowledge-based search with the faceted search.
Model
Concept-based bot
Faceted search
Concept-based bot
(key words-strict match)

Laptops (only numerical attributes)
AP
UR
IN
0.7
0.24
5.6
—
0.31
6.2
—

—

—

Jeans (+ textual attributes)
AP
UR
IN
0.72
0.14
6.6
—
—
—
0.68

0.25

8.6

AP and UR metrics indicate the ability of the bot to rank the promising pattern
concepts and retrieve relevant features for refinement. The obtained results show that in
nearly 70% of cases attributes introduced by the chatbot were assessed as significant.
While, in almost 25% of cases in the “Laptops” category, a user had change of direction
intent. The main metric evaluating the effectiveness of the search engine is the average
number of dialogue turns (or clicks for the faceted search) that a user performed to
find the set of items that are needed. In our experiments, this metric is in favor of
the chatbot, 5.6 versus 6.2 respectively. For textual data processing, the approach that
applies embeddings techniques to u operation improves the performance of the model
and makes a search procedure more precise (6.6 versus 8.6 dialogue turns).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced an IR chatbot that utilizes the concept-based knowledge model to help users in finding a particular item in the e-commerce database. In
comparison to a standard search engine, this system can operate with both structured
data and textual descriptions that can also be obtained from any external resource.
We have compared the performance of the proposed model with that of the faceted
search using the small product database retrieved from the online store. In this work in
progress, we have not yet compared the performance of the model with the current stateof-the-art IR systems and other promising query enrichment FCA-based techniques
[10, 17, 3], however, the obtained results based on the artificially generated scenarios
of user-machine interaction has shown that the number of steps required by the proposed model is less than the one required by faceted browsing. In the future, we plan
to add more functionality to the model, such as more advanced processing of textual
information (e.g., a pre-defined set of syntactic patterns could be exchanged by the DL
conversational engine) and more intelligent search of relevant attributes that should be
introduced to the user. This can be achieved by encapsulating the history of users’ purchases.
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Abstract. The context of this work is the development of software systems that help in decision making in the agriculture domain at our industrial partner, ITK. These software systems include simulators which help
farmers to understand and predict plants life cycle. Each plant and each
kind of prediction has its own parameters. For example, yield prediction for wheat is very specific and different from vine disease prediction.
There are however some common characteristics, like the fact that these
simulators take as input weather data. The goal of the project on which
we work is to build a software product-line in order to: i) enable an easy
derivation of new products (by IT teams) with new simulators (built by
agronomist teams), and ii) simplify the maintenance of the existing large
code base of our industrial partner. The construction of this product-line
passes through the extraction of variable and common characteristics of
all existing products at ITK. The extraction process may be laborious
and time consuming. We study in this work the automation of this process, by focusing on the schemata of data received as input and produced
as output by simulators. We hypothesize that Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) is a useful tool for extracting software variability, i.e. highlight
commonalities and specifics for assisting IT/agronomist teams in software construction. In this paper, we propose a process for variability
extraction. This process is based on a set of pre-processing steps to prepare data for FCA tools. These tools build at the end of the process an
AOC-Poset, i.e. a conceptual structure derived from the concept lattice
in which we can identify common and variable characteristics. We implemented this process and experimented it on a set of six simulators.
We obtained promising results towards the construction of the software
product-line.
Keywords: Formal Concept Analysis · Software engineering · Software
Product Line · Variability Extraction · Knowledge Extraction
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1

Introduction

Many software companies face the problem of developing and maintaining a portfolio of products with some common purpose and context. Capitalizing knowledge acquired on the domain and on the previously developed software may be
a help for developing new ones in the same business domain, and rationalizing
the different activities around software. When software systems are sufficiently
similar, migrating to the software product line paradigm may be appropriate
for that capitalization. For example, our industrial partner ITK3 provides a
decision-support software systems platform for agriculture. It develops simulators for different purposes as yield expectation or disease prediction. The platform can be seen as a set of similar software systems, which allows a migration
to a software product line. The expected benefit is to assist the agronomist team
in the development of a new product, and speed up simulator integration by the
IT team. This requires extracting and organizing knowledge from the code base
and all existing documents. As a first step in that direction, this paper focuses
on extracting knowledge from part of this description, which is composed of an
input and an output data schema, with a tree structure embedding the data
hierarchical organisation. We use Formal Concept Analysis to highlight input
and output variability among the different simulators. We call variability the
ability of a software to be configured, customized, extended, or changed for a
specific context [3]. In our case, it concerns the variation in the data schemata of
simulators. In this paper, we explain the process that leads us from raw data to a
conceptual structure, here an AOC-Poset and how to exploit it. Concretely, the
contribution of this paper is an application of Formal Concept Analysis to identify variability. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
the approach. Section 3 addresses the dataset presentation. Section 4 explains
how the preprocessing is performed on Data schemata. Section 5 presents the
Formal Concept Analysis processing. Section 6 shows the results. Section 7 exposes the related work and Section 8 concludes the paper with a summary of
the contribution and a few perspectives.

2

Overview of the approach

Research Question. The main question studied in this paper is: How to extract
software variability from simulator data schemata? To answer this question, we
need to use simulator data schemata to build a formal context usable with FCA,
and more specifically AOC-Poset building algorithms. This is performed by a
process, presented in the following subsection, which is able to exploit simulator
data schemata to get as much knowledge as possible.
Process. Figure 1 illustrates the process to get variability from raw data schemata.
First a pre-processing is performed, by cleaning, enriching and formatting data to
obtain a formal context. Then from the formal context, an FCA-based structure,
3

https://www.itk.fr/en/
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Fig. 1. Process from simulators to variability

i.e the AOC-Poset [10] is used to highlight commonalities and specifics. So far,
only a partial variability model is created, with common terms and simulatorspecific terms. We have not yet studied the identification of logical rules relating
these terms, like implications, co-occurrences or mutual exclusions between two
terms, but we are quite confident that this is possible by applying techniques
proposed in previous work from our team [8].
An AOC-Poset has been chosen instead of a usual concept lattice because of
the simplicity of this model which makes it easily readable and understandable
in the context of variability analysis. The second theoretical reason is the complexity of its construction, which is polynomial in contrast to the construction
of concept lattices that is exponential. The size of simulator data schemata is
relatively small for the moment in our study, but in the future if the process is to
be used with larger and numerous schemata, the construction of the variability
model would be made more efficient.

3

Simulator description

Each simulator used in ITK products has its own purpose. It receives some
data as input, like weather information or soil type. It produces some data as
output, like predictions of yield or disease. All ITK products are defined as Web
applications with simulators written mainly in Python. Input and output data
are defined in JSON format4 and have schemata defined in JSON too.
Output data schemata are in general less complex than input data ones and
can be absent in some cases, if there is only a number or a string as the output
from a simulator.
4

https://www.json.org/json-en.html
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Our study is based on six different simulators:
–
–
–
–
–

Cropwin simulator to estimate yield from annual culture as wheat or corn.
Disease simulator to predict plant’s risk to contract a disease.
Grapes simulator to estimate yield from grapes cultures.
nferti simulator to predict plant’s stress, as the lack of nitrogen.
Orchard simulator to estimate yield from sustainable culture as apricots or
walnuts.
– Vine disease simulator to predict vine’s risk to contract a specific disease.

Simulator description Each simulator has a documentation which is provided
by the agronomists who developed the simulator. This documentation includes
a wiki with a description of the simulation model (the mathematical model), the
API for using the simulator, its dependencies and its technical documentation,
among other elements. The simulation model provides the schema of the data
needed for running the simulator (input data) and also the schema of the data
provided as an output. These schemata are defined using a JSON dialect. We
collected the available schemata for the selected six simulators.
Input/output data schema. Each data schema is a tree of terms. From these
six simulators, we have six input data schemata and four output ones. Input
data schemata include from 31 to 127 different terms and output data schemata
include 22 to 95 different terms (see Table 1 for details).
Simulator

nferti

Cropwin

Disease

Grapes

Orchard

Inputs terms
Outputs terms

119
95

126
32

127

31

50
53

Vine
ease
11
22

dis- total
464
202

Table 1. Simulator input and output description size

4

Pre-processing Data schemata

Raw data schemata cannot be exploited directly in our process. They need to be
sanitized, formatted and prepared to be exploited by FCA. For this, we build a
dictionary to exclude unwanted/technical terms, a dictionary to associate new
terms to replace existing acronyms and abbreviations. In order to maximize
variability extraction, we choose to exploit tuples of terms. The results have
been formatted as a formal context.
The construction of our dictionaries by removing or associating more terms
was an iterative manual work. An analysis was made after each iteration. Redundant and inappropriate terms were removed and new terms explaining existing
abbreviations were added.
In Figure 2, we outline the complete process that goes from raw data to a
formal context. First we transform raw data schemata in tree (Treeify) in order
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Fig. 2. Process to transform raw data into formal contexts.

to make the following processing steps on a tree and not on a text document.
Then, we remove useless terms (Unwanted term removal ). Next we replace abbreviations and acronyms (Associating new term) and we extract tuples from
the tree (Tuple Extraction). At the end, for all simulators, data schemata of each
kind (Input or Output) are merged and formatted as a formal context (Corpus
aggregation).
4.1

Excluding unwanted terms

Stopwords are useless terms, which do not need to be kept in our variability
extraction result. We choose to remove them to limit unnecessary too frequent
terms. Without removing unwanted terms, variability extraction would be less
relevant due to the introduced noise. To build the dictionary, we ranked all terms
by their frequency, in order to select and remove all too frequent unwanted terms.
We have used a well-known metric for that which is TF-IDF [16]. We built a
dictionary with 30 different terms to be removed.

Fig. 3. Removing unwanted terms example

Figure 3 depicts an example of this processing. Each term in a data schema is
searched in the unwanted terms dictionary and removed from the tree if present
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(e.g. type and string). If the removed term is not a tree leaf, the subtree linked
to this removed node is linked to its parent directly.

4.2

Associating new terms

The goal of building this second dictionary is to extend abbreviations and replace
acronyms by the complete terms. The construction of this dictionary has been
done manually. We checked each term to decide if it was an acronym or an
abbreviation. If this was the case, we added it to the dictionary together with its
complete name. For example, irrig has been added and associated to the term
irrigation. The built dictionary includes around 30 different terms, 9/10 of them
coming from the agronomic domain and 1/10 from IT domain.

Fig. 4. Extending terms example

Figure 4 shows an example of this processing. Each term is compared with
the associated term in the dictionary. If it matches, the current term is replaced
by its complete version.

4.3

Tuple extraction

Extracting only single terms makes us loose the information about relationships
provided by the tree structure. To keep information from data we need to refine
the extraction. We extract each node alone, but also all father-son’s pairs following a depth-first search method. The size of the extracted tuples is one or two
terms, and this is enough for our process. After empirical observations, we indeed
concluded that the use of tuples of size three or more terms does not help in identifying more commonalities in our data, because they are present in only one simulator. For example, the following tuple (parameters,phenology,irrigation)
is specific to a single simulator, which is nferti.
Besides this, we did not base our process on raw text data, and choose to
transform it into our own tree representation, in order to be independent from
any kind of data structure format, such as XML or JSON in our case.
Figure 5 depicts an example of tuple extraction. In this example, we can
observe the extraction of five tuples with a single term and four tuples with two
terms, starting from a tree of five nodes and four father-son edges.
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Fig. 5. From cleaned and enriched data to formal attributes

4.4

Data Formatting

To use Formal Concept Analysis, a last transformation is required. We use here
FCA [12] as a knowledge engineering method, for its capacity to build formal
concepts from a formal context (FC) K = (G, M, I) that associates objects from
a set G to attributes from a set M through relation I ⊆ G×M . Object sets
and attribute sets are associated thanks to two operators, both denoted by 0 .
For O ⊆ G, the set of attributes shared by the objects of O is O0 = {m|∀g ∈
O, (g, m) ∈ I}. For A ⊆ M , the set of objects that share the attributes of A is
A0 = {g|∀m ∈ A, (g, m) ∈ I}. A formal concept C = (E xtent(C), I ntent(C)) is a
maximal object group (extent) associated with their maximal shared attribute
group (intent), i.e. E xtent(C) = I ntent(C)0 (and equivalently E xtent(C)0 =
I ntent(C)). The concept order, denoted by C is defined as follows: C1 C C2
if I ntent(C2 ) ⊆ I ntent(C1 ) (and equivalently E xtent(C1 ) ⊆ E xtent(C2 )). The
concept lattice is the set of all concepts, provided with C . The lowest (w.r.t.
C ) concept owning one object is its introducer concept. The highest (w.r.t.
C ) concept owning one attribute is its introducer concept. The suborder of the
concept lattice restricted to these introducer concepts is called the AOC-Poset
(Attribute-Object Concept poset). In the following, we use the AOC-Posets,
which are a scalable alternative to concept lattices, as the conceptual structures
to highlight variability, as they contain all the information we need.
We need to generate two formal contexts from the extracted tuples. One for
the input and the other for the output data schemata. In each formal context, G
is the set of simulators, M is the set of tuples, i.e. 1-tuples for nodes or 2-tuples
for edges. (g, m) ∈ I if the tuple m exists in the data schema of the simulator g.
Figure 6 shows an example of the transformation. It starts from two simulators and generates a formal context. A cross means that the simulator has the
tuple.

5

FCA processing

The cleaned data is now in the appropriate format to be processed by FCA tools.
Extracting the variability using FCA is efficient and the obtained conceptual
structures are a useful way to express this variability [6]. We used the RCA
plugin of Cogui5 to generate AOC-Posets [10]. For the input data schemata,
5

http://www.lirmm.fr/cogui/
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Fig. 6. Example of raw data transformed into a formal context

we obtained the AOC-Poset depicted in Figure 7. This conceptual structure is
discussed in the following section.

Fig. 7. Excerpt of the AOC-Poset from input data schemata

6

Evaluation

The variability extracted from AOC-Posets is used to understand how close the
simulators are to each other.
6.1

Results

The excerpt of the AOC-Poset, presented in Figure 7, shows which simulators
parts are specific and which are common. Precisely, beginning from the most
common parts (from the top concepts of the AOC-Poset), we have:
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– The concept 14 introducing attribute latitude, common to five simulators
out of six.
– The concept 13 introducing attribute weather, common to five simulators
out of six.
– The concept 23 introducing attribute variety, common to four simulators
out of six.
– The concept 21 introducing attributes temperature-max and temperaturemin, common to four simulators out of six.
Temperature and weather have a significant impact on cultures, each variety
has its own specificity and latitude is useful for sunshine impact. Looking on
agronomic domain, we can easily see why these are the most common terms.
We have 36 common terms to at least two simulators and 374 specific terms
over 410 in total. This means that simulators have eight per cent of terms in
common, all other concepts are only present once. These are specific to their own
simulator. The bottom part of the AOC-Poset is not shown in Figure 7 because
it contains useless information, which corresponds to six concepts that match
with the six simulators and all their specific attributes (not common with other
simulators). We can observe that the grouping of attributes in the AOC-Poset
concepts is variable and ranges from one in the top concepts, discussed above,
to seven in concept 10 of Figure 7. We can also observe that the latter concept
corresponds to an abstraction of simulators that process soil information, i.e.
there is a semantic cohesion between these seven attributes. Concept four (at
the left of the figure) groups four attributes semantically related too, and which
correspond to plant phenology.
For the outputs (the AOC-Poset is not shown in the paper for the sake of
space), we found only three common terms:
– The concept introducing attribute daily, common to three simulators out of
four.
– The concept introducing attribute phenology, common to three simulators
out of four.
– The concept introducing attribute yearly, common to three simulators out
of four.
We observed that there are only three common terms to at least two simulators and 195 terms specific over 198 in total. This means that simulators
have one per cent of terms in common, all other concepts are only present once.
This low degree of commonality was predictable since each simulator has its own
purpose and returns only useful data targeting that purpose.
As a final step in this evaluation work, we plan in the near future to initiate
a discussion with the agronomist teams in order to validate and potentially
improve the extraction result (AOC-Posets).
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6.2

Discussion

Our work has multiple purposes. The first goal is to assist agronomists in the
design of new models and simulators, then support the simulator integration by
the IT team and allow a better migration towards a software product-line.
The second purpose is to provide a common vocabulary. In addition, the association dictionary helps to understand which terms are used including acronyms,
abbreviations or written in different ways and offer a new standardization. We
are quite confident that this will help agronomists when a new model has to be
built by providing a standardized vocabulary and naming conventions.
When the IT team has to develop a new application, its first task is the
simulator integration. This is a fastidious and error prone task based on manually
cloning an existing integration. Based on the generated variability, which will be
linked to code artefacts, cloning can be automated and simplified.
The last envisaged use is the migration of ITK software products to a Software Product Line, considering the AOC-Poset as a step towards the production
of a complete feature/variability model. This migration will not be based on the
source code only but will be completed by ontologies [5]. The dictionaries and
AOC-Posets are relevant artifacts to this aim.

7

Related work

FCA has already been used for variability extraction in the domain of software
product lines, to synthesize a feature model by exploring the AOC-Poset, the
AC-Poset (Attribute-Concept Poset) or implicative systems [15, 17, 1, 7]. In these
works, the formal context associates software product configurations to features.
The feature model is a kind of logical tree exposing mandatory and optional features, feature groups (Or, Xor), and feature refinement through tree edges [13].
Cross-tree constraints (such as binary implication or mutual exclusion) may
accompany the description. We ground the variability extraction on the same
principles, using FCA as the revealer of commonalities and specifics. Compared
to these works, the difference is that we do not focus on feature variability, but
on input/output data variability. This provides a complementary view on the
future product line.
Dealing with tree description could have been dealt taking inspiration from
genterms (labelled trees provided with a generalization relation) [9] or using the
pattern structure paradigm [11, 14]. The pattern structure paradigm is a way
we will explore. Nevertheless, it was initially not clear how to determine the
similarity and subsumption operators for our labelled directed (rooted) trees. In
this work, we preferred to conduct a first study using local information, based
on common nodes and edges, that can be encoded with basic formal contexts.
A drawback in our approach is that tree portions will have to be rebuilt in a
post-processing operation if we want to have a global view, but this has the
merit of providing a simple initial solution.
Finally, this work also shares similar objectives and techniques with database
schema integration [4], ontology merging [18], and common model extraction [2],
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including the need for linguistic analysis, and designing an integrated view, here
on inputs or outputs of the simulators.

8

Conclusion

Linking software engineering and artificial intelligence with Formal Concept
Analysis provides new tools and methods to improve current practices. We proposed to extract variability of simulators data schemata to improve future development of new simulators and to assist their integration in a new application.
In the short term, we have to integrate these in the software product line migration process, and to share this knowledge with the agronomist/IT team. All
existing simulators do not have a data description schemata, especially outputs.
This causes a lack of details about variability and reduces result impact. Including more data schemata coming from other simulators and asking the agronomist
team to detail the outputs when they are absent will improve the quality of the
results allowing us to give more assistance to ITK teams.
We plan in the future to work on variability extraction from source code
of existing applications and linking this variability with what we extract from
input/output data schemata. The ultimate goal is to provide a complete feature model which will enable agronomists and IT teams to easily configure new
products by working together on common assets and using a unified vocabulary.
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Abstract. The paper considers the application of evolutionary clustering algorithms on multidimensional formal contexts in order to solve fact extraction problem on database data. Formal contexts are built on the data that is the result of a
database query. Clustering on such contexts allows one to find certain data combinations in clusters that can be interpreted as facts. Evolutionary clustering algorithm is chosen as an alternative to the FCA-based multimodal clustering algorithms. It is applied in solving the problem of phenotyping complications of
myocardial infarction, formulated on the data of patient history, treatment methods and treatment results. The results of the work of evolutionary algorithms for
their various parameters are presented.
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1

Introduction

A well-known problem in cluster analysis is the problem of interpreting results of clustering. Any clustering algorithm uses some proximity measure defined on the set of
objects to be clustered. Therefore, the “meaning” of the resulting clusters is determined
primarily by the used measure: the objects united into one cluster because we found
them coinciding according to the chosen criterion. An attempt to interpret clusters from
any other positions, for example, user-oriented, actually means switching to another
proximity measure of the of objects, possibly more complex and not formalized.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [3] offers a different approach to this problem. In
FCA, clustering is used not on one, but on two, three and, in general, on an arbitrary
number of sets, this is biclustering, triclustering and multimodal clustering [9]. Here,
each cluster is a combination of data from clustered sets. The very fact of combining
certain data in a cluster can be important from the user's point of view and carry new
information. This interpretation of clusters is not directly related to the proximity measure of objects. The methods of multimodal clustering of FCA do not use a proximity
measure in the traditional sense. Clustered objects are close if they are connected to
each other by means of a relation that defines a formal context, and satisfy certain conditions of closure with respect to operators applied to elements of the data sets of formal
context. This can be, for example, the Galois transformation which beget formal concepts or the prime and box operators which beget clusters [3, 13].
FCA-based methods of bi- and triclustering have been studied in sufficient detail [4,
7, 13]. There are also certain solutions for n-dimensional multimodal clustering [8, 9].
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When applying FCA-based clustering methods to even not large data, a very large
number of clusters is usually obtained, which makes it difficult to interpret them. In
[18] and [19], a number of solutions to this problem have been proposed: algorithms
for finding clusters of a given density and clusters with close values were developed,
concept interestingness measures were introduced.
In this paper, it is proposed the solution of the problem of multimodal clustering of
data of formal contexts created on the results of queries to databases. A query to an
extensive database can return a large number of records with a large number of attributes. The representation of the query results in the form of a formal context with the
subsequent finding clusters on it allows us to solve the problem of fact extraction from
the database. Here, the facts are interpreted just as combinations of certain attributes in
clusters. An evolutionary computation is used as a clustering method since it has a some
advantages for applying in clustering, which are discussed below.
This work is a part of research aimed at modernizing the framework for evolutionary
modelling [17] and applying it to new data structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We do not expound the known FCA
statements, taking into account the topic of the workshop. In Section 2, there is brief
description of evolutionary approach to multimodal clustering. In the Section 3, relations between evolutionary clustering and FCA are highlighted. The results of experimental study of proposed approach are presented in the Section 4. They are illustrated
on the task of phenotyping of disease of myocardial infarction.

2

Evolutionary Approach to Multimodal Clustering

Evolutionary Approach to Multimodal Clustering is based on Evolutionary Computation [12]. Evolutionary computation is a term referring to several methods of global
optimization, united by the fact that they all use the concept of the evolution of a set of
solutions to an optimization problem, leading to solutions corresponding to the extreme
value of some function that sets the optimization quality criterion. Evolutionary computation is effective when working with multimodal functions. If such a function has a
global extremum, the evolutionary algorithm finds solutions corresponding to the range
of values of the quality function that are sufficiently close to the that global extremum.
2.1

Principle of Evolutionary Computation

Let X is a set of solutions of a problem. Every solution x ∈ X can be characterized by a
quality measure named as fitness function f (x).
Let solutions of a problem depend on a set of parameters P. Such a dependence may
be very complex and not being expressed analytically. In this case, it is convenient to
present the solution of the problem in the form of a black box. The black box inputs are
the values of the parameters, and at the outputs we get the corresponding solutions, for
which we calculate the values of the fitness function.
Most problems being solved by using Evolutionary Computation can be formulated
as the following optimization problem: it is required to find optimal values of parameters p*which deliver maximum value of fitness function, so the following is true:
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p* = argmax f ( x )

(1)

p*∈P

Parameter values indirectly determine the values of the fitness function calculated on
the black box output, so in the expression (1) they were defined as arguments of fitness
function.
Evolutionary approach to solving this problem consists in the following.
Building encoding scheme. Encoding scheme is the mapping φ: P → S where set
S contains objects which encode parameters from P. Genetic algorithms, which are
widely used in Evolutionary Computation often use binary encoding and every value
of p ∈ P is represented as binary string named as chromosome. Encoding scheme is not
necessarily binary (as it is not binary in Nature): every string position contains a symbol
(gene) from encoding alphabet, and there are variants of alphabets applied in encoding
schemata [11]. However, necessarily there exists an inverse mapping φ-1: S → P, so for
every s ∈ S there exists p ∈P.
Actually encoding is very important and represents the essence of evolutionary approach. There is an atomic principle of encoding which claims that encoding scheme
has to be such that it generates minimal elements which influence on the values of elements of the set of solutions X. As in biology, heredity theory claims that gene (strictly
gene combinations) is the minimal element which really determines individual characteristics, as here, in Evolutionary computation, atomic encoding principle plays the
same role.
Evolutionary algorithm. For given encoding scheme, the following algorithm
solves the problem (1).
A. Randomly generate an initial set (population) S0 of objects from S.
B. Start evolution of the populations by applying a set of operators A to
population S0 and further iteratively so that for every Sk+1= A (Sk) exists
at least one
f [φ-1(sk+1)] ≥ f [φ-1(sk)],

(2)

where sk∈ Sk and sk+1∈ Sk+1.
Finish the evolution of the population in accordance with the stopping
criterion. Most often, the criterion for stopping is the immutability of
the fitness function values over several steps of evolution.
If the set of operators A consists of genetic operators of selection, mutation and recombination (crossover) then evolutionary algorithm is named as genetic algorithm [11].
Selection works so that condition (2) is supported by the following “biological”
principle: good parents produce good offspring (that is not true in Nature). Therefore,
the higher fitness chromosomes have more opportunity to be selected than the lower
ones and good solution is always alive in the next generation.
Crossover is the genetic operator that mixes two chromosomes together to form a
new offspring. It does mixing by replacing fragments of chromosome’s code divided
in certain one or several randomly selected points.
Mutation involves modification of the gene values by randomly selecting new value
from the alphabet at random point in the strings of genes.
Being realized, the algorithm (A. – C.) provides a fast and fairly accurate solution
of the problem (1).
C.
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Fairly accurate means that evolutionary algorithm stops in a neighbourhood of
global extreme of fitness function f. The size of a neighbourhood around extreme depends on the fitness function and parameters of genetic operators. When evolutionary
algorithm works too fast it may stop at local extreme. This feature is traditionally considered as the lack of the algorithm but it may be useful for clustering since local extreme of quality measure may be semantically “better” than global extreme. In our experiments we have observed just that situation.
Operating speed of genetic algorithms could not be high because they have to manage not one but a whole set of possible solutions and evaluate fitness function N times
on every step of evolution, where N is the size of population. Nevertheless, they are fast
as compared to other algorithms for solving the problem (1) [12].
2.2

Evolutionary Multimodal Clustering

Evolutionary approach to clustering has quite a long history [10] and has contemporary
applications [12]. Most applications belong to the field of gene expression analysis [2,
6, 12].
The gene expression data (GED) has been presented in two variants. These are either
matrices containing expression values corresponding to various experiment conditions,
or three-dimensional tensors, where a discrete time scale is used as the third dimension.
Genetic algorithms with a full set of selection, mutation and crossover operators are
used as evolutionary algorithms. The features of the genetic algorithms used here are
determined by the choice of the chromosome encoding scheme, the fitness function and
genetic operators.
In clustering, the encoding of chromosomes is the central problem on which the success of problem solution depends. Several encoding schemes have been proposed in
this area [12]. Among them there are binary encoding and integer encoding. Some of
them is shown on the Fig. 1 [10, 17]. In the binary encoding scheme for clustering, the
length of chromosome may be very large if it corresponds to the number of clustering
objects. Integer encoding is more compact but it is naturally redundant since different
genotypes may correspond to the same clustering solution.
In [17] we have proposed the simple chain-encoding scheme also shown on the Fig.
1 which is not redundant and demonstrated its effectiveness in clustering when proximity measure is Euclidean. Another important advantage of the proposed encoding is
that it provides quite fast work of the algorithm even on long chromosomes due to quasi
parallelization of calculations: several genes in the chromosome may point to the same
cluster simultaneously, so clusters are formed in a quasi parallel way. Below we also
tested this encoding scheme in the current research for non-Euclidean proximity measure.
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Fig. 1. Some encoding schemes for chromosomes in evolutionary algorithms for clustering.

As already mentioned, chromosomes in evolutionary clustering algorithm can have
a significant length. The natural solution, which is known from practice [12, 15], is the
use chromosomes with composite parts of which correspond to the data in the measurements. For GED, such chromosomes have two or three sections corresponding to
genes and experiment conditions and third section corresponding to time stamps. Since
number of genes in experiments may be over dozens of thousands the length of GED
chromosomes may be giant. Nevertheless, the computational problem of processing
very long chromosomes (usually binary) is solved now [15].
The application of genetic operators to such chromosomes has its own peculiarities.
In the studying of gene expression, the genetic crossover and mutation operators are
used in all sections of chromosomes. However, in other tasks, this is not justified, since
the permutations of genes in certain places of the chromosomes contradict the meaning
of the data and the atomic principle mentioned above.
The application crossover and mutation in each section of the chromosome entails
large coverage of the search space and, possibly, fast convergence the algorithm to local
extrema. However, there are other options for the implementation of operators, not
necessarily covering all sections of the composite chromosomes. If, nevertheless, multisectional variants of genetic operators are used, parallelization of computations in accordance with the sectional arrangement of chromosomes is preferable.
In general, the most evolutionary clustering algorithms use fitness functions based
on the distance between objects and either clusters' centroids or medoids [12].
If formal contexts are used as input data, then such proximity measures are not very
effective, since instead of distances between objects and clusters (when centroids and
medoids are used), the quality of clustering is characterized by such cluster’ parameters
as cluster density and volume of clusters.
All these and some other conditions were taken into account by when we modified
our evolutionary modeling environment [17], which we used in this study.
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3

Evolutionary Clustering and FCA

In the FCA, the application of Evolutionary Computation may be realized in two ways.
In the first way, Evolutionary Computation is used in FCA algorithms for constructing formal concepts, bi- and triclustering and for clustering of higher orders. Hybrid
algorithms on the basis of existing FCA ones are created, and certain parameters of
them are manipulated using Evolutionary Computation. The second way is creation of
evolutionary algorithms for processing formal contexts as an alternative to existing
FCA algorithms.
Our work relates mainly to the second way. However, we use OAC-triclustering [22]
when processing formal contexts, so formally our approach partially belongs to the first
way too.
A multidimensional, n-ary formal context is defined by a relation
R  D1  D2 ... Dn on data domains D1 , D2 , ..., Dn . The context is an n +1 set:


= <K1 , K 2 , ..., K n , R >

(3)

where Ki ⊆ Di . The data from domains D1 , D2 , ..., Dn is placed in a database and Ki
may be treated as results of queries to database. Using queries, we can form formal
contexts of certain dimension and content.
According to multimodal clustering, for any dimension of formal context, the purpose of its processing is to find n - sets which have the closure property [9]:

u  ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )  X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n , u  R ,

(4)

j  1, 2,..., n, x j  D j \ X j  X 1 ,..., X j  {x j }, ..., X n  does not satisfy (4). The sets

H  X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n  constitute multimodal clusters. The multimodal n-adic concepts of an n-dimensional context (3) are exactly the maximal n-tuples with respect to
component-wise set inclusion [8].
Two circumstances are important when applying multidimensional contexts to data
analysis. The first is that not only formal concepts, but also multidimensional clusters
are important for knowledge discovering from data. Multidimensional clusters are characterized by density, and formal concepts are absolutely dense clusters [7, 14].
The second feature is important for the interpretation of clusters. Each cluster is a
combination of subsets of data from different domains. The very fact of combining
certain data with each other can be of interest. It is this version of fact extraction that
we use in this work. However, the higher the dimension of the cluster, the less certain
is the information that is represented by the combination of data, and additional analysis
of the clusters is required to refine it. Therefore, high-dimensional clusters are not built
and mainly three-dimensional formal contexts are the subject of research here [14, 22,
24]. For simplicity, we also illustrate our approach with three-dimensional formal contexts.
The three-dimensional triadic context (tricontext) of the form 
= (K1 , K 2 , K 3 , I ),

where I ⊆ K1 × K 2 × K 3 is a ternary relation and in general 𝐼𝐼 ≉ 𝑅𝑅 after querying to
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database. Traditionally, subsets K1 , K 2 , K 3 are interpreted as objects, attributes and
conditions (OAC), which have a specific meaning based on the content of the database.
The kind of triclusters as OAC-triclusters are studied in detail and demonstrated effectiveness in applications [22]. For triadic context 
= (K1 , K 2 , K 3 , I ) OACtricluster is defined in the form

=
 (X , Y , Z ), X ⊆ K1 , Y ⊆ K 2 , Z ⊆ K 3

(5)

OAC-triclusters are characterized by cluster density [14], the presence of similar
values in clusters [18], and interestingness measures [19].
We use cluster density, and volume of a cluster in our evolutionary clustering algorithm. The cluster density is defined as

d () =

| I ∩ ( X ×Y × Z ) | ,
| X |×|Y |×| Z |

(6)

and volume of a cluster has the following form

v () = | X | × | Y | × | Z |

(7)

3.1 Genetic Clustering Algorithm
Algorithm 1 shown below is genetic algorithm, which realizes evolutionary algorithm
A-C from the Section 2.1. Its chromosomes chrom may be encoded by two variants.
The first variant is classical one when processing GED. For three-dimensional formal context of GED, there are three sections in chromosomes, for example, “genes”,
“conditions” and “time stamps”. Crossover and mutation operate in all three sections
to maximize search space coverage [11]. However, among the new chromosomes generated in this way, there may be incorrect chromosomes, which do not correspond to
the data in the original tensor. The doMultipleCrossover function accesses the original
tensor in order to filter out the wrong chromosomes.
In the second variant of encoding, chromosomes have only one section containing
positions of objects being clustering. Filtering out the wrong chromosomes is not
needed but the algorithm may produce not proper solutions corresponded to local optima of fitness function. This variant of encoding is convenient for implementing FCA
operators for clustering. Population of chromosomes represents variants of clustering
and chromosomes contain only references to objects, so the corresponding them clusters can be constructed, for example, using OAC operators [22].
doSelection function realizes selection chromosomes according to selection method.
There are proportional, random universal, tournament and truncation selection methods [11] realized in the algorithm.
The stopping criterion is that the fitness function of the population does not change
with a certain accuracy over several steps of evolution. It may fail, and then the algorithm executes the specified maximum number of steps.
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Algorithm 1 Genetic clustering algorithm
Input: tensor is multidimensional context as the set of n samples on the axes of measurements;
Parameters:
sizePop is the size of population of chromosomes;
numpoints is the number of points of crossover;
mutationRate is the probability of mutation;
coefDensity is the cluster density-scaling factor;
coefSize is the cluster volume-scaling factor;
limitPop is the maximal number of populations;
sel is the type of selection;
countPop is the number of steps of evolution;
popFitness is the value of the fitness function for the entire population.
Output: clusters is the set of clusters in the form of a set of subsets.
population
createPopulation[tensor, sizePop] creating a population of
chromosomes chrom
1: while countPop ≤ limitPop do
2:
while stopping[population] is false do
3:
for all chrom do
4:
clusterDensity[chrom, tensor]
5:
clusterVolume[chrom, tensor]
6:
fitnessFunction[chrom, tensor, coefDensity, coefSize]
7:
end
8:
popFitness[population] calculating the value of the fitness function
for the entire population.
9:
doMultipleCrossover[{chrom1, chrom2}, numpoints, tensor]
10:
doMutation[chrom, mutationRate, tensor]
11:
doSelection[chrom, popFitness, sel]
12:
for all chrom do
13:
{clusters}
getSubTensorChrom[chrom, tensor] forming
clusters from tensor
14:
end
15:
end
16: end
The purpose of other functions of the algorithm is clear from their names.

4

Experimental Study

Experimental study of the proposed approach was carried out in order to solve some
tasks related to the problem of phenotyping diseases. Disease phenotyping refers to the
determination of the form of the disease based on the clinical profile. A clinical profile
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is a cluster that can include various data describing both the disease itself and the methods of its treatment, as well as the conditions of patients and sometimes the treatment
results.
Our goal was also to study the efficiency and performance of the evolutionary clustering algorithm for its various parameters.
4.1

Data Sets

Usually the whole data about patients and disease is stored in clinical database and the
data sets for the study can be obtained by performing queries to the database.
Depending on the database model and the DBMS platform, queries may be intellectual
of some degree and DBMS generates corresponding complicated results in the output.
However, relational databases and the SQL query language are still commonly used
here. Standard results of the queries are tables, the fields of which contain data corresponding to the attributes of patients, diseases and treatment methods. Such tables constitute as binary as multi-valued formal contexts. Solving the clustering problem on
such contexts, we get combinations of objects and attributes in clusters, which are further analyzed as sources of facts. A contexts of dimensions greater than two can be built
on the results of queries, if we are interested in additional attributes retrieved from the
database.
We use Myocardial Infarction Complications Data Set [16] for experiments. It contains information about 1700 patients having disease of myocardial infarction. All patients are anonymous and presented with identification numbers (ID). We use seven
formal contexts acquired from the whole set which number of objects and attributes are
shown in Table 1 where ECG is electrocardiogram. Among attributes, there are ones
about patients (ID only), their anamnesis, their treatment methods, and complications
after the treatment. An attribute may be binary or has a value as natural or real number.
Table 1. Number of objects and attributes of formal contexts

Context
Anamnesis
Therapy
Analyzes
Infarct
ECG
Therapy results
Full data

Objects
1700
1700
1700
1700
1700
1700
1700

Attributes
33
24
19
6
27
14
123

Some formal contexts such as Therapy, Analyzes and Therapy results have a third
dimension in the form of days. The standard maximum treatment time for myocardial infarction is 21 days (in Russia), which defines the scale of the third dimension.
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4.2

Evolutionary Clustering

Evolutionary clustering was performed using variants of genetic Algorithm 1 with two
different encoding schemes and various types of crossover.
Chromosome encoding. After analyzing the existing variants of chromosome encoding [12], we settled on two of them. The first variant is our chained integer-encoding
scheme [17] showed on Fig. 1.
The second encoding scheme is a binary scheme organized according to the principle of "one chromosome – one cluster". It has one, two or three sections in chromosomes according with the variant of encoding (see Section 3.1) and dimension of a
context. Chromosomes for three-dimensional contexts have sections "patients", "attrbutes” and "days". In the sections, a number of gene is the number of patient, number
of attribute from corresponding context from the Table 1 or number of a day according
with objects order in the corresponding subsets in formal tricontext. Different chromosomes form different clusters. Because of the evolution of many such chromosomes,
really k different chromosomes from n members of the population should remain. In
this case, it turns out that some objects will be included in different clusters, i.e. there
will be an intersection of clusters.
Fitness function. As in FCA, we control cluster density (6), its volume (7) and special kind of interestingness. There is the trade-off problem between the density and the
volume of triclusters [7]. Depending on the data, density and volume may be contradictory characteristics of clusters. Myocardial infarction data are sparse, and if we collect enough units in a cluster, it will be simultaneously voluminous. Therefore, we do
not use the volume of clusters in the fitness function, but only use their density. Nevertheless we calculate cluster volumes during evolution.
For the binary encoding scheme, fitness function has the form:

f (d ) =

1
N

N

∑ α d (C ) ,
i

i =1

i

(8)

where αi is user defined coefficient, which in general depends on cluster density, N is
the number of chromosomes in population which is equal to the maximal number of
clusters.
For the chained integer-encoding scheme fitness function is the following:
K

1 N 1 j
α i d (Ci )
∑K ∑
N j 1=
=
j i 1

f (d ) =

(9)

where Kj is the number of clusters in the j-th chromosome.
Interestingness of a cluster. It is known in clustering analysis that "the criteria relate
quite indirectly to the major goal of clustering which is improving of our understanding
of the world" [21]. According to the fitness of the chromosomes, the whole fitness of
population is namely such criterion. It hides the features of individual chromosomes.
But if selection leaves chromosomes with maximum fitness, then there is a chance that
they will lead evolution to good solutions. Patient ID values found in clusters, other
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attributes corresponding to them from the “treatment” and “treatment outcomes” domains are evaluated for the presence of information in them that can be treated as facts.
The formal criteria for selecting such “interesting” clusters are:
─
─
─
─

the presence of a single cluster at the end of evolution;
the most dense clusters among the received;
clusters of the maximum volume among received;
clusters with given values of density and volume.

4.3

Fact Extraction with Clustering

The most serious complication of a myocardial infarction is a lethal outcome of the
disease. In our data set, the lethal outcome is set by the attribute LET_IS, which has
following 8 values: 0: unknown (alive), 1: cardiogenic shock, 2: pulmonary edema, 3:
myocardial rupture, 4: progress of congestive heart failure, 5: thromboembolism, 6:
asystole, 7: ventricular fibrillation. We selected attributes related to the treatment of
patients to find out whether the treatment affects the lethal outcome. For this purpose,
the formal context was constructed, containing 27 attributes and 110 objects as the
numbers of patients who had a lethal outcome of any of the 7 variants. A similar formal
context was also constructed for patients who did not have a lethal outcome. It contains
1590 objects. We have added a third dimension to these contexts, reflecting the use of
drugs on certain days. For example, a point with coordinates (7, NA_R_1_n, 1) corresponds to a unit, which means that the patient number 7 got opioid drugs at the first day
of hospitality.
To solve the task of the effect of patient treatment on the lethal outcome, triclustering
was performed in both contexts using an evolutionary algorithm.
Facts Extracted. We were interested in special clusters. First of all, these are clusters with large groups of patients characterized by certain combinations of attributes
from the domains "patient", "treatment", "treatment results". Several such groups were
obtained.
1. We have found that the lethal outcome of myocardial infarction is inherent in elderly
patients over 60 years of age. This fact is consistent with the known data of cardiology.
2. In more detail, cases of heart attack in the anamnesis correlate with a fatal outcome,
which also looks natural.
For both this groups of patients, we found absolutely dense clusters built on tensors
with age and anamnesis attributes.
Unexpected result. We have found one unexpected result, which is as follows. On
the data of myocardial infarction, there are stable (not changing according with different parameters of the genetic algorithm) and rather dense clusters in which a subgroup
of patients with a lethal outcome have not got certain drugs. At the same time, patients
with a non-lethal outcome had these drugs.
Comparison with Data-Peeler. We were also interested in absolutely dense clusters, the formal concepts. As expected, there were few such clusters, which follows
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from the sparsity of the data. One of them is shown in Fig. 2. In it, we see that 7 patients
had no fibrinolytic therapy by Streptodecase (attribute fibr_ter_08) what is confirmed
by the query to the database.

Fig. 2. The dense cluster and the query result.
To compare our results with well known another algorithm, we selected Data-Peeler
[9] and modernized its code [23] by adding graphical user interface. Comparison of the
results is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Clustering results compared with Data-Peeler

Formal context

Number of
clusters

Number of dense
clusters

Anamnesis
Therapy
Analyzes
Infarct
ECG
Therapy results
Full Data

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

14
19
17
20
10
12
4

Number of
Data-Peeler
concepts
449639
28599
162
65
689011
7798
12564890

The results in the last row of Table 2 can be explained by the high sparsity of data
in this formal context. Accordingly, the Data-Peeler algorithm has built a lot of small
concepts.
4.4

Algorithm Performance.

The results of the algorithm performance study are as follows.
1. The algorithm processes very long three-section chromosomes of about 2000
genes fairly quickly. This allowed us to perform experiments in a wide range of changes
in the parameters of the algorithm. Fig. 3 shows clustering execution time for each of
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the seven contexts. On the Fig. 3-a it is shown for two-dimensional formal contexts and
on the Fig. 3-b it is shown for three-dimensional formal contexts. At the same time, in
some contexts, the third dimension was introduced artificially.

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Clustering execution time for several formal contexts.

The executions were performed on a standard PC 3.59 GHz with 4 Core-Processors and
8 GB RAM.
2. Encoding "one chromosome – one cluster" was more effective than chain encoding on a non-Euclidean fitness functions (6), (7) combining the density and volume of
clusters. Since the chain encoding is more complex and multi-linked, the execution of
crossover operators on chromosomes led to the "mixing"of genes, the appearance of
many "incorrect" chromosomes, and as a result, a decrease in performance.
3. A multipoint crossover is more efficient than a single-point crossover. The use of
multipoint crossover in all three sections of chromosomes accelerated the convergence
of the algorithm and was effective namely on the encoding scheme "one chromosome
– one cluster".

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes an approach to multimodal clustering on multidimensional formal
contexts using evolutionary computation. This approach is effective in experiments on
clustering three-dimensional formal contexts based on data of patients with myocardial
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infarction. The genetic algorithm builds dense clusters in any case, even for a local
extrema of the fitness function.
The presented experimental results reflect the initial stage of research in this area. In
the future, it is planned to do the following.
1. Evaluate the informativeness of the obtained clusters not manually, but using a
user interface focused on doctors.
2. Experiments have confirmed that the criteria of cluster density and volume contradict each other. Therefore, it is necessary to apply multi-objective evolutionary clustering with appropriate algorithms.
3. Transition to the dimension of formal contexts greater than three. Separate groups
of parameters can be represented as dimensions. Then their combinations obtained in
clusters will reflect in more detail the relationships in heterogeneous data.
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Abstract. In this paper we study certain properties of the GreConD
algorithm for Boolean matrix factorisation, a popular technique in Data
Mining with binary relational data. This greedy algorithm was inspired
by the fact that the optimal number of factors for the Boolean matrix
factorisation can be chosen among the formal concepts of the corresponding formal context. In particular, we consider one of the hardest cases (in
terms of the numerous of possible factors), the so-called contranominal
scales, and show that the output of GreConD is not optimal in this case.
Moreover, we formally analyse its output by means of recurrences and
generating functions and provide the reader with the closed form for the
returned number of factors. An algorithm generating the optimal number of factors and the corresponding product matrices P and Q is also
provided by us for the case of contranominal scales.
Keywords: Boolean Matrix Factorisation, Formal Concept Analysis,
Schein rank, generating functions, greedy algorithms

1

Introduction

Boolean data analysis and Formal Concept Analysis are closely related [1]. For
example, Boolean matrices describing binary relations can be considered as formal contexts and vice versa, and decomposition of Boolean matrices into the
product of two Boolean matrices of possibly smaller sizes is one of such crossroads where two disciplines meet each other. Thus, it was shown that the optimal
number of factors, that is the minimal size of common dimension of these two
product matrices, can be found based on the family of corresponding formal concepts considered as factors for the original Boolean matrix [2]. Decomposition
of object-attribute matrices into products of object-factor and factor-attribute
matrices plays important role in Machine Learning and Data Mining [3]. One of
the desired properties is the dimensional reduction that normally preserves with
high accuracy similarly between objects or attributes in terms of dot product
and makes it possible to recover the input matrix [4]. For example, in collaborative filtering domain Boolean Matrix Factorisation (BMF) was on par with
the (truncated) Singular Value Decomposition approach in terms of obtained
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quality metrics [5,6]. It speeds up the computation on the decomposed matrices
and allows finding homogeneous taste communities as those latent factors.
Another fruitful property of Boolean matrices is their cheap bit representation and related bit operations. The only obstacle for Boolean Matrix Factorisation to be widely adopted technique so far is that of determination of the
optimal number factors k for Boolean matrices or Schein rank is NP-hard problem [7,2]. So, every good approximate algorithm geared towards minimisation of
the number of factors can be taken into account [8].
One of the earlier proposed algorithm for BMF is GreConD. It follows a
greedy strategy adding attributes one-by-one with subsequent computation of
their closures and is not optimal in general. In this paper we address one very
important for practice case of the input for this algorithm, the contranominal
scale of arbitrary size n, i.e. square Boolean matrix with all ones except the main
diagonal [9]. It is well-known that the number of patterns (formal concepts) for
this case is 2n . It is easy to show experimentally that GreConD is not optimal for
this particular case by comparing its output with the theoretically deduced values
of Schein rank for contranominal scales. However, the output solution follows an
interesting pattern deserving a special treatment in terms of recurrences and
generating functions. It allows us to formally analyse the discrepancy between
this suboptimal solution and theoretically optimal one. Moreover, to know the
theoretically optimal solution as the number of factors does not mean to provide
a concrete factorisation. To fill the gap, we sketch a correct algorithm to this
end.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall the reader the basic
definitions of FCA and BMF and describe GreConD algorithm. In Section 3,
we shortly describe GreConD with its pseudocode. In Section 4, we provide the
reader with our experimental and theoretical analyses of the algorithm’s suboptimality. The penultimate section, Section 5, presents the optimal algorithm to
find BMF for formal contexts of contranominal scales. Finally, Section 6 briefly
discusses future prospects and concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Boolean Matrix Factorisation and GreConD
BMF based on Formal Concept Analysis

Basic FCA definitions. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a branch of applied algebra and it studies (formal) concepts and their hierarchies [10]. The
adjective “formal” indicates a strict mathematical definition of a pair of sets,
called, the extent and intent. This formalisation is possible because of the use of
the algebraic lattice theory.
Definition 1. Formal context K is a triple (G, M, I), where G is a set of objects, M is a set of attributes, and I ⊆ G × M is an incidence binary relation.
The binary relation I is interpreted as follows: for g ∈ G, m ∈ M we write
gIm if the object g has the attribute m.
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For a formal context K = (G, M, I) and any A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M a pair of
mappings is defined:
A↑ = {m ∈ M | gIm for all g ∈ A}, B ↓ = {g ∈ G | gIm for all m ∈ B},

these mappings define Galois connection between partially ordered sets (2G , ⊆)
and (2M , ⊆) on disjunctive union of G and M . The set A is called closed set, if
A↑↓ = A [11].
Definition 2. A formal concept of the formal context K = (G, M, I) is a pair
(A, B), where A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , A↑ = B and B ↓ = A. The set A is called the
extent, and B is the intent of the formal concept (A, B).
It is evident that the extent and intent of any formal concept are closed sets.
The set of all formal concepts of a context K is denoted by B(G, M, I).
The state-of-the-art surveys on advances in FCA theory and its applications
can be found in [12,13].
Description of FCA-based BMF. Boolean Matrix Factorisation is a decomposition of the original matrix I ∈ {0, 1}n×m , where Iij ∈ {0, 1}, into a Boolean
matrix product P ◦ Q of binary matrices P ∈ {0, 1}n×k and Q ∈ {0, 1}k×m for
the smallest possible number of k. We define Boolean matrix product as follows:
(P ◦ Q)ij =

k
_

l=1

Pil · Qlj ,

W
where
denotes disjunction, and · conjunction.
For example, in collaborative filtering, matrix I can be considered as a matrix
of binary relation between set X of objects (users), and a set Y of attributes
(items that users have evaluated). In this case, we assume that xIy iff the user
x evaluated object y. The triple (X, Y, I) naturally forms a formal context.
Consider a set F ⊆ B(X, Y, I), a subset of all formal concepts of context
(X, Y, I), and introduce matrices PF and QF :


1, i ∈ Al ,
1, j ∈ Bl ,
(PF )il =
(QF )lj =
,
0, i ∈
/ Al ,
0, j ∈
/ Bl .
where (Al , Bl ) is a formal concept from F. We can consider decomposition of
the matrix I into binary matrix product PF and QF as described above. The
following theorems are proved in [2]:
Theorem 1. (Universality of formal concepts as factors). For every I there
is F ⊆ B(X, Y, I), such that I = PF ◦ QF .
Theorem 2. (Optimality of formal concepts as factors). Let I = P ◦ Q for
n×k and k×m binary matrices P and Q. Then there exists a F ⊆ B(X, Y, I)
of formal concepts of I such that |F| ≤ k and for the n × |F| and |F| × m
binary matrices PF and QF we have I = PF ◦ QF .

There are several algorithms for finding PF and QF by calculating formal concepts based on these theorems [2].
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3

GreConD

There are several algorithms for finding PF and QF by calculating formal concepts based on aforementioned theorems [2]. This paper studies the work of
GreConD (Algoritm 2 from [2]), one of the existing algorithms for BMF. GreConD avoids computation of all possible formal concepts and therefore works
much faster [2]. Time estimation of the calculations in the worst case yields
O(k|G||M |3 ) [5], where k is the number of found factors (and can be omitted as
a constant term), |G| is the number of objects, |M | is the number of attributes.
Define U = {hi, ji|Ii,j = 1} for a Boolean matrix I. The main idea of the
algorithm is to maximize the set
D ⊕ y := ((D ∪ {y})↓ × (D ∪ {y})↓↑ ) ∩ U
successively adding columns to intent D of formal concept (C, D).
Below we provide pseudocode for GreConD.

Algorithm 3.1 GreConD
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

INPUT: I (Boolean matrix)
OUTPUT: F (set of factor concepts)
U ← {hi, ji|Ii,j = 1}
F ←∅
while U 6= ∅ do
D←∅
V ←0
while there is j ∈
/ D such that |D ⊕ j| > V do
select j ∈
/ D that maximizes |D ⊕ j|
D ← (D ∪ {j})↓↑
V ← |(D↓ × D) ∩ U|
end while
C ← D↓
add (C, D) to F
for each hi, ji ∈ C × D do
remove hi, ji from U
end for
end while
return F

The set U contains not yet covered object-attribute pairs by any of the previously found factors. When the newly found factor (C, D) is added to F, all
the pairs from C × D should be deleted from U (lines 15-18). When U is empty,
the GreConD terminates (line 6, the main loop). The inner loop (lines 9–13)
maximizes the cardinality D ⊕ j while it is still possible by examining attributes
not in D.
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4

GreConD on contranominal scale

In this section we show that GreConD is optimal for ordinal and nominal scales,
but not optimal on contranominal scale. We also construct an optimal algorithm
for contranominal scale.
4.1

Optimality on ordinal and nominal scales

In FCA, scales are used to represent the so-called multi-valued contexts (cf.
relational tables in databases) as one-valued contexts; the latter we also consider
here as Boolean matrices.
First, let us consider two elementary scales. The nominal scale is defined as
a formal context Nn = ({1, . . . , n}, {1, . . . , n}, =) and is used to scale mutually
exclusive attributes like traffic light signals (red, green, yellow). The ordinal scale
is defined as On = ({1, . . . , n}, {1, . . . , n}, ≤) and is applied in cases where the
values are ordered like university grades (poor, normal, good, excellent).
It follows from our experiment that the number of factors obtained by GreConD on ordinal and nominal scales are equal to the size of scales. We can prove
that these numbers are optimal.
Proposition 1. The number of factors n obtained by GreConD for a nominal
scale Nn is optimal.
Proof. Note that for a nominal scale of size n any concept with nonempty extent
and intent has the form ({i}, {i}) (i ∈ {1, . . . , n}). Furthermore, the number of
formal concepts is equal to the number of factors by definition.
t
u
Proposition 2. The number of factors n obtained by GreConD for an ordinal
On is optimal.
Proof. Note that for the ordinal scale of size n and for any nonempty A ⊆
{max(A), . . . , n} it holds that A↑ = {1, . . . , n}. Besides, {max(A), . . . , n}↓ =
{1, . . . , max(A)}. Therefore, concepts for the ordinal scale are ({1, . . . , k}, {k, . . . , n})
for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since GreConD needs to cover every object-attribute pair,
each pair ({i}, {i}) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} should be covered as well, which requires
exactly n concepts ({1, . . . , i}, {i, . . . , n}).
t
u
4.2

Suboptimality on contranominal scale

For every set S the contranominal scale is defined as NcS = (S, S, 6=). In what
follows, we consider Ncn with S = {1, . . . , n} without loss of generality.
Factorizing contranominal scales of sizes from 1 to 128 by GreConD3 we obtain a sequence of the number of factors an (n is the size of a scale):
a1 = 0, a2 = 2, a3 = 3, a4 = 4,
3

Our Python implementation of GreConD for these experiments: https://bit.ly/
GreConDsub
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Fig. 1. The number of factors for GreConD and its theoretical optimum for contranominal scales of increasing size.

a5 = a6 = a7 = 5, a8 = 6,
a9 = · · · = a15 = 7, a16 = 8,

a17 = · · · = a31 = 9, a32 = 10,

a33 = · · · = a63 = 11, a64 = 12,

a65 = · · · = a127 = 13, a128 = 14 . . .

Note that the number of obtained factors increases by one when the size of
a scale is a power of two or a power of two plus one.
The sequence can be defined as follows:
a1 = 0, a2 = 2,
an = 2 log2 n if ∃k : n = 2k ,
an = a2blog2 nc + 1 for other n.
Thus analytic form for the sequence is the following.
Conjecture. The number of factors obtained by GreConD on contranominal
scale is described by the sequence
an = 2 · blog2 nc + 1 − [n = 2blog2 nc ],
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n being the size of a scale.
One way to obtain a simpler closed form of the considered sequence is to
analyse its generating
function [14].
P
Let G(z) =
an z n is the associated generating function for the sequence
n

an . The sequence an can be rewritten in the following way: a1 = 0, a2 = 2, while
an = an−1 +blog2 nc−blog2 (n−1)c+dlog2 ne−dlog2 (n−1)e. One can check that
one of the respective differences of rounded logarithms takes on 1 when n = 2k
or n − 1 = 2k for some k > 0.
Let us sum an z n as follows:
X

an z n =

n≥2

X

an−1 z n +

n≥2

X

(blog2 nc−blog2 (n−1)c+dlog2 ne−dlog2 (n−1)e)z n

n≥2

Let Un = dlog2 ne and Ln = blog2 nc, then
G(z) = zG(z) +

X

n≥2

Now, let L(z) =

P

Ln z n −

X

Ln−1 z n +

n≥2

Ln z n and U (z)

n≥2

X

n≥2

P

Un z n −

X

Un−1 z n .

n≥2

Un z n , then

n≥2

G(z) = zG(z) + L(z) − zL(z) + U (z) − zU (z) or
G(z)(1 − z) = (L(z) + U (z))(1 − z) .
For z 6= 1 we have
an = [z n ]G(z) = blog2 nc + dlog2 ne .
Next, we show that the number of factors obtained by GreConD on contranominal scale is not optimal.
First, we provide the definition of Schein rank.
Definition 3. [15] For vectors v, w the matrix (vi wj ) is called cross-vector4 .
Definition 4. [15] Schein rank of a Boolean matrix A is the least number of
Boolean cross-vectors summing up to A.
Theorem 3. [16] Schein rank of contranominal scale of size n equals N(n),
l
where l = N (k) (k ∈ N) is defined as the least number, such that k ≤ bl/2c
.
We also provide several first values of N (n)5 :
N (1) = 1, N (2) = 2, N (3) = 3, N (4) = N (5) = N (6) = 4, N (7) = · · · = N (10) =
4

5

Note that we deal with column vectors according to data analysis conventions; so,
(vi wj ) is the outer product of v and w.
See also OEIS sequence A305233: https://oeis.org/A305233
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5,
N (11) = · · · = N (20) = 6, N (21) = · · · = N (35) = 7, N (36) = · · · = N (70) = 8,
N (71) = · · · = N (126) = 9, N (127) = · · · = N (252) = 10 . . .
Note that for contranominal scales of sizes 2, 3, 4, 7 GreConD does find Schein
rank, i.e. optimal number of factors. However, for the remaining sizes (n > 1)
GreConD finds suboptimal number of factors.

5

Optimal algorithm for contranominal scale

Let us construct an algorithm that would factorize contranominal scale with
optimal number of factors. We use Sperner’s theorem.
Definition 5. A family of incomparable (with respect to set inclusion) sets is
called a Sperner family, or an antichain of sets.
Theorem 4. [17] (Sperner)
For an n-element set the size of a largest antichain

n
does not exceed bn/2c
.
Equality holds iff an antichain consists of all subsets of size dn/2e or all subsets
of size bn/2c.
Theorem 3 [16] states that the optimal number of factors for contranominal
scale of size n is equal to N (n). Therefore, BMF with the optimal number of
factors (we call it optimal BMF) has object-factor matrix of size n × N (n). From
the proof [16] it follows that the minimal set of factors for contranominal scale
is an antichain. Next, we show how to find an antichain of a given length n.
Let us find all combinations of elements from the set {1, . . . , N (n)} by bN (n)/2c
elements (for example, by Algorithm T from [18][p. 359]). Note that by Sperner’s
theorem a set of those combinations is the largest antichain for the N (n)-element

(n)
set of factors. Also, bNN(n)/2c
≥ n by definition of N (n). Next, for every combination we make a binary vector r of length N (n) with ri = 1 ⇐⇒ the
corresponding combination contains the element i. Finally, we obtain objectfactor matrix by choosing an n-element subset of binary vectors and placing it
in object-factor matrix.
Based on the constructed object-factor matrix, we find the factor-attribute
matrix. We apply the derivation operator ↓ to every factor f in the objectfactor matrix, then we apply the derivation operator operator ↑ to the set of the
obtained objects in object-attribute matrix. Finally, we make binary row for the
obtained set of attributes and place it in f -row in factor-attribute matrix.
Thus, we get optimal BMF for contranominal scale.
Note that we can simplify the procedure of construction of the factor-attribute
matrix using the following property.
Property 1. For contranominal scale of size n and any subsets A and B of sets
of objects and attributes respectively it holds that
A↑ = {1, . . . , n}\A; B ↓ = {1, . . . , n}\B.
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Proof. Using the definition of contranominal scale and the derivation operator(s)
we get:
A↑ = ∩a∈A ({1, . . . , n}\a) = {1, . . . , n}\A.
The proof for B is similar.
t
u
Now we can remake the recovering of factor-attribute B matrix from objectfactor matrix A. If Ak is the k-th column in the matrix A, then ∼ Ak (here ∼
is a logical negation) is a k-th row in the matrix B.
Example. Let us demonstrate our algorithm on contranominal scale of size
5.
N (5) = 4, hence BMF has 4 factors. Generate 5 different combinations from
the set {1, 2, 3, 4}: {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}. Therefore, we obtain the
object-factor
matrix
A:


1100
1 0 1 0


T

A=
1 0 0 1. The first column of matrix A consists of vector 1, 1, 1, 0, 0 ,
0 1 1 0
0101

so vector 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 is the first row of factor-attribute matrix. Similarly, we fill
the rest of the rows in matrix B and obtain the optimal BMF:


 


1100
01111
00011
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

 
 

1 1 0 1 1 = 1 0 0 1 ◦ 0 1 1 0 0
 1 0 1 0 1
 

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
11010
0101
11110
Proposition 3. The number of optimal BMFs (found by the proposed algo

(n)
rithm) of the contranominal scale of size n > 0 is n! nq , where q = bNN(n)/2c
.

Proof. Recall that we choose an n-element set from all the combinations of
numbers from the set {1, . . . , N (n)} by bN (n)/2c elements in order to get rows
of an object-factor matrix. Further, there are n! ways to arrange every obtained
n-element set of combinations as rows of object-factor matrix.
We conclude the proof noting that there is a unique way to build the factorattribute matrix having the object-factor matrix.
t
u
Note that the case n = 1, i.e. when I = (0), has two more solutions in
addition to P ◦ Q = (1) ◦ (0); namely, (0) ◦ (1) = (0) ◦ (0).

6

Conclusion

In the paper we considered important case for Boolean matrix factorisation based
on our experimental and theoretical analyses of the behaviour of the GreConD
algorithm. We hypothesise that the number of output factors for the contranominal scales in case of GreConD is blog2 nc + dlog2 ne based on the substantial
observed fragment of its output for different values of the scale size n.
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Wehave also proposed an optimal algorithm w.r.t. Schein rank to find one out

(n)
of n! nq optimal Boolean matrix factorisation for this case, where q = bNN(n)/2c
.
As a future research direction we would like to continue our previous investigations of Boolean matrix factorisation for collaborative filtering problems [5,6]
with an updated knowledge on suboptimality in case of contranominal scales
presence as well to extend this approach to Boolean tensors.
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Summation of Decision Trees
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Abstract. Ensembles of decision trees, like Random Forests are efficient
machine learning models with state-of-the-art prediction quality. However, their predictions are much less transparent than those of a single
decision tree. In this paper, we describe a prediction model based on a
single decision tree in terms of Formal Concept Analysis. We define a
differential way to describing a decision rule. We conclude by presenting an approach to summing an ensemble of decision trees into a single
decision semilattice with the same predictions.
Keywords: Ensembles of Decision Trees · Formal Concept Analysis ·
Supervised Machine Learning.

1

Introduction

A decision tree [4] is a popular machine learning model. It can help face the challenge of interpretable machine learning. However, usually it is too simplistic to
show good learning performance. Ensembles of decision trees show better learning quality. Some of them – such as random forest [3] and gradient boosting [7] –
are considered state-of-the-art. However, ensembles miss the high interpretability
of a single decision tree.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [8] is a mathematically well-founded theory
aimed at data analysis. In [1], [2], [9], [10], researchers show the connection
between decision trees and FCA.
This paper continues our study on the connection between FCA and decision
trees started in [6]. In that paper, we have presented the following pipeline. First,
we convert a decision tree into a concept lattice. Second, we fuse an ensemble
of concept lattices into a single concept lattice. Third, we convert a concept
lattice into a decision (semi)lattice: a supervised machine learning model with
prediction quality non-inferior to that of ensembles of decision trees.
In what follows, we present a method for constructing a decision semilattice
that outputs the same predictions as an ensemble of decision trees. We propose
a differential way for describing a decision rule and, consequently, a decision tree
and a decision semilattice. We finish by summing the ensemble of decision trees
into a single decision semilattice.
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2

Basic definitions

For standard definitions of FCA and decision trees, we refer the reader to [8]
and [4], respectively.
Here we use binary attributes to describe the algorithms. In the experimental
section, we extend the algorithm to processing numerical data with interval
pattern structures [11].
The standard FCA framework operates with a set M of binary attributes.
In what follows we often replace a set of attributes M by a set M ? that consists
both of attributes m ∈ M and their complements m (“not m”):
M ? = M ∪ {m | ∀m ∈ M }

3
3.1

(1)

The proposed approach
Decision tree and decision semilattice

Definition 1. A decision rule (p, t) is a pair of a subset of attributes p ⊆ M ?
called a premise and a real number t ∈ R called a target. The attributes in the
premise p are non-complementary, i.e. ∀m ∈ M ? : if m ∈ p then m ∈
/p.
Given a description x ⊆ M ? , a decision rule can be expressed as “if x contains
p: p ⊆ x then predict t”.
We order decision rules (p, t), (p̃, t̃) by the reverse inclusion of their premises:
(p, t) < (p̃, t̃) ⇔ p ⊃ p̃

(2)

We cannot apply a single decision rule to any possible description x ⊆ M ? .
Therefore, we should use a set of decision rules. A popular means of structuring
decision rules in a set is a decision tree DT .
Definition 2. Decision tree DT is an ordered set of decision rules satisfying the
following properties: (a) each premise in DT is unique, (b) DT contains a root
decision rule with the empty premise, (c) each non-root decision rule in DT has
exactly one direct bigger neighbour (“parent”), and one direct smaller neighbour
of a parent (“sibling”) which differ by one complementary attribute:
a) ∀(p, t) ∈ DT

@t̃ ∈ R, t̃ 6= t : (p, t̃) ∈ DT

b) ∃t ∈ R : (∅, t) ∈ DT

c) ∀(p, t) ∈ DT, p 6= ∅,

(ppar , tpar )  (p, t),
ppar = p \ {m},

∃!(ppar , tpar ), (psib , tsib ) ∈ DT, m ∈ p :

(3)
(4)
(5)

(ppar , tpar )  (psib , tsib ), psib 6= p
psib = p \ {m} ∪ {m}

We propose a more general type of the ordered set of decision rules: a decision
semilattice DSL. To define it, we relax the property ”c” of a decision tree DT .
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Definition 3. Decision semilattice DSL is an ordered set of decision rules satisfying properties a-b (eq. 3-4) from Definition 2.
A decision tree DT is a special case of a decision semilattice DSL. Thus,
any operation defined for a decision semilattice can also be applied to a decision
tree.
We define a “prediction” function φ(DSL, x) as a function outputting a single
target prediction for a description x ⊆ M ? based on a decision semilattice DSL:
X
1
t
(6)
φ(DSL, x) =
x
|DSLmin |
x
(p,t)∈DSLmin

where

DSLxmin
x

= {(p, t) ∈ DSLx | @(p̃, t̃) ∈ DSLx : (p̃, t̃) < (p, t)}

DSL = {(p, t) ∈ DSL | p ⊆ x}

3.2

(7)
(8)

Differential decision tree

In this subsection we define a “differential” way for describing a decision rule:
(given a prior prediction ŷ ∈ R) “if x contains p : p ⊆ x then add t to the
prediction ŷ”.
We define a function φ∆ (DSL, x) which outputs a single target prediction
for a description x ⊆ M ? based on a decision semilattice DSL and differential
approach:
X
φ∆ (DSL, x) =
t
(9)
(p,t)∈DSLx

It is unclear how to construct “differential” decision trees and semilattices.
We suggest a solution to the former task. To construct a differential decision
tree, one can construct a decision tree DT and then “differentiate” it with a
function δ:
δ(DT ) = {(p, t − t̃) | (p, t), (p̃, t̃) ∈ DT : (p, t) ≺ (p̃, t̃)} ∪ {(∅, t) ∈ DT }

(10)

Proposition 1. For a decision tree DT a prediction φ(DT, x) matches the prediction φ∆ (δ(DT ), x) for any x.
Proof. The proof is derived from two facts: (i) a decision tree DT always uses
x
only one decision rule to make a final prediction: |DTmin
| = 1, ∀x ⊆ M ? (ii) each
target of a decision rule in δ(DT ) represents the difference between the target
of the corresponding decision rule in DT and the target of its parent.
3.3

Summation of differential decision semilattices

We define an addition operation on decision semilattices in the following way:
DSL1 + DSL2 = {(p, t1 + t2 ) | ∀(p, t1 ) ∈ DSL1 , t2 ∈ R : (p, t2 ) ∈ DSL2 }
∪ {(p, t1 ) ∈ DSL1 | ∀t2 ∈ R : (p, t2 ) ∈
/ DSL2 }

∪ {(p, t2 ) ∈ DSL2 | ∀t1 ∈ R : (p, t1 ) ∈
/ DSL1 }

The addition operation leads to an important proposition:
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(11)

Proposition 2. Given a set of n decision semilattices {DSLi }ni=1 , the “differential” prediction of the sum of decision semilattices matches the sum of “differential” predictions of the summand decision semilattices :
n
n
X
X
φ∆ (
DSLi , x) =
φ∆ (DSLi , x),
i=1

i=1

∀x ⊆ M ?

(12)

Proof. The proof follows from the definitions of the addition operation (eq. 11)
and the function φ∆ (eq. 9).
The summation of several identical decision semilattices can be represented
as multiplication by a real number:
DSL ∗ k =
3.4

k
X
i=1

∀k ∈ R

DSL = {(p, t ∗ k) | (p, t) ∈ DSL},

(13)

Ensembles of decision trees as decision semilattices

Random forest RF and gradient boosting GB are state-of-the-art ensembles of
decision trees. They both operate with a set of decision trees {DTi }ni=1 and,
optionally, real-valued hyperparameters. Although the ensembles construct the
set of decision trees differently, their prediction functions φRF and φGB are
similar as they both sum the predictions of the underlying decision trees:
n

φRF ({DT }ni=1 , x) =

1X
φ(DTi , x)
n i=1

φGB (({DT }ni=1 , α, λ), x) = α + λ

n
X
i=1

φ(DTi , x),

(14)
α, λ ∈ R

(15)

Proposition 3. Given a set of n decision trees {DTi }ni=1 and real numbers
α, λ ∈ R, there is (i) a decision semilattice DSLRF such that the prediction
φ∆ (DSLRF , x) matches the prediction φRF ({DTi }ni=1 , x) for any description x ⊆
M ? ; (ii) a decision semilattice DSLGB such that the prediction φ∆ (DSLGB , x)
matches the prediction φGB ({DTi }ni=1 , x) for any description x ⊆ M ? :
1) ∀x ⊆ M ?

DSLRF
2) ∀x ⊆ M ?
DSLGB

φ∆ (DSLRF , x) = φRF ({DTi }ni=1 , x)
n
1X
=
δ(DTi )
n i=1


φ∆ (DSLGB , x) = φGB ({DTi }ni=1 , α, λ), x
n
X
= {(∅, α)} + λ
δ(DTi )

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

i=1

Proof. (i) By proposition 1, for any decision tree DTi , there is a differential
decision tree δ(DTi ) : φ(DTi , x) = φ∆ (δ(DTi ), x), ∀x ⊆ M ? , (ii) By proposition
2, one can sum a set of differential decision trees into a single differential decision
semilattice keeping predictions unchanged.
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4

Experiments

This section presents an empirical proof that a decision semilattice can produce
the same predictions as ensembles of decision trees. The experiments are run via
FCApy1 python package.
The experimental setup is as follows. First, we construct the “base” models:
a decision tree, a random forest, a gradient boosting from sci-kit learn package [12], and a gradient boosting from XGBoost package [5]. Then we convert
each decision tree of these models into a unified decision tree format used in
FCApy. Finally, we aggregate the unified decision trees of ensemble models into
a decision semilattice as defined in equations 17, 19.
We use three real-world datasets for regression to compare the models. They
are: Boston Housing Data2 (“Bost.”), California Housing dataset3 (“Cal.”), Diabetes Data4 (“Diab.”).
To construct each decision semilattice in less than a minute (on average), we
limit each ensemble model by only ten decision trees with a maximum depth of
six. The sole decision tree models are limited by a maximal depth of ten.
Table 1 shows the weighted average percentage error (WAPE) of the decision
semilattices copying the predictions of the base models on both train and test
parts of a dataset. The error does not exceed 1.9%.
The slight difference in the errors comes from the real-valued nature of the
datasets. The premises of decision trees built on such data are of the form either
“is m ≤ θ” or “is m > θ” where m is a real-valued attribute and θ ∈ R. These
premises are sensitive to the precision of θ. They also use both closed and open
intervals, while our FCA-based implementation operates only the former ones.
We replace each premise of the form “is m > θ” by the premise “is m ≥ θ+10−9 ”.
Base model DecisionTree
GradientBoosting RandomForest XGBoost
Bost. Cal. Diab. Bost. Cal. Diab. Bost. Cal. Diab. Bost. Cal. Diab.
Dataset
Train error
Test error

0.00 0.00
0.02 0.01

0.00 0.44 0.00
0.25 0.63 0.00

0.35 0.88 1.75
0.31 0.84 1.88

0.10 0.00 0.00
0.30 0.22 0.03

0.00
0.59

Table 1. WAPE (in %) of the decision semilattices copying the predictions of the base
models

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a method for summing an ensemble of decision
trees into a single decision semilattice model with the same predictions. To do so,
1
2
3
4

https://github.com/EgorDudyrev/FCApy
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/housing
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/datasets/real world.html#california-housing-dataset
https://www4.stat.ncsu.edu/~boos/var.select/diabetes.html
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we have presented a “differential” way to describe decision rules and a function
for differentiating a single decision tree.
In the future work, we plan to extend this approach to decision semilattices. We also plan to study the application of decision semilattice to improving
interpretability of ensembles of decision trees.
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Ensemble Techniques for Lazy Classification
Based on Pattern Structures
Ilya Semenkov1 and Sergei O. Kuznetsov1
Higher School of Economics – National Research University, Moscow, Myasnitskaya
street 20, 101000, Russia

Abstract. This paper presents different versions of classification ensemble methods based on pattern structures. Each of these methods is
described and tested on multiple datasets (including datasets with exclusively numerical and exclusively nominal features). As a baseline model
Random Forest generation is used. For some classification tasks the classification algorithms based on pattern structures showed better performance than Random Forest. The quality of the algorithms is noticeably
dependent on ensemble aggregation function and on boosting weighting
scheme.
Keywords: Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) · pattern structures · boosting algorithms · ensemble algorithms

1

Introduction

Pattern structures were introduced in [1] for the analysis of data with complex
structure. In [6] [5] a model of lazy (query-based) classification using pattern
structures was proposed. The model shows quite good performance, which, however, is lower than that of ensemble classifiers that employ boosting techniques.
The main goal of this paper is to study various ensemble approaches based on
pattern structures, boosting, and different aggregation functions. The model is
known for good interpretability, so we would try to use ensemble techniques to
improve its prediction quality.

2
2.1

Model description
Pattern structures

The main idea of the pattern structures is the use of intersection (similarity) operation, with the properties of a lower semilattice, defined on object descriptions
to avoid binarization (discretization) prone to creating artifacts [1]. An operation of this kind allows one to define Galois connection and closure operator,
which can be used to extend standard FCA-based tools of knowledge discovery
to non-binary data without scaling (binarizing) them.
At the first step of the model we transform features in the following way:
consider x ∈ Rn to be an observation, then we transform it using the following
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transformation T : (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) → ((x1 , x1 ), (x2 , x2 ), ..., (xn , xn )). Basically,
for each feature j, its value in the observation x gets transformed from a number
xi into a 2-dimensional vector (xi , xi ) with the same value repeated twice. This
is used later in the definition of similarity operation.
After the transformation each observation x has 2 values for each feature i,
namely xi,1 and xi,2 . In this paper, we define the similarity of two transformed
observations x, y in the standard way of interval pattern structures [4] [5] [6]:
x u y = ((min(x1,1 , y1,1 ), max(x1,2 , y1,2 )), ..., (min(xn,1 , yn,1 ), max(xn,2 , yn,2 )))
where in xi,j and yi,j i indicates a feature and j indicates one of two values
for a feature. In other words for each feature i there were xi = (xi,1 , xi,2 ), yi =
(yi,1 , yi,2 ). After similarity operation (x u y)i = (min(xi,1 , yi,1 ), max(xi,2 , yi,2 )).
Below, for simplicity this operation will be called intersection.
The subsumption relation is defined as the natural order of the semilattice:
x @ y ≡ x u y = x.
A hypothesis for a description x is a description xh ∈ Cj : @y ∈ Ci (i 6=
j) : (x u xh ) @ y, where Ci stands for a set of elements from class i. So, if a
description xh does not fit any observation from classes Cj (j 6= i), but fits at
least 1 observation of the class Ci , then it is considered to be a hypothesis for
the class Ci .
The aggregation function is applied either to the whole set of all intersections
between a test observation and every element of the training sample, or to the
set of hypotheses (extracted from the training set).
Aggregation functions There are many reasonable aggregation functions. In
our experiments we have used the following ones:
P
1. avglengths: C = arg minCi P 1 wk k∈AC dist (k), where
i
k∈AC
i
Pn
dist (k) = j=1 (kj,2 − kj,1 ), wk , the weight of k-th observation in a training
set;
P
2. k per class closest avg: C = arg minCi P 1 wk k∈Lm,C dist (k), where
k∈Lm,C
Pn
dist (k) = j=1 (kj,2 − kj,1 ), Lm,C is the set of m elements from class C
which are closest to the prediction
observation, m is a hyperparameter;
P
3. k closest: C = arg maxCi k∈Lm wk · 1 (k = Ci ), where
Pn
dist (k) = j=1 (kj,2 − kj,1 ), Lm , the set of m elements which are closest to
the prediction observation regardless of their class,m is a hyperparameter;

P
4. count with threshold t: C = arg maxCi k∈AC 1 dist(k)
<
t
, where
wk
i
Pn
dist (k) = j=1 (kj,2 − kj,1 ), t, a threshold.

Note: in each case ACi is a set of intersections of the test observation with
each observation in a class Ci , ACi = {xtest u x : (x ∈ Xtrain ) ∧ (c(x) = Ci )} if
hypotheses are not used and ACi = {xtest u xh : (xh ∈ Xtrain ) ∧ (c(xh ) = Ci )}
if hypotheses are used (specified in tables with results if they are used), c(x) is
a function which returns class of training object.
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2.2

SAMME pattern structures

It is not possible to directly use the gradient boosting techniques as there is no
loss function which gets directly optimized. Thus, an analog of AdaBoost is used
as we know how to implement weighted datasets in pattern structures.
The general scheme called Stagewise Additive Modeling using a Multi-Class
Exponential loss function or SAMME is presented in [3]. After adapting it to
pattern structures it looks as follows:
Algorithm 1: SAMME for pattern structures analysis, training
Input: (X, y), training dataset, M is the number of models in ensemble
;
initialize wi = n1 , n - number of objects in X;
for m ∈ 1, ..., M do
initialize model T (m) ;
classify each observation in X using weighted dataset with a new
model;
calculate error:
errm = Pn

1
wi

i=1

n
X
i=1



wi 1 yi 6= T (m) (xi )

calculate model weight:
α

m

= log



1 − errm
errm



+ log (K − 1)

where K is the amount of classes;
recalculate object weights:
wi ← wi · e

am ·1 (yi 6=T (m) (xi ))

, i ∈ { 1, . . . , n }

end
Prediction of ensemble:
C (x) = arg max
k

M
X

m=1



αm · 1 T (m) (x) = k

Methods of weighting models Additionally to the original method of calculation of α, others were used such as:
1
1. Uniform: αm = M
m
2. Linear: α = Pn 1

Pn

i=1 wi
Pn

wi 1 yi = T (m) (xi )
w 1 y =T (m) (xi ))
e i ( i
i=1



3. Exponential: αm = i=1 Pn ewi
i=1
4. Logarithmic: αm = log (1 + (1 − errm )) = log (2 − errm )
1
5. Iternum: αm = m
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3
3.1

Datasets description
Cardiotocography Data Set

The dataset consists of preprocessed 2126 fetal cardiotocograms (CTGs). It contains 23 numerical attributes with no missing values. It could be used for 3 class
prediction as well as a 10 class classification (classes are more specific). The
dataset is available here [7]. The dataset is unbalanced. Before the classification, data was standartized.
3.2

Male Fertility dataset

The dataset [8] consists of 9 features about patient health, injuries, lifestyle
and bad habits. All features are nominal. There are 100 observations in the
dataset. The final goal is binary classification: normal semen sample or sample
with deviations.
3.3

Divorces

The dataset [9] consists of 54 features which are the answers to questions about
relationship experience. All features are nominal. There are 170 observations in
the dataset. The final goal is binary classification: got divorced or not.

4

Random Forest

For each dataset Random Forest was chosen as a baseline, since this algorithm is
an efficient ensemble of decision trees (which are also good in explanation) [2].
In this algorithm the ensemble of Decision trees is built, where each tree is
tuned using random subsample from the training sample (Bagging) and random
subsample of features.
Gridsearch with crossvalidation was used to tune it.

5

Results

Accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score were chosen as quality metrics. For
datasets with more than 2 target classes, precision, recall and F1-score were
calculated for each class separately and averaged afterwards.
Metrics are measured on a randomly chosen test set.
SAMME was also run with the aggregation function k per class closest avg,
since it has shown good performance.
Due to space limitations, we present only results of the most interesting
experiments, together with the baseline model Random Forest.
In the table pattern structures are referred to as FCA and SAMME pattern
structures is referred to as SAMME FCA.
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Table 1. Cardiotocography Data Set (3 classes)
Algorithm
SAMME FCA (‘k
FCA (‘k per class
Random Forest
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k

Accuracy
0.934
0.934
0.925
avg’ uniform method)
0.925
avg’ linear method)
0.906
avg’ exponential method) 0.761
avg’ logarithmic method) 0.864
avg’ iternum method)
0.897

per class closest avg’ original method)
closest avg’)
per
per
per
per
per

class
class
class
class
class

closest
closest
closest
closest
closest

Precision
0.892
0.892
0.867
0.877
0.838
0.582
0.760
0.828

Recall
0.833
0.833
0.839
0.829
0.804
0.630
0.735
0.784

F1-score
0.858
0.858
0.852
0.848
0.819
0.602
0.747
0.803

Ensemble size
5
1
100
5
5
5
5
5

Precision
0.803
0.803
0.720
0.727
0.609
0.423
0.652
0.602

Recall
0.680
0.680
0.723
0.636
0.591
0.412
0.623
0.575

F1-score
0.712
0.712
0.704
0.66
0.594
0.409
0.629
0.582

Ensemble size
5
1
100
5
5
5
5
5

Table 2. Cardiotocography Data Set (10 classes)
Algorithm
SAMME FCA (‘k
FCA (‘k per class
Random Forest
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k
SAMME FCA (‘k

Accuracy
0.784
0.784
0.793
avg’ uniform method)
0.765
avg’ linear method)
0.681
avg’ exponential method) 0.465
avg’ logarithmic method) 0.728
avg’ iternum method)
0.643

per class closest avg’ original method)
closest avg’ original method)
per
per
per
per
per

class
class
class
class
class

closest
closest
closest
closest
closest

As it can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2, with original weighting the metrics
are identical to the simple FCA one-model. This happens because the first model
has a significantly bigger α1 and dominates others in ensemble. That is why other
model weightings are tested.
However, in both cases best SAMME FCA and FCA models have higher
average F1-score than the tuned baseline and for the first case they also win
in terms of accuracy. Comparing SAMME FCA models it can be seen that the
original weighting is better in terms of the presented metrics even though it
effectively uses the first model only. In both SAMME and FCA the ensemble
size is smaller than in the random forest.
On the divorces dataset (Table 3) due to its size and simplicity Random
Forest manages to come out as an absolute winner having 100% in every score.
A lot of SAMME FCA and FCA models show the same relatively high scores.
SAMME again uses only the first model with original weights. However, a lot of
other weighting techniques have similar metric values on this dataset. Because
of that even though random forest uses 5 models, FCA can use less models.
On the fertility dataset (Table 4) the tuned Random Forest wins again. Especially the difference is significant in F1-score, precision and recall. The behaviour
of the SAMME FCA metrics is similar to the previous dataset: different model
weighting methods give similar results. In both SAMME and FCA the ensemble
size is smaller than in random forest.
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Table 3. Divorce Predictors Data Set
Algorithm
FCA ”avglengths”
FCA ”k per class closest avg”
FCA ”k closest”
FCA ”count with treshold t”
FCA ”avglengths” (with hypotheses)
FCA ”k per class closest avg” (with hypotheses)
FCA ”k closest” (with hypotheses)
FCA ”count with treshold t” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”avglengths”
SAMME FCA original ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA ”k closest”
SAMME FCA ”count with treshold t”
SAMME FCA ”avglengths” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”k per class closest avg” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”k closest” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”count with treshold t” (with hypotheses)
Random Forest
SAMME FCA uniform ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA linear ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA exponential ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA logarithmic ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA iternum ”k per class closest avg”

6

Accuracy
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.674
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.512
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.674
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.512
1.0
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.953

Precision
0.958
0.958
0.958
0.806
0.958
0.958
0.958
0.256
0.958
0.958
0.958
0.806
0.958
0.958
0.958
0.256
1.0
0.958
0.958
0.958
0.958
0.958

Recall
0.952
0.952
0.952
0.667
0.952
0.952
0.952
0.500
0.952
0.952
0.952
0.667
0.952
0.952
0.952
0.500
1.0
0.952
0.952
0.952
0.952
0.952

Conclusion

Even though the model itself seems promising, right now it has multiple issues.
First, SAMME boosting technique does not give additional quality. The original
SAMME method of calculating α effectively uses only the first classifier, while
the other weighting methods do not give stronger metric values than the original
method. The problem seems to be in the fact that classifiers with indices > 1 in
ensemble are just not good enough. So, there is a reason while original methods
stick to the first classifier instead of using all of them. While other weighting
might use several parts of the ensemble, it does not improve the metrics, because
the classifiers built after the first one have bad metrics most of the time. The
potential room for improvement is to make consequent classifiers to produce a
better quality results possibly by changing the way dataset gets weighted.
Secondly, we can see that this algorithm performed worse on several datasets.
Even though it was better than Random Forest on the complex ones, there is still
a room for improvement for simpler ones. This again can be done by improving
the quality of the whole ensemble, which Random Forest seems to efficiently
perform.
SAMME FCA works slower than Random Forest. However, SAMME FCA
has much better explainability: it generates only 5 classifiers (in some cases
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F1-score
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.629
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.338
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.629
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.338
1.0
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.953

Ensemble size
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Table 4. Fertility Data Set
Algorithm
FCA ”avglengths”
FCA ”k per class closest avg”
FCA ”k closest”
FCA ”count with treshold t”
FCA ”avglengths” (with hypotheses)
FCA ”k per class closest avg” (with hypotheses)
FCA ”k closest” (with hypotheses)
FCA ”count with treshold t” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”avglengths”
SAMME FCA ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA ”k closest”
SAMME FCA ”count with treshold t”
SAMME FCA ”avglengths” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”k per class closest avg” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”k closest” (with hypotheses)
SAMME FCA ”count with treshold t” (with hypotheses)
Random Forest
SAMME FCA uniform ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA linear ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA exponential ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA logarithmic ”k per class closest avg”
SAMME FCA iternum ”k per class closest avg”

Accuracy
0.680
0.920
0.920
0.560
0.760
0.080
0.920
0.520
0.920
0.920
0.920
0.920
0.760
0.800
0.920
0.920
0.960
0.920
0.920
0.920
0.920
0.920

Precision
0.600
0.460
0.460
0.577
0.557
0.272
0.460
0.571
0.460
0.460
0.460
0.460
0.557
0.455
0.460
0.460
0.979
0.460
0.460
0.460
0.460
0.460

Recall
0.826
0.500
0.500
0.761
0.641
0.272
0.500
0.739
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.641
0.435
0.500
0.500
0.750
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500

effectively uses only one of them), while Random Forest consists of 5 trees only
on Divorces dataset and consists of 100 trees in every other case.
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F1-score
0.561
0.479
0.479
0.476
0.554
0.080
0.479
0.449
0.479
0.479
0.479
0.479
0.554
0.444
0.479
0.479
0.823
0.479
0.479
0.479
0.479
0.479

Ensemble size
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
100
5
5
5
5
5
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Abstract. An approach to modelling self-supervised learning for automated inferring good classification tests is proposed. The concepts of internal and external learning contexts are formulated. A model of intelligent agent, capable of
improving own learning process of inferring good classification tests in the external context is advanced. Internal evaluation is used in an internal process of
learning with the aim of tuning the external learning process. The same learning
algorithm is used for supervised learning both in the external context and in the
internal context. The structure of good test inferring is described and a procedure to recognize the end of inferring process is proposed.
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1

Introduction

Self-learning embodies one of the essential properties of human intelligence related to
an internal evaluation of the mental process quality. A deeper level of learning – selflearning – allows to manage the learning process in an external context in terms of its
effectiveness through the internal evaluation and developing rules to select the best
learning strategies and parameters without a teacher.
We shall understand self-learning as a process of improvement of an agent's (or
system’s) actions on the basis of self-evaluation of his (its) actions in a variable context. When the agent selects sub-contexts and some actions in learning process, he (it)
uses some criteria. The self-learning is related to the ability to change these criteria, to
form new criteria, which is essentially to improve the learning algorithms, making
them more consistent with the external context and more effective.
The purpose of this paper is to model a self-learning process in the logical or symbolic supervised algorithms of machine learning. This mode of learning covers mining logical rules and dependencies from data: “if-then” rules, decision trees, functional, implicative and associative dependencies. We shall consider a special kind of
symbolic machine learning, namely, inferring good tests from data [1] in multi-valued
dynamic contexts (external contexts) for recognizing classes of objects represented by
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their symbolic descriptions. The self-learning at the internal (deep) level implements
the analysis and internal evaluation of classification rule inferring in the external context and allows one to reveal the relationships between the external contexts (subcontexts) and the parameters of learning. The implementation of self-learning in the
internal context can be based on the same algorithm of symbolic machine learning
that works in the external context.
The paper is organized as follows. The related works are discussed in Section 2.
Sections 3 and 4 deal with defining a software agent capable of self-learning and the
structure of the internal context. Sections 5, 6, and 7 cover the description of selflearning in inferring good maximally redundant classification tests from data. To
complete the paper, we give a short conclusion.

2

Related works

The analysis of modern researches has been implemented in the following directions:
modeling of self-learning (self-supervised learning), deep learning [2] and models of
learning in robots and robotic systems.
In the first direction, it is particularly interesting [3] the principles and technologies
of creating a robot that can move in the environment, manipulate objects and avoid
obstacles. The robot is designed as an autonomous system. It requires from the robot a
good spatial and semantic understanding of the environment. The self-learning robot
should be aware of its own localization and realize an internal reflection of spatial
situation taking into account different scenes (semantic understanding) in order to
recognize new objects. It is declared by the author that the robot should be selfesteemed and self-managed on the basis of previous experience. It must constantly
adapt its spatial and semantic models in order to improve the performance of its tasks.
Some concepts and algorithms are proposed to evaluate the robot's own movement
(Self-Supervised Visual Ego Motion Learning) [4]. Note that the concept of selflearning proposed in [3] coincides with the concept of self-learning offered by us.
In [5], the role of curiosity in self-learning is analyzed and the concepts of selflearning with the phenomenon of curiosity are developed.
It is an ordinary practice to associate self-learning with deep learning. Impressive
successes in deep learning achieved in simulation games [6] and image analysis [716]. However, deep learning does not mean self-learning. Using neural networks for
segmenting images traditionally requires a large quantity of training data marked
manually. In [14] an algorithm is proposed on the basis of which 130000 images were
generated with automatic marking for 39 objects. In [15], a robot’s internal evaluation
of its future path cost is based on the probabilistic Bayesian method.
Neural networks recognize classes of objects and form a feature hierarchy of classes, but do not form their symbolic logical descriptions or rules to recognize them.
There are a number of works in which attempts are made to find the interconnection
between artificial neural networks and symbolic machine learning within the framework of the analysis of formal concepts (FCA) [17-20]. The main purpose of these
works is to use the algorithms of constructing the concept lattice to configure the
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artificial neural networks in order to make it interpretable in terms of concepts. However, an improvement of the artificial neural network learnability has not yet obtained.
In some works, the authors propose the use of robot’s manipulation reflection in
learning algorithms for improving and accelerating robot’s training. For example,
industrial Robot of Japanese Company Fanuc uses a method known as "training with
reinforcement" to grab objects by a manipulator. In this process, the robot fixes its
work on video and uses this video for correcting own activity. Domestic development
of robots is also based on the use of artificial neural networks [21-24].

3

Software agent capable of self-learning

Intelligence acts always in a changing context. Several examples of changing contexts
can be: the descriptions of patient's conditions supplemented by doctor's decisions and
patient's responses, images of the Earth's surface, and student personal characteristics.
The task of self-learnable individual or an automatic device in a such changing context is to support any purposeful action or function (search of food, search for exit
from a labyrinth, etc.). Intelligence must have some abilities to act in the context by
choosing sub-contexts and/or actions in them, as well as by assessing the extent to
which its actions bring it closer to the goal. We shall refer to the context in which an
intellectual being or device is acting as the external context.
The objects in the external context (training samples) are described in terms of
their properties (features, attributes) and they are specified by splitting into classes.
The task of learning is to find rules in a given space of object descriptions in order to
repeat the classification of objects represented by splitting objects into disjoint classes. Good tests approximate the specified object classification in the best way and
give the minimum sets of attributes (values) that carry out the greatest possible generalization within object classes and distinguish in pairs all objects from different classes [1]. As a task in the external context, we have chosen the task of constructing
good maximally redundant classification (diagnostic) texts, because the algorithms
developed for this task have a number of convenient properties for self-monitoring the
process of inferring tests [25]:
- external context is partitioned into sub-contexts in which good tests are inferred
independently;
- sub-contexts are chosen and formed by the logical rules based on analyzing subcontexts’ characteristics; the choice of sub-context determines the speed and efficiency of classification task.
The strategies for selecting sub-contexts of the external context and the algorithms
to find good tests in them are easy to describe (to represent) with the use of special
multi-valued attributes. In what follows, we shall call the intellectual being an agent,
although it does not mean that we identify it with the agent in multiagent systems.
Summing up the foregoing, we conclude that for self-learning the agent should have:
1.
A display of the external context in terms of the internal context);
2.
A set of rules (possible actions) for selecting context (sub-context);
3.
A display of the desired target (state);
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4.
An operation (a function) for comparing the desired target with the achieved
result.
During the training process, the agent must develop a sequence of actions that will
lead to the goal. We shall consider the permanent external context and its changes
only in connection with the activity of the agent, for example, a sub-context can be
deleted when the agent has completely solved the problem for this sub-context. Decomposition of contexts into sub-contexts in the tasks of inferring good classification
tests have been considered in [25-26].
When the agent selects sub-contexts and its (his) actions in learning process, it (he)
uses some criteria. These criteria can be: the number of sub-contexts to be considered,
the number of tests already extracted in sub-context, the number of objects and values
of attributes in sub-context, the number of essential objects and values of attributes
(attributes) in sub-context [1], temporal characteristics and some others. The agent
needs to memorize the situations of learning and the activity associated with them.
Let us assume that the internal context necessarily contains:
1.
Description of selected sub-context in terms of its properties;
2.
Description of selected action and the rule for its selection;
3.
Internal estimation of learning process with the use of some criteria of its efficiency.

4

The structure of the internal context and realizing selflearning

Let K be the descriptions of external sub-context via its properties, А = {A1, A2, ….
An} be the descriptions of algorithms of good tests inferring via their properties in this
sub-context, R = {R1, R2, …,.Rm} be the set of rules for selecting sub-contexts, and V
= {V1, V2, …, Vq) be the set of rules for evaluating the process of good test inferring.
Then the internal context is described by the direct product of sets K, A, R and its
mapping on V: K × A × R → V. There are more simple variants of the internal context: K × A → V and K × R → V.
The same algorithm can be used in both the external and the internal context in order to infer the logical rules for distinguishing the variants of learning in the external
context evaluated as good ones from the variants evaluated as not good ones. A few
algorithms for good test inferring have been elaborated: ASTRA [27], DIAGARA,
NIAGARA, and, INGOMAR [28].
We come to the realization of deep learning for the symbolic machine learning
tasks. The internal context is a memory of the agent, the rules extracted from the internal context represent the agent's knowledge about the effectiveness of its actions in
the external context. Actions in the internal and external contexts can be represented
as actions of two agents functioning in parallel and exchange data (Fig. 1).
Agent A1 transmits the data (the descriptions of contexts, algorithms, rules for selecting sub-contexts) to Agent A2. Agent A2 acts in the internal context (obtained
from agent A1) and passes to agent A1 the rules, which the latter applies to select the
best variant of learning with each new external sub-context.
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Figure 1. Scheme of self-learning with the interaction of two agents
For Agent A2, the internal context (memory) should not be empty, but this agent
(as well as Agent A1) can use an incremental mode of learning [28]. A few incremental algorithms for good test inferring in symbolic contexts are described in [28].

5

The structure of good maximally redundant test inferring

Good test analysis (GTA) deals with the formation of best descriptions of a given
object class (class of positive objects) against the objects do not belonging to this
class (class of negative objects) on the basis of lattice theory. We assume that objects
(or patterns) are described in terms of values of a given set U of attributes. The key
notion of GTA is the notion of classiﬁcation. To give a target classiﬁcation of objects,
we use an additional attribute k ∉ U. This attribute partitions a given set of objects
into disjoint classes the number of which is equal to the number of values of this attribute. We need in the following series of definitions.
Denote by M the set of attribute values such that M = ∪a∈U rng(a), where rng(a) is
the set of all values of a. Let G = G+ ∪ G− be the set of objects, where G+ and G− are
the sets of positive and negative objects, respectively.
Let T be a table with many-valued data, where lines correspond to objects and columns correspond to attributes. For representing data, we do not use any scaling.
Denote a description of g ∈ G by δ(g), and descriptions of positive and negative
objects by D+ = {δ(g)| g ∈ G+} and D− = {δ(g)| g ∈ G−}, respectively. The Galois
connections [29] between the ordered sets (2G, ⊆) and (2M, ⊆), i.e. 2G → 2M and 2M →
2G, are deﬁned by the following mappings called derivation operators [30]:
for A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M, val(A) = ∩g∈A δ(g) and
obj(B) = {g| B ⊆ δ(g), g ∈ G}.
There are two closure operators [30, 31]: generalization_of(B) = val(obj(B)) and
generalization_of(A) = obj(val(A)). A is closed if A = obj(val(A)) and B is closed if
B = val(obj(B)). If (val(A) = B) & (obj(B) = A), then a pair (A,B) is called a formal
concept [30, 32], subsets A and B of which are called concept extent and intent, respectively. A triplet (G,M,I), where I is a binary relation between G and M, is a formal context K. According to the values of a goal attribute, we get some possible
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forms of the formal contexts: Kε := (Gε,M,Iε) and Iε := I ∩ (Gε × M), where ε ∈
rng(k), rng(k) = {+,−} (if necessary the value τ can be added to provide undeﬁned
objects) [32]. A classiﬁcation context K± is formed by the sub-position of contexts K+
and K−, and the apposition of the resulted context with (G±, k, G±×k), i.e. after adding the classiﬁcation attribute k. Let us rewrite the deﬁnitions of tests by using notation of classiﬁcation contexts and semi-concepts [33]: pairs like (obj(B),B), B ⊆ M,
the left side of which is called an extent, and pairs like (A,val(A)), A ⊆ G, the right
side of which is called an intent. Here and later words “diagnostic test” (and GMRT)
will be used for semi-concepts (or concepts), the right part of which is a test.
Deﬁnition 1. A diagnostic test (DT) for K+ is a pair (A,B) such that B ⊆ M, A =
obj(B) ≠ ∅, A ⊆ G+, and obj(B)∩G ≠ ∅.
Deﬁnition 2. A diagnostic test (A,B) for K+ is to be said maximally redundant if
obj(B∪m) ⊂ A for all m ∈ M \B.
Deﬁnition 3. A diagnostic test (A,B) for K+ is to be said good iﬀ any extension A1
= A∪i, i ∈ G+ \A, implies that (A1,val(A1)) is not a DT for K+ .
A maximally redundant test which is simultaneously good is called a good maximally redundant test (GMRT).
Deﬁnitions of tests (as well as other deﬁnitions), associated with K+, are applicable
to K−.
If a good DT (A,B) for K+ is maximally redundant, then any extension B1 = B ∪
m, m ∉ B, m ∈ M implies that (obj(B1),B1) is not a good DT for K+.
In the general case a set B is not closed for DT (A,B), consequently, DT is not obligatorily a formal concept. A GMRT can be regarded as a special type of formal
concept [1]. Note that the definition of GMRTs is equivalent to the definition of inclusion-minimal concept-based hypothesis in the FCA [30].
To transform inferring GMRTs into an incremental process, we introduce two
kinds of subtasks for K+ (K−), called subtasks of the ﬁrst and second kind, respectively [34]:
1. Given a positive object g, ﬁnd all GMRTs (obj(B),B) for K+ such that B is contained in δ(g). In the general case, instead of δ(g) we can consider any subset of values B1, such that B1 ⊆ M, obj(B1) ≠ ∅, B1 ⊈ δ(g), ∀g ∈ G−.
2. Given a non-empty set of values B ⊆ M such that (obj(B),B) is not a DT for positive objects, ﬁnd all GMRTs (obj(B1),B1) such that B ⊂ B1.
Accordingly, we deﬁne two kinds of sub-contexts of a given classiﬁcation context
called object and attribute value projections, respectively. If (G,M,I) is a context and
if H ⊆ G, and N ⊆ M, then (H,N,I∩H×N) is called a sub-context of (G,M,I) [35].
Deﬁnition 4. The object projection ψ(K+,g) returns sub-context (N,δ(g),J), where
N = {n ∈ G+ | n satisﬁes (δ(n) ∩ δ(g) is a test for K+)}, J = I+ ∩(N×δ(g)).
Deﬁnition 5. The attribute value projection ψ(K+,B) returns sub-context (N,B,J),
where N = {n ∈ G+ | n satisﬁes (B ⊆ δ(n))}, J = I+∩(N×B). In the case of negative
objects, symbol + is replaced by symbol − and vice versa.
The decomposition of inferring GMRTs into the subtasks requires the following
actions:
1. Select an object or value to form a subtask.
2. Form the subtask.
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3. Reduce the subtask.
4. Delete the object or value when the subtask is over.
The following theorem gives the foundation for reducing sub-contexts formed by
object and attribute value projections [27, 28].
Theorem 1. Let B ⊆ M, (obj(B),B) be a maximally redundant DT for positive objects and obj(m) ⊆ obj(B), m ∈ M. Then m cannot belong to any GMRT for positive
objects diﬀerent from (obj(B),B).

6

A procedure for mining the all GMRTs in the projections of
both kinds

Let Sgood+ (Sgood−) be the partially ordered set of obj+(m), m ∈ M satisfying the
condition that (obj+(m), val(obj+(m))) is a current good DT for K+ (K−). The basic
recursive procedure (BRP) for K+ is deﬁned in Fig. 2, where
• the ﬁrst step of recursion is omitted for simplicity;
• the output Sgood+ is implicitly given via a globally deﬁned set, which is modiﬁed
during the procedure; algorithm formSgood is given in Fig. 3;
• variable ψtype has two possible values: object or attribute value projection;
• algorithm choiceOfprojection returns ψtype, and X, which can be either g or B
w.r.t. value of ψtype;
• algorithm formSubcontext implements a deﬁnition of object or attribute value
projection and returns new subcontext K∗; conditions for the end of recursion are
described in steps 7, 25;
• after the end of the current recursion iteration the control goes to the previous recursion iteration from steps 13, 31;
• checking whether (obj+(m),val(obj+(m))) is a DT for K+ is performed as follows: val(obj+(m)) is a test for K+ iﬀ obj(val(obj+(m))) = obj+ (m).
Procedure BRP
Input: K+,K−,Sgood+
Output: Sgood+
1. f := 0;
2. forall m ∈ M do
3. if val(obj+(m)) is a test for K+ then
4. formSgood(obj+(m),Sgood+);
5. M := M \m, f := 1;
6. end
7. if |M|≤ 1 then
8. return;
9. if f = 0 then
10. ψtype, X choiceOfprojection (K+,K−);
11. K∗ + formSubcontext(ψtype,X,K+);
12. BRP (K∗ +,K−,Sgood+);
13. if ψtype = object projection then
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14. G+ := G+ \X; 15. else
16. M := M \X;
17. else
18. f := 0;
19. end
20. forall g ∈ G+ do
21. if val(g) is not a test for K+ then
22. G+ := G+ \g;
23. f := 1;
24. end
25. if |G+|≤ 1 then
26. return;
27. if f = 0 then
28. ψtype, X choiceOfprojection (K+,K−);
29. K∗ + formSubcontext(ψtype,X,K+);
30. BRP (K∗ +,K−,Sgood+);
31. if ψtype = object projection then
32. G+ := G+ \X;
33. else
34. M := M \X;
35. else
36. go to 1;
37. end
Figure 2. Pseudo code of basic recursive procedure

7

Forming SGOOD as the main problem of good test inferring

Essentially, the process of forming Sgood is an incremental procedure of ﬁnding all
maximal elements of a partially ordered (by inclusion relation) set. It is based on
topological sorting of partially ordered sets. Thus, when the algorithm is over, Sgood
contains the extents of all the GMRTs for K+ (for K−) and only them. The operation
of inserting an element A∗ into Sgood (in algorithm formSgood) under lexicographical ordering of these sets is reduced to lexicographically sorting a sequence of kelement collections of integers.
A sequence of n-collections whose components are represented by integers from 1
to |M|, is sorted in time of O(|M| + L), where L is the sum of lengths of all the collections of this sequence [36]. Consequently, if Lgood is the sum of lengths of all the
collections A of Sgood, then the time complexity of inserting an element A∗ into
Sgood is of order O(|M| + Lgood). The set Tgood of all the GMRTs is obtained as
follows: Tgood = {t|t = (A,val(A)), A ∈ Sgood}.
Algorithm formSgood
Input: A∗ ⊆ G+,Sgood+
Output: Sgood+
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1. forall A ∈ Sgood do
2. if A ⊂ A∗ then
3. Sgood+ := Sgood+ \A;
4. else
5. if A∗ ⊆ A then
6. return;
7. end
8. Sgood+ := Sgood+ ∪A∗;
9. return;
Figure 3. Pseudo code of algorithm formSgood

8

Some problem to be solved

In self-learning, it is very important determining the nearness of the current result to
the goal of learning process. The goal in mining GMRTs is to find the all GMRTs for
a given external context. Generally, a situation can be when there exist sub-contexts
of the external context to be solved, but the saturation of SGOOD is already achieved (i.
e., all GMRTs are obtained). A procedure of determining the saturation of SGOOD can
be based on the properties of the set of all GMRTs of a formal context to be the
Sperner System [37].
It is important to formulate some unsolved and nontrivial problems related to the
decomposition considered in this paper. These problems are:
• How to recognize a situation that current formal context contains only the
GMRTs already obtained?
• How to evaluate the number of recurrences necessary to resolve a subtask in
inferring GMRTs? (in case we use a recursive algorithm like DIAGARA)?
• How to evaluate the perspective of a selected sub-context with respect to
finding any new GMRT?
These problems are interconnected and the subject of our further research. The effectiveness of the decomposition depends on the properties of the initial classification
context (initial data). Now we can propose some characteristics of data (contexts and
sub-contexts) useful for choosing a projection:
• The number of objects;
• The number of attribute values;
• The number of the GMRTs already obtained and covered by this projection.
Some unsolved problems cited above are difficult for analytical solution. It is possible that realizing the proposed approach to self-improving learning algorithms permits one to investigate these problems and enables us to overcame the above difficulties.
One of the advantages of our approach is related to the possibilities to reduce the
process of choosing sub-contexts and to obtain the best variant of learning to the plausible deductive reasoning, one of the models of which is described in [28]. Modeling
of on-line human reasoning is a key problem in creating intelligent computer systems.
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However, any attention is hardly paid to this topic in computer science. Knowledge
engineering has arisen from a paradigm in which knowledge is considered as something to be separated from its bearer and to function autonomously with a problemsolving application. This paradigm ignores the very essential feature of intelligence,
namely, its continuous cognitive activity. Knowledge is corrected constantly. This
means that the mechanism of using knowledge cannot be separated from the mechanism of discovering knowledge. The future realization of our approach to selfimproving good test inferring will support using logical rules extracted from the internal context for deductive process of choosing variants of learning.

9

Conclusions

The concept of self-learning in the processes of inferring good classification tests is
proposed in the paper. The inferring of good classification tests is a task of symbolic
machine learning, for which the questions of self-learning has been not considered
earlier. The results of this article are the following:
A model of self-learning was proposed allowing to manage the process of inferring
good tests in terms of its effectiveness through an internal evaluation of the learning
process and the development of rules for choosing the best strategies, algorithms, and
learning characteristics.
The concepts of internal and external learning contexts were formulated.
The structure of the internal context was proposed.
A model of intelligent agent, capable of improving own learning process of inferring good classification tests in the external context was advanced;
It was shown that the same learning algorithm can be used for supervised learning
both in the external context and in the internal context. The proposed approach is a
model of deep learning implemented by inferring logical rules from examples.
Acknowledgments. The research is partially supported by RFR grant № 18-0700098A.
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Abstract. A link key between two RDF datasets D1 and D2 is a set of
pairs of properties allowing to identify pairs of individuals, say x1 in D1
and x2 in D2 , which can be materialized as a x1 owl:sameAs x2 identity
link. There exist several ways to mine such link keys but no one takes
into account the fact that owl:sameAs is an equivalence relation, which
leads to the discovery of non-redundant link keys. Accordingly, in this
paper, we present the link key discovery based on Pattern Structures
(PS). PS output a pattern concept lattice where every concept has an
extent representing a set of pairs of individuals and an intent representing
the related link key candidate. Then, we discuss the equivalence relation
induced by a link key and we introduce the notion of non-redundant link
key candidate.
Keywords: Linked Data · RDF · Link Key · Formal Concept Analysis
· Pattern Structures.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we are interested in data interlinking which goal is to discover
identity links across two RDF datasets over the web of data [5,8]. The same real
world entity can be represented in two RDF datasets by different subjects in RDF
triples (subject,property,value) (instead of “object” usually used in RDF data
we will use “value”). It is important to be able to detect such identities, for example using rules expressing sufficient conditions for two subjects to be identical.
A link key takes the form of two sets of pairs of properties associated with a pair
of classes. The pairs of properties express sufficient conditions for two subjects,
from the associated pair of classes, to be the same. An example of a link key is
({(designation, title)}, {(designation, title), (creator, author)}, (Book, Novel))

which states that whenever an instance a of the class Book has the same (non
empty) values for the property designation as an instance b of the class Novel
for the property title (universal quantification), and that a and b share at least
one value for the properties creator and author (existential quantification), then
a and b denote the same entity, i.e., an owl:sameAs relation can be established
between a and b.
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A link key can be understood as a “closed set” in the sense that it is maximal
w.r.t. the set of pairs of individuals to which it applies. This was firstly discussed
in [2] and then extended in [3]. Hence the question of relying on Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA [7]) to discover link keys is straightforward as FCA is based on
a closure operator. Then, given two RDF datasets, FCA is applied in [3] to a
binary table where rows correspond to pairs of individuals and columns to pairs
of properties. The intent of a concept is a link key candidate which should be
validated thanks to suitable quality measures. The extent of the concept is the
set of identity links between individuals. Furthermore, a generalization of the
former approach proposed in [1] is based on pattern structures [6] and takes into
account different pairs of classes at the same time in the discovery of link keys.
Link key candidates over two RDF datasets have to generate different and
maximal link sets. However it appears that two different link key candidates may
generate the same link set. This means that there exists some redundancy between the two link key candidates, that they should be considered as equivalent
and merged. This can be achieved by looking at owl:sameAs which is an equivalence relation stating that two individual should be identified. The owl:sameAs
relation generates partitions among pairs of individuals that can be used to
detect redundant link key candidates and thus reduce their number, i.e., two
candidates relying on the same partition are declared as redundant and thus
merged.
In this paper, we present the discovery of link key candidates within the
framework of pattern structure. Then, we introduce the notion of non-redundant
link key candidate based on the equivalence relation induced by a link key candidate. Finally, we discuss how these candidates can be merged to reduce the
search space of link keys.

2
2.1

Basics and Notations
RDF data

In this work, we deal with RDF datasets which are defined as follows:
Definition 1 (RDF dataset).
Let U be a set of IRIs (Internationalized Resource Identifier), B a set of
blank nodes and L a set of literals. An RDF dataset is a set of triples (s, p, v) ∈
(U ∪ B) × U × (U ∪ B ∪ L).
Given a dataset D, we denote by:
– I(D) = {s | ∃p, v (s, p, v) ∈ D} the set of individual identifiers,
– P (D) = {p | ∃s, v (s, p, v) ∈ D} the set of property identifiers,
– C(D) = {c | ∃s (s, rdf:type, c) ∈ D} the set of class identifiers. A triple
(s, rdf:type, c) means that the subject s is an instance of the class c.
– I(c) = {s | (s, rdf:type, c) ∈ D} the set of instances of c ∈ C(D),
– p(s) = {v | (s, p, v) ∈ D} is the set of values (or “RDF objects”) related to s
through p.
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An identity link is an RDF triple (a, owl:sameAs, b) stating that the IRIs a
and b refer to the same real-world entity. Fig. 1 represents two RDF datasets
D1 and D2 , where P (D1 ) = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 } and P (D2 ) = {q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 }. Then
C(D1 ) = {c1 } and C(D2 ) = {c2 } with I(c1 ) = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 } and I(c2 ) =
{b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 }. For example, the set of values of b3 for the property q2 is
q2 (b3 ) = {v8 , v9 }.
v1
c1

v2

p1
p2
p2

a1

v3
v4

p1
p2
p1

a2

v5

c2

q1
q2

b1

q1
q2

q2
q1

b2

q1
q2
q2

b3

v6
p1
p2

a3

v7
v8

a4

v9

p3

p4

v10

a5
p4
p3

b4

q3

v11
v12

q4
q4

b5

q3

v13
D1

D2

Fig. 1. Example of two RDF datasets. On the left-hand side, the dataset D1 is populated with instances of the class c1 , and on the right-hand side the dataset D2 is
populated with instances of the class c2 .

2.2

Link Keys

Link keys are logical constructors allowing to deduce identity links (owl:sameAs).
In this paper we will call link key expression the syntactic formulation of a link
key, when we do not know whether the expression is a valid link key. For example,
the link key expression ({}, {(nbrOfPages, nbrOfBeds)}, (Book, Hospital)) will not
satisfy the link key semantics since an instance of class Book and an instance
of class Hospital cannot represent the same entity since Book and Hospital are
disjoint classes.
Definition 2 (Link key expression, link key candidate). Let D1 and D2
be two RDF datasets, k = (Eq, In, (c1 , c2 )) is a link key expression (over D1
and D2 ) iff In ⊆ P (D1 ) × P (D2 ), Eq ⊆ In, c1 ∈ C(D1 ) and c2 ∈ C(D2 ).
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The set of links L(k) (directly) generated by k is the set of pairs of instances
(a, b) ∈ I(c1 ) × I(c2 ) satisfying:

(i) for all (p, q) ∈ Eq, p(a) = q(b) and p(a) 6= ∅,
(ii) for all (p, q) ∈ In \ Eq, p(a) ∩ q(b) 6= ∅.

A link key expression k1 = (Eq1 , In1 , (c1 , c2 )) is a link key candidate if:

(iii) L(k1 ) 6= ∅,
(iv) k1 is maximal i.e. there does not exist another link key expression k2 =
(Eq2 , In2 , (c1 , c2 )) such that Eq1 ⊂ Eq2 , In1 ⊂ In2 , and L(k1 ) = L(k2 ).

The number of link key expressions may be exponential w.r.t. the number of
properties. Then link key discovery algorithms only consider link key candidates
which are link key expressions generating at least one link and that are maximal
w.r.t. the set of links they generate.

3

Link Key Discovery

Here after we assume that all link key expressions are defined on the same pair
of datasets D1 and D2 w.r.t. one pair of classes, yielding link key expressions
of the form k = (Eq, In, (c1 , c2 )). In the following, we show how link keys may
be discovered within the formalism of pattern structures (see details in [1]) and
then we discuss the notion of non-redundant link keys.
Example 1. Let us consider the pattern structure (G, (E, u), δ) displayed in Table 1. Here we skip the details for building this table and the related PS lattice
which can be found in [1].
The rows termed “PS objects” correspond to the set of objects G of the
pattern structure and include pairs of related instances. The set of descriptions
(E, u) includes all possible pairs of properties preceded either by ∀ or ∃. The
mapping δ relates a pair of instances (a, b) ∈ I(c1 ) × I(c2 ) to a description as
follows: (i) δ(a, b) includes ∀(p, q) whenever p(a) = q(b) and p(a) 6= ∅, (ii) δ(a, b)
includes ∃(p, q) whenever p(a) ∩ q(b) 6= ∅. Then the descriptions correspond to
link key expressions (Eq, In) w.r.t. the pairs of classes (c1 , c2 ). It should be
noticed that it is possible to simultaneously work with several pairs of classes as
explained in [1].
We have that δ(a1 , b1 ) = {∃(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p2 , q2 )} because p1 (a1 ) ∩ q1 (b1 ) 6= ∅
and p2 (a1 ) ∩ q2 (b1 ) 6= ∅ while δ(a2 , b1 ) = {∃(p1 , q1 )} because p1 (a2 ) ∩ q1 (b1 ) 6= ∅.
Then δ(a1 , b1 ) u δ(a2 , b1 ) = {∃(p1 , q1 )} and thus δ(a2 , b1 ) v δ(a1 , b1 ). This can
be read in the pattern concept lattice where the pattern concept pc5 is subsumed
by the pattern concept pc4 , i.e., the extent of pc5 {(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )} is
included in the extent of pc4 {(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )}, while the intent
{∃(p1 , q1 )} of pc4 is included in the intent of pc5 , {∃(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p2 , q2 )}.
The set of all pattern concepts is organized within the pattern concept lattice
lkps-lattice displayed in Fig. 2. Moreover, all potential link key candidates are
lying in the intents of the pattern concepts in the lattice. The corresponding set
of link key candidates is denoted by lkc.
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PS objects (g)
descriptions (δ(g))
(a1 , b1 )
{∃(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p2 , q2 )}
(a1 , b2 )
{∃(p2 , q2 )}
(a2 , b1 )
{∃(p1 , q1 )}
(a2 , b2 )
{∃(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p2 , q2 )}
(a3 , b3 )
{∀(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p2 , q2 )}
(a4 , b4 )
{∀(p3 , q3 ), ∃(p3 , q3 )}
(a4 , b5 )
{∀(p4 , q4 ), ∃(p4 , q4 )}
(a5 , b4 )
{∀(p4 , q4 ), ∃(p4 , q4 )}
(a5 , b5 )
{∀(p3 , q3 ), ∃(p3 , q3 )}

Table 1. The pattern structure related to link key discovery over c1 and c2 introduced
in Fig. 1.

pc0
I(c1 ) × I(c2 )
∅
pc1

pc2

{(a4 , b5 ), (a5 , b4 )}

{(a4 , b4 ), (a5 , b5 )}

k1 = {∀(p4 , q4 ), ∃(p4 , q4 )}

k2 = {∀(p3 , q3 ), ∃(p3 , q3 )}

pc3

pc4

{(a1 , b1 ), (a1 , b2 ),
(a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )}

{(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b1 ),
(a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )}

k3 = {∃(p2 , q2 )}

k4 = {∃(p1 , q1 )}

pc5
{(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )}
k5 = {∃(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p2 , q2 )}
pc6
{(a3 , b3 )}
k6 = {∀(p1 , q1 ), ∃(p1 , q1 ),
∃(p2 , q2 )}

pc7
∅
P (D1 ) × P (D2 )

Fig. 2. The pattern concept intents in the pattern concept lattice lkps-lattice include
the complete set of link key candidates.

Let us consider the so-called lkps-lattice and pc = (L(k), k) a pattern concept, where the extent L(k) corresponds to the set of links generated by k,
and the intent k corresponds to a link key candidate. Let I denotes the set
of instances I = I(c1 ) ∪ I(c2 ) and the binary relation 'k ⊆ I × I such as
(a, b) ∈ L(k) → a 'k b. The interpretation of a 'k b is: "k states that there
exists a owl:sameAs relation between a and b". Actually 'k is an equivalence relation based on the fact that owl:sameAs itself is an equivalence relation. We say
that k induces the equivalence relation 'k over I. Moreover 'k forms a partition
over I where each element of this partition is an equivalence class. In fact the 'k
equivalence relation will help us to build more concise set of link key candidates
since it allows to identify non-redundant link key candidates termed nr-lkc. A
link key candidate k1 is a nr-lkc in lkc if there is no other candidate k2 in lkc
such that 'k1 and 'k2 form the same partition. Otherwise, k1 is redundant.
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In Fig. 2, it can be observed that 'k3 and 'k4 form the same partition,
namely {(a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )} (it should be noticed that singletons are omitted
for the sake of readability). Then the link key candidates k3 and k4 are redundant.
By contrast, k1 is a nr-lkc because there is no other candidate k in lkc such
that 'k1 and 'k form the same partition.
Let us briefly explain how 'k3 and 'k4 are inducing the same partition,
namely {(a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )}. The extent of k3 in lkps-lattice is given by
{(a1 , b1 ), (a1 , b2 ), (a2 , b2 ), (a3 , b3 )}. By transitivity and symmetry of owl:sameAs,
we have that (a1 , b2 ) and (b2 , a2 ) yields (a1 , a2 ), then (a2 , a1 ) and (a1 , b1 ) yields
(a2 , b1 ), and finally (b1 , a2 ) and (a2 , b2 ) yields (b1 , b2 ) and the complete graph
between (a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 ). The same thing applies when we consider k4 instead of
k3 . This intuitively shows how 'k3 and 'k4 are inducing the same partition.
One main straightforward application of identifying nr-lkc is the ability to
reduce the search space of link keys since the set of nr-lkc is included in lkc.
Indeed, this can be seen as a refinement where redundant link key candidates
inducing the same partition are merged. For example, since 'k3 and 'k4 form
the same partition, then, k3 and k4 can be merged into a nr-lkc k34 = {k3 , k4 }.
Among the perspectives is to consolidate the theory and practice of link key
discovery based on partition pattern structures initially introduced for mining
functional dependencies in [4].
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Abstract. Recent years have witnessed the increase of openly available knowledge graphs online. These graphs are often structured according to the W3C semantic web standard RDF. With this availability of information comes the challenge of coping with dataset versions as information may change in time and
therefore deprecates the former knowledge graph. Several solutions have been
proposed to deal with data versioning, mainly based on computing data deltas
and having an incremental approach to keep track of the version history. In this
article, we describe a novel method that relies on aggregating graph versions to
obtain one single complete graph. Our solution semantically compresses similar and common edges together to obtain a final graph smaller than the sum of
the distinct versioned ones. Technically, our method takes advantage of FCA to
match graph elements together. We also describe how this compressed graph can
be queried without being unzipped, using standard methods.

1 Introduction
Knowledge Graphs (KG) are becoming the preferred data model for integrating heterogeneous data into actionable knowledge. General domain knowledge graphs such
as Wikidata [21] and DBpedia [16] have been used as core knowledge sources to develop intelligent applications. Moreover, domain-specific knowledge graphs are being
constructed in almost all domains. Knowledge graphs provide a flexible data model
allowing the addition and deletion of facts in the graph. Therefore, KGs are dynamic
and evolve over time: facts are either added or removed. Such a paradigm leads to the
availability of several versions of the same KG e.g. each version may correspond to a
specific release published by the data providers.
Practically, KGs are often modeled according to the RDF standard, proposed by the
W3C. In a nutshell, the RDF1 data model implements multi-relational directed labelled
graphs using triples. Indeed, a triple t = (subject, predicate, object) encodes a fact,
e.g., ex:CR7 ex:born ex:Madeira states that Cristiano Ronaldo was born in
Madeira (Figure 1). To efficiently handle the continuously growing knowledge graphs,
there is a need for efficient compression techniques to allow practitioners to share and
1

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/
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KG-2002 (5 triples)
ex:CR7 ex:name “Cristiano Ronaldo” .
ex:CR7 ex:born ex:Madeira .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Football_Player” .
ex:CR7 ex:playsFor ex:Sporting_CP .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “Portuguese” .

KG-2013 (9 triples)
ex:CR7 ex:name “Cristiano Ronaldo” .
ex:CR7 ex:born ex:Madeira .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Football_Player” .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Model” .
ex:CR7 ex:playsFor ex:Real_Madrid .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “Portuguese” .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “English” .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “Spanish” .
ex:CR7 ex:fatherOf ex:Cristiano_Jr .

KG-2008 (7 triples)
ex:CR7 ex:name “Cristiano Ronaldo” .
ex:CR7 ex:born ex:Madeira .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Football_Player” .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Entrepreneur” .
ex:CR7 ex:playsFor ex:Man_United .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “Portuguese” .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks "English” .

KG-2020 (9 triples)
ex:CR7 ex:name “Cristiano Ronaldo” .
ex:CR7 ex:born ex:Madeira .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Football_Player” .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation “Entrepreneur” .
ex:CR7 ex:playsFor ex:Juve .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “Portuguese” .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “English” .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks “Spanish” .
ex:CR7 ex:fatherOf ex:Cristiano_Jr .

KG-Compression based on the URIs standardisation (6 triples)
ex:CR7 ex:name?v=02-20 “Cristiano Ronaldo” .
ex:CR7 ex:born?v=02-20 ex:Madeira .
ex:CR7 ex:occupation?v=02-20#08,20#13 “Football_Player#Entrepreneur#Model” .
ex:CR7 ex:playsFor?v=02#08#13#20
ex:Sporting_CP#ex:Man_United#ex:Real_Madrid#ex:Juve .
ex:CR7 ex:speaks?v=02-20#08-20#13-20 “Portuguese#English#Spanish” .
ex:CR7 ex:fatherOf?v=13-20 ex:Cristiano_Jr .

(a) 30 triples in total

(b) 6 triples in total (~80% of compression)

Fig. 1: Motivating example: (a) shows four different KG deltas of CR7 entity containing 30 triples in total. (b) depicts our vision of a semantically compressed KG with six
triples gaining 80%. The most critical challenge is searching for implicational dependencies in the different deltas. Hence, FCA plays a crucial role in our approach.
store their graphs more easily. Ideally, knowledge graph compression algorithms should
serialize RDF data compacting RDF representation in a manner that still allows for
querying. By doing so, it should then be possible to query directly compressed graphs
without having to “unzip” them prior; this strategy would thereby save memory.
To date, most RDF compression approaches focus on syntactic compression, with
systems that modify the standard RDF data model. These systems require the implementation of complex encoders and decoders to deal with various KG versions, computing deltas of triples to capture changes spanning across several versions. For example, Álvarez-García et al. [2] implement algorithms directly in the storage solution. The
authors apply compact tree structures to the well-known vertical-partitioning technique
reaching a great compression degree. However, additional data structures are needed,
including a mapping dictionary and adjacency matrices. In this work, we focus on a
semantic compression of a set of RDF KGs, i.e., reducing the number of triples by
replacing or grouping repetitive parts observed in the various graphs of the set. Technically, our method takes advantage of formal concept analysis (FCA) to match graph
elements together. Moreover, our method allows to aggregate together concepts considered as “similar” according to a chosen similarity metric.

2 CR7’s career as a motivating example
First, let us take as example four different versions of the same small knowledge graph
(Figure 1) encoding facts about Cristiano Ronaldo (URI = ex:CR7). These versions
provide facts about CR7 at various moments of his career: in 2002, 2008, 2013 & 2020.
We notice that there are redundant facts among the knowledge graph versions, e.g.,
ex:CR7 ex:name "Cristiano Ronaldo" is present in all of them. Intuitively,
a compressed graph of these four versions should carry only once this specific state-
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ment, mentioning that it is present in each of the considered versions. Such mentions
could be done by enriching the URIs of both predicates and objects, specifying e.g. the
range of the version where the statement holds. Similarly, the ex:playsFor concept
changes across versions as Cristiano played for a different team in each version. Our semantic compression, using the same kind of URI annotation, encompasses such changes
to wrap all these statements within a single triple (cf. the 4th triple of Figure 1-b).
At the end of this process, the four versions of the CR7 graph are compressed into 6
triples. Moreover, the overall information contained in the obtained compressed KG is
strictly the same as the sum of the information available in the various distinct versions.
Therefore, for this basic example, our approach allows practitioners to carry one small
KG of 6 triples instead of 4 distinct KGs gathering 30 triples.

3 Definitions
In this section, we introduce the main concepts used for our description of the approach
and formally define them adapting existing definitions from the literature. First we define the concepts related to RDF Knowledge Graphs and then those related to FCA.
3.1

Knowledge Graph

Definition 1. Sets: Let U and L be the mutually disjoint sets of URI references and
literals, respectively. Let P ⊆ U be the set of all properties.

Definition 2. RDF triple: An RDF triple t = (s, p, o) ∈ U × P × (U ∪ L) displays the
statement that the subject s is related to the object o via the predicate p. In this work,
we do not consider blank nodes as speficied in the W3C RDF standard.

Definition 3. RDF Knowledge Graph: An RDF Knowledge Graph G is a finite set of
RDF triples, where t = (s, p, o) ∈ G. An RDF graph can also be viewed as a finite set
p
of edges t, of the form s −
→ o, in a directed edge-labelled graph.
3.2

Formal Concept Analysis

Formal concept analysis (FCA) is a methodology for extracting a concept hierarchy
from sets of entities and their properties [22]. In other words, FCA is based on extracting
formal concepts from formal contexts. Adapting the definitions in [8,14]:
Definition 4. Formal Context: A formal context is a triple X = (E, A, I), where E is
a set of entities, A is a set of attributes, and I ⊆ E × A is the incidence: a set of pairs
such that (e, a) ∈ I if and only if the attribute a is defined for entity e.

Definition 5. Formal Concept: Let X = (E, A, I) be a formal context; for a subset of
entities F ⊂ E, let H(F ) := {a ∈ A | ∀f ∈ F : (f, a) ∈ I}, conversely, for a subset
of attributes G ⊂ A, let K(G) := {e ∈ E | ∀g ∈ G : (e, g) ∈ I}. A formal concept of
the formal context X is an ordered pair (F, G) such that H(F ) = G and K(G) = F .
If (F, G) and (F 1, G1) are formal concepts of X, then (F, G) ≤ (F 1, G1) if F ⊂ F 1
or, equivalently, if G1 ⊂ G.
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Fig. 2: Zip function: our compression approach creates a formal context from the same
entities in different KG deltas. Then, we apply FCA to obtain an entity summary lattice.
Finally, we execute a rule-based grammar to produce a compressed KG as output.
Definition 6. Concept Lattice: Let X = (E, A, I) be a formal context. The set of all
formal concepts of X with the partial ordering defined in Definition 5 is called the
concept lattice of X.

4 An approach for zipping Knowledge Graph versions together
Grounded on FCA, we propose a zip function for compressing RDF knowledge graphs
providing a solution to the problem of semantically compressing RDF graphs. Figure 2
depicts the main steps defined for our zip function. Our zip function follows a threefold approach. We receive as input a set of KG versions i.e. several complete versions of
the same Knowledge Graph (containing thereby redundant triples). First, we compute
and prepare the formal context. Then, we run an FCA Engine to produce the formal
concepts. Finally, we apply a set grammar rules to synthesize a (single) semantically
compressed KG from the initial set of graphs.
Formal Context Mapper: First, from the set of KG deltas, we create a formal context,
as defined in Definition 4. As E we consider objects of the same type in the KG deltas
to be the entities. As A we consider all the properties in E to be the attributes, and
the incidence I is given by the use of that property as a predicate on the given subject.
Table 1 presents the entity formal context for the example introduced in Section 2, for
instance, the RDF triple “ex:CR7 ex:playsFor ex:Juve” is only stated in ‘KG2020’ as marked in the bottom-right corner cell.
FCA Engine: Second, we apply an FCA implementation to compute the formal
concepts out of the formal context as defined in Definition 5. More visually, Figure 3
provides a concept lattice (Definition 6) corresponding to the Section 2 example. For
instance at a glance one may see that “name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player,
speak-Por” are statements made in every versions of the Knowledge Graph (practically it would be useful to store only once this information instead of four times).
Rule-based Grammar Compressor: Taking the formal concepts output by the FCA
Engine, the idea to obtain a single compressed Knowledge Graph is to “group” the
redundancies by subjects: meaning that for each distinct subject of the versions we
establish the list of (predicate,object) available and then we tag the predicates and the
object using the version name. In practice, we take advantage of the fact that the URIs
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CR7-02
CR7-08
CR7-13
CR7-20

name- bornoccu- plays- speaks- occu- plays- speaks- occu- plays- speaks- father- playsCR
Madeira Player Sporting Por
Enter MU En
Model Madrid Es
CRJ Juve
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 1: Example of the entity formal context that our approach creates for CR7 entity.
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por
cr7-02, cr7-08, cr7-13, cr7-20
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por, speak-En
cr7-08, cr7-13, cr7-20
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por, occu-Enter, speak-En
cr7-08, cr7-20
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por, speak-En, speak-Spanish, father-CRJ
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, plays-Sporting, speak-Porcr7-13, cr7-20
cr7-02
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por, occu-Enter, plays-MU, speak-En
cr7-08
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por, occu-Enter, speak-En, speak-Spanish, father-CRJ, plays-Juve
cr7-20
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, speak-Por, speak-En,
occ-Model, plays-Madrid, speak-Spanish, father-CRJ
cr7-13
name-CR, born-Madeira, occu-Player, plays-Sporting, speak-Por, occu-Enter, plays-MU,
speak-En, occ-Model, plays-Madrid, speak-Spanish, father-CRJ, plays-Juve

Fig. 3: Example of a resulting lattice after applying FCA to an entity formal context.
We browse this lattice, employing rules to compress facts into a compressed KG.
used in RDF can be enriched, and we apply (on the predicates and the objects) the
following rule-based grammar to compress the KGs semantically.
– Hash “#” is used for ordered separation of version numbers and their corresponding objects, both in new predicate IRIs and new concatenated object IRIs;
– Hyphen “-” indicates a continuous range of versions (i.e. from-to);
– Comma “,” indicates a discrete list of individual versions.
For example, in Figure 1, “ex:CR7 ex:born?v=02-20 ex:Madeira” means that
“ex:CR7 ex:born ex:Madeira” was present in all the versions from ‘02’ to ‘20’.

5 Querying the compressed Knowledge Graph
Fernández et al. [11] categorised all possible retrieval needs for versioned RDF archives.
They identify six different types of retrieval needs, regarding the query type (materialisation or structured queries) and the target (version/delta) of the query. These types are
listed below, including example queries based on our CR7 example (Figure 1).
1. Single-version structured queries are performed only on one specific version.
Q1-a: In ‘KG-2013’ what team did CR7 play for?
Q1-b: What “occupations” did CR7 have in ‘KG-2013’?
2. Cross-version structured queries must be satisfied across different versions.
Q2-a: In which KG version did CR7 play for ex:Juve ?
Q2-b: In which KG versions did CR7 have the “occupation” of ‘Entrepreneur’?
Q2-c: Which predicates connect CR7 to ex:Madeira and in which versions?
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3. Single-delta structured queries are the counterparts of the above version-focused
queries, but must be satisfied on change instances instead.
Q3-a: What triple with subject ‘CR7’ and predicate ‘ex:speaks’ was added between the two consecutive versions ‘KG-2002’ and ‘KG-2008’?
4. Cross-delta structured queries are the counterparts of the above version-focused
queries, but must be satisfied on change instances instead.
Q4-a: What has changed between the non-consecutive versions ‘KG-2002’ and ‘2020’?
5. Delta materialisation queries retrieve the delta between two or more versions.
Q5-a: What has changed between the consecutive versions ‘KG-2013’ and ‘2020’?
6. Version materialisation queries correspond to the retrieval of a full version.
Q6-a: What are all the statements about CR7 valid in version ‘KG-2008’?
Naively, these retrieval needs can be satisfied unzipping the KG to re-obtain the different
versions. Nevertheless, one advantage of our approach lies in the expressive power of
the de facto RDF query language: SPARQL2 . Indeed, practitioners can express each of
the aforementioned queries using one single SPARQL query involving filters based on
regular expressions to grasp the relevant predicates. This therefore allows any
standard-compliant triplestore to load and query the compressed KG. For instance, the
aforementioned Q6-a could correspond to the following SPARQL query:3
SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?p ?o
WHERE{
{
?s ?p ?o .
FILTER regex(str(?p), "[?&]v=([^&]*)08.*$").
}UNION{
?s ?p ?o .
BIND (REPLACE(str(?p), "(..)*-.*", "$1") AS ?strFrom).
BIND (REPLACE(str(?p), ".*-(..).*", "$1") AS ?strTo).
FILTER (xsd:int(?strFrom) < 8).
FILTER (xsd:int(?strTo) > 8).
}
}

Different string functions, from the SPARQL 1.1 standard, are operated in order to
check if the predicate ?p was present in ‘KG-2008’. Technically, this is done using
regular expressions, for instance above, regex are used to extract the starting and ending versions in case the sought version is “hidden” within an interval using a hyphen.
As a consequence, the compressed KG can be used to deal with version-related needs
together with conventional querying while being kept “light” in terms of triples.

6 Related Work
We now provide an overview of the most pertinent related efforts in the areas of FCA
for KGs, compression approaches for KGs, and KG versioning.
FCA on KGs: We see FCA supporting different tasks, including: Data Integration
using ontologies [13], Entity Matching [20], Entity Temporal Evolution [19] and Modelling Dynamics [14], or Knowledge Exploration where FCA helps assess the completeness of Linked Datasets by mining definitions from RDF annotations [1]. FCA
2
3

https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-overview/
The presented query is simplified for space reasons; it might not generalize to all possible
cases, but it could be adapted using additional FILTERs like the ones shown. See https:
//github.com/badmotor/FCACompressRDF for test data and all query examples.
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is also used in specific cases such as in [4] to propose an alternative semantics for
owl:sameAs, or to verbalize KG evolution [3]. Similarly, Aquin & Motta describe
how to extract relevant questions to an RDF dataset [7]. Furthermore, Formica [12] and
Rouane-Hacene et al. [17] extend FCA to respectively support formal ontology constructions in presence of uncertain data and to process multi-relational datasets.
KG Compression Techniques: In terms of knowledge graph compression techniques,
several paradigms have been explored. In [9], the authors list the basic and naive techniques to compress an RDF graph. Later, solutions involving pre-processing and rewriting of the graph were proposed: for instance, the HDT representation of RDF triples
was suggested [10]. Others describe methods to search the KGs for frequent patterns to
factorise them [15]. Additionally, some solutions4 summarise the KG hence compressing it, e.g. [23] compresses parts of a KG considering a set of user-selected queries.
KG Versioning: The literature has been focused on designing systems able to deal
with many knowledge graph versions by computing deltas of triples e.g. OSTRICH [18].
Closer to our strategy, Cuevas & Hogan explored solutions for representing archives of
versioned RDF data using the SPARQL standard [6].

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this article, we described an architecture to enable the compression of a set of knowledge graph versions into a compressed one, while guaranteeing no loss of information.
Furthermore, we presented how such a compressed knowledge graph can be queried
directly without decompression, using any existing SPARQL-compliant endpoint.
To strengthen our solution, we will identify and evaluate more robust characters as
delimiters for the version parameters and the concatenated object IRIs. This is because
the “#” character could be present also in the original (non-concatenated) IRIs, and the
“,” and “−” characters could break our parser when parsing the version numbers embedded in the predicates. Potentially, the proposed approach generates a high number
of unique predicates and unique objects. This could create some performance issues at
query time if the data is loaded into a triplestore, as these engines are not usually optimised for such conditions (the RDF Singleton Property model also suffers from the
same issue). In the near future, we could allow the configuration of the threshold for the
similarity metric and thereby open the discussion towards uncertain data as the zipped
KG could be carrying triples whose subjects were considered equal. Finally, an evaluation on real and large datasets will be conducted.
Acknowledgements: We acknowledge the support of the EU H2020 Projects Opertus
Mundi (GA 870228), LAMBDA (GA 809965), the EDGE Marie Skłodowska-Curie
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4

See [5] for a survey on summarizing semantic graphs.
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